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WEATHER.

THE

Washington, April 15.
Tlie indications for New England are fair
weather, warmer easterly winds becoming
variable.
____

Pure.

Absolutely
This powder never varies.
Strength and wholesomeness.
than the ordinary kinds, and

A

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

PORTLAND, Me., April 14, 1887.

marvel of purity,
More economical,

cannot be sold in

competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cam. Boyai. Baking Powdeh
Uo„ 106 Waif St.
"• *•
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Clairvoyant and Botanic
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SPECIAL NOTICE.
We would call special attention to the Ammvmnoru9 Notice, which appears in our colums
to-day
witn reference to Taxes, that all persons interested may comply with the tenor of such notice, partleulary the clauses with reference to the U. 8.
Government Bonds, Deposits in Savings Banks,
and Abatement of Taxes, and thus save hard
thoughts and possible hard words, when too late.
sn-taDl6
aprl

State of JTIaiiic.
Executive Department,

1

Augusta, Mar. 81,1887. I
Is hereby given that Petition for the
Pardon of James A. Carey, a convict in the
State Prison under sentence for the crime of forgery new pending before the Governor and Council, and a hearing thereon will be granted In the
Council Chamber at Augusta, on the 20tli day of

NOTICE

April next,

at 2 o’clock p. m.

ORAMANDAL SMITH,
Secretary of State.

anr5d2w
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C. P. CORSETS.

The

of

the Case in Detail.

Gibson, I. T., April

14.—Dr. Brine made
an examination of Mr. Blaine’s chest on
Wednesday, and found the inflammation of

the lung diminished and the lung healing.
There is no danger of a relapse unless it
should be invited by some great imprudence.
Dr. Brine said, AVednesday: “This weather
is most favorable for Mr. Blaine. It is even
and balmy' and bis room is guarded against
drafts. The moisture that is in the air is
rather desirable than otherwise.
He can
take sufficient nourishment, and he is not

only retaining

his

strength,

hut he is adding
to it. There is no occasion for alarm, as his
improvement is gradual and his condition
from hour to hour so even that there is no
necessity for any hourly observation of the
case.
He has had an attack of bronchial
pneumonia, and has passed what may be
called the crisis of the disease. Since Sun-

day morning Mr. Blaine has been improving.
Extension or invasion of the inflammation
has ceased, and a sounding of Mr. Blaine's
chest shows that it has not increased any
since Sunday. The disease is such a subtle
one that some one point of
inflammation,
from a fresh cold or other caase, may spread
and that is what we must guard against. It
is under control and rest is a very essential
thing. Mr. Blaiue is not restless in the sense
usually applied to the word, that is, he does
not toss about, but he does not sleep as much
as I think is desirable.”

[LATER.]
Fort Gibson, I. T., April 14.—Mr. Blaine
is rapidly improving, and will be able to
leave the house in

a

few days if the improve-

ment continues.

CRUELTY AT SEA.

We have

just receivecLour

Spring assortment of this
favorite brand of Corsets,
and now offer them in
both White and Colors at
the
VERY
LOWEST
MARKET PRICES.

&

gASTMAN gROS. gANGROFT
apii
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Serious Charges Brought Against
Searsport Captain.

a

unable to work more than a day. The captain then gave them their choice between
extra work and being ‘•triced” up. When
the crew persisted in their refusal the cap-

waterburiT

-WATCHESI Have a large quantity of Waterbury Watches

whichU sell

A.T $S.£25,
ran

afford

la

bare

for

over an hour, and that the
rocking of
ship caused his toes to swing clear off the
deck, causing him great pain. Brady and
another witness declared the captain was
under the influence of liquor during the
entire voyage. James Martin, George Smith

and the other port watch men gave similar

CLOSING OUT SALE.

Every boy

tain had them brought on deck. Brady said
he had been hung up by the wrists in irons

oue.

A. M, WENTWORTH
509 Congress Street.
marl u

eodtf

testimony.
The captain, through his counsel explained that the ship was passing through heavy
weather, and extra work upon the part of
the crew was necessary to its safety. The
port watch hands had refused to obey his
orders at the critical time and
prompt and
stern discipline was
necessary. The sailors
of the starboard watch were present at the

hearing to testify in the captain’s behalf.
Captain Nichols was held In 81000 bail.
COOD TEMPLARS IN SESSION.
The

Meeting

of

the

Crand

Lodge.

Lewiston, April 14—At the Good Templar’s convention the Grand Lodge officers

TRUSSES,
Shoulder

Braces,

In

our

Stockings,
Retail Department.

258 MIDDLE STREET,
Junction Fare Mlreet.

H.H.HAY & SON.
janl

fast.

Several amendments to the Grand Lodge
proposed and laid on the
table for action at the October session at
Waterville.
The committee on lodge anniversary reported in favor of observing June 12, 1888,
the 30th anniversary of the introduction of
the Good Templars into Maine.
A discussion of the prohibitory law passed
by the late Legislature was held, and at the
constitution were

CRUTCHES,

Elastic

were elected a9 follows:
Grand Treasurer—E. B. Norton of
FarmingtonGrand Marsnal—F. L. Gipson, Stetson.
Grand Chaplin—Kev. W. C. McIntyre
Delegates to the Grand Lodge of the WorldNelson Dingley, Jr„ Lewiston; Mrs. II. c. Munson, A. J. Cnase, Deeriug; George Brackett, Bel-

eikly"-&Tli6m

the conclusion the following was adopted:
Resolved, That wo commend the action of Governor Bodwell in signing the act amending our
liquor law, and for the noble stand he lias taken in
tile cause of temperance, both before and siuce
his election as Governor of the State.
MAINE.

!-

T'JJEhS'W

Spring

Memorial Day Orators.

Goods!

It in a fact that cannot be gainsayed
that ire hare the choicest stock of Hlack
and Colored New Spring Goods in the
city, including all the Novelties of the
season, in Combination Stripes, Checks,
llair Lines, IMaids, Plains, Mixtures,
etc., with Fancy Velvets and Satins to
match. Also Mack aud Colored Head
Ornaments in great variety. Our goods
are entirely different from those seen in
other stores and our prices are always
lower.
We extend a cordial invitation
to every one to come in and see them.

I. M. DYER & CO.,
511

marSl

Congress

St.

eoiltf

THE HURON
Table and Hairy Salt
Table nml Dai.,' Hal.
offered to (lie public.

The Ilex I

Unequalled for Dryness,

err.

Whiteness, Purity & Strensth,

_at wholesale by-

HOWES, HILTON & HARRIS,
Portland,
tebs

Hole Agent* for Itlnine.
cod3m

Ask your grocer tor It.

Rockland, April 14.—Cooper Post, of the
Grand Army of the town of Union, has engaged George M. Seiders, Esq., of Portland
as Memorial Day orator.
Maj. J. H. H.
Hewett of Thomaston, will deliver the ad.
drpss

city,
at

at Blue Hill.

Col. L. 1). Carver nf this

has been invited to deliver the address

Thomaston.

Augusta, April 14.—In the Kennebec
Superior Court, Thursday morning, Deputy
Collector Thomas I'. Murphy again took the
stand, but still refused to answer questions
relative to the payment of the special United
States liquor tax, by the respondent.
Judge Whitehouse ordered him committed
for contempt of court but suspended action
of mittimus until 10 A. M. Friday, the
prisoner meanwhile remaining in the
custody
of the sheriff, to give him an
opportunity to
petition for a writ of habeas corpus of Judge

Webb of the United States District court at
Portland.
Mr. Murphy’s counsel forwarded the necessary papers, Thursday afternoon. Thursday morning Collector Redman telegraphed
to Judge Whitehouse that Mr. Murphy was
acting under instructions from himself and
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and
requested the judge to discharge the prltoner.
The case of State vs. Reuben C. Hall, in
which this question came up, has been con-

tinued.

Individuals

Portland, interested
Augusta.

from Lewiston
and
in the result, are in

_

TWO STRANCE CREATURES.

the

Pengiun. Arrive In

Quaker City.

Philadelphia, April 14.—The

col-

rare

lection of animals at the Zoological Garden
was today enriched by two specimens which,
if they live, will enjoy the proud distinction
of haying no counterparts in this country.
The first is the black-footed penguin and the
other the tachyelossus liystrlx or ant-eating
echidna. The first is a genuine bird that
cannot fly, and the other a four-footed land
animal that lays eggs. The echidna is considered by naturalists one of the rarest and
m ost peculiar creations of the animal
kingdom. The specimen of the Zoo, except a
stuffed one at the Academy of
Natural
Sciences, i3 the only one in America, and
was brought direct from Australia, where it
was captured.
It is about the size ot an ordinary porcupine, which it greatly resembles, being covered with long quills, but it
has a bill-shaped nose nearly three inches
long, from which protrudes a narrow tongue
six inches in length, Its mouth is exceedingly small and it has no teeth, Its legs are
short and powerful and its feet are armed
with thick claws that can burrow so rapidly
that the animal can almost instantaneously
disappear in the earth. Unlike other burrowing animals, he burrows with all four
feet at once and instead of going head first,
he gracefully sinks into the earth with liis
spine curved and bristling witli a formidable
armour of quills.
On its right hind
leg
is a sharp spur, similar to a fighting
cock's three inches long. A little canal,
connecting with a gland, runs through it and
keeps it supplied with a poisonous liquid
which is said to cause instantaneous death.
Tlie most peculiar feature of this strange
creature, however, is that it regularly lays
eggs of a dark purple hue. When |on its native heath its diet consists of ants and other insects, hut yesterday in enjoyed a hearty
meal of condensed milk and the white of an
egg.
_

WASHINGTON.

FROM

More Pensions for Maine People.

Washington, April 14.—Pensions hare
been granted to residents of Maine as follows:
Hannah B., mother ot John F. Berry. Unity.
America F. Mahew, original. North Paris.
James W. Potter, original, New Sharon.
Albert P. Friend, original, Brookville.

Johnson, lucrease, Togus.
Daniel Towne, increase, Lee.
Robert T. Lloyd, restoration and increase, Or
Clias.

Sympathy for Ireland.
A large meeting was held in Masonic Temple this evening to protest against the English coercion bill. Congressman Springer
of Illinois presided, and the speakers were
General
Kosecrans and ex-Senator Van
Resolutions were
Wyck of Nebraska.
adopted expressing sympathy for Messrs.
Gladstone and Parnell in their fight against
the coercion bill, and earnestly protesting
against its passage by Parliament.
Letters
of regret from John Sherman, Senator Sa-

bine, Itoscoe Conkling, Gov. Fitz Hugh Lee,

S. S. Cox and others were read.

Contracts Awarded.
Secretary Whitney today awarded Bethlehem Iron Works Company, of Pennsylvania,
Government

»v»

of steel gun

AUkuiuniu^

forgings

UWUUV

AXW

klUUO

of

steel

and 4500 tons

total cost of $4,412,928.
When the proposals were opened about three
weeks ago it was found there were three bidders for supplying the gun steel the Bethlehem, the Midvale and Cambria companies
bid the last named being the lowest.
armor

plates at

THE

a

HANDLE

PAN

ROBBERY.

More Arrests

Made-Some of the
Prisoners to be Used as Witnesses.

Pittsburg, April 14—Some

points in
the wholesale Pan Handle Railroad robbery
were developed today.
The detectives claim
to have evidence that will lead to the conviction of a number of men who have not yet
been arrested. The officers who left here
yesterday captured Joseph Stephenson and
John Smith, two more of the allege thieves,
at Beaver Falls, Pa, They were aboard a
Lake Erie freight train as brakemen. As
soon as they saw the lofficers they left the
train and ran to the woods, but were pursued and captured.
Two others escaped
from the same train. The two arrested hail
from Youngstown, O. There is more or less
confidence expressed among the friends of
the imprisoned men that not enough evidence
can be produced to secure conviction, but
there will be an abundance of witnesses at
any rate. Detective Gilkinson says that 600
witnesses would be subpoenaed, coming from
all parts of the country. It is said that the
railroad company will only press the suits
against Ithose of its imprisoned employes
w-ho have more than one charge against
them, having decided to use as witnesses
many who are now in jail.

i. E.

FAIRWEATHER,

Ho. 8 3Jim Street.
lano

dtl

A IVICL’UC Its causes, and a new and
Li A Ml r.OO successful CUBE at your
own home, by one who was deaf twenty-eight
j ears. Ti eated by most of the noted special-

Dl,1

<ured himself in
ists without benefit.
months, amt since then hundreds of others.
oarticulars sent ou application.

three
Pull

T. S. PAtilt, No. 41 West 31st St.
•'etp.ieodSrv.tiin*
New York City.

The Place Where the Remains Were

Bishop

Providence, R. I.

of Catholic Societies.

Dover, N. n., April 14.—The 158th annual convention of the Catiiolic Abstinence
Societies of New Hampshire was held here
today. The delegates attended high mass at
St. Mary’s church iu the morning. The convention business began at 11 o’clock and
closed at 5 o’clock, delegatesAeing present
from every society in the State.
According
to the reports presented there is an increase
of 186 members over last year, also an increase of $168 in the treasury.

Passenger Agents In Session.
Chicago, April 14.—A joint conference
was held here today between the trunk line
and central traffic general passenger agents.

They agreed to grant excursion rates to parties of 50 and over on the certificate plan. No
half fares to clergymen will be given, nor
special rates to theatrical parties.

Yohk, April 14.—The jury

in the
of Otto J. White for the murdeJ of
Louisa Wolff, his step-mother’s servant, returned a verdict of murder in the second degree.
_
case

Secreted Disclosed.

church in Boston. At the present moment it
is Bishop
Harkins of
Providence, the
guardian of one of the most beautiful cathedrals in the world. The city is full of people
from Boston, New York and other places.
Of course there are a larger number of
clergymen than laymen. It would not be a
bad estimate to say that at least 1,000 clergymen are here today to take part in the ceremony. Among them were Rev. Hugh Roe
Rev.
Fr. O’Callaghan, Fr.
O’Donnell,
O’Brien, son of Mayor O’Brien, Rev. Fr.
Corcoran, Rev. Fr. Boursand of Boston College, Rev. J.J. McNulty, Rev. W. A. Blenkinsop, Rev. John F. Cummins and many
others.

The early morning scenes about the cathewere
Crowds of
very interesting.
some with tickets and some without,

dral

people,

made a number of unsuccessful onslaughts
on the many police officers.
The police met
each rush bravely, and in one or two instances the club was used with good effect.

The arrangements were satisfactory as a
whole, but of course there were many dissatisfied. One man said that he saw 75
Protestants and 25 Catholics go into the
church during the few moments that he was
standing there. The crowds grew in front
of the cathedral from 4 o’clock this morning
to 9, when the doors were thrown
open.
With a great rush the crowds poured in, and
half on limiP lofftt* tlm
,,n«l,n.l.„l

filled.
At 10 o’clock the crowd was enormous,
there not being a vacant seat anywhere. A
few minutes later tickets were refused at the
doors, and those on the outside had to content themselves with the beautiful music
which filled the great cathedral and out
through the open windows on the gentle
spring air. At 10.30 o’clock the grand organ
began the strains of the familiar Kyrie, and
the grand procession of bishops and priests
began. It was a brilliant pageant and well
worth the many annoyances passed through
to witness it. The grand procession was led
by Bishop O’lteilly of Springfield, the senior
assistant consecrator, followed bv the clergywas

in the following order:
Junior Assistant Conservator—Rt. Rev. L. S.
McMaaon, B. B., Bishop of Hartford, Cairn.
High Priest—Very Rev. M. M. McCabe, Vicar
General of Woonsocket. R. I.
Beacons of Honor to the Archbishop—Rev. Edward Murphy, pastor of St.
Mary’s church. Fall
River; Rev. M. A. Wallace, B. B., LL.D., pastor
of St. Michael’s church, Providence.
At the consecration in the
evening the
cathedral was thronged. At the vesper service Bishop Harkins officiated, and Bishop
Bradley of Manchester preached a sermon.
The benediction of the Blessed Sacrament
by Bishop Harkins closed the exercises of
the day. The musical service of the evening
was very elaborate.
men

A MEDIUM EXPOSED.

Lively Scene

at a

Spiritualistic

Se-

ance.

Boston, April 14.—A lively scene was enacted at the house No. 96 West Concord
street, this afternoon, which resulted in the
the well known Spiritualistic
medium, Hannah Y. Ross, who has been
holding very successful seances in this city
for some time past, and has by her success
as a medium, attracted many prominent
people. it seems that a number of gentlemen,
suspecting the authenticity of her manifestations, formed themselves into a committee
of investigation, and for three weeks have
been quietly watching the proceedings at
each seance. They became convinced that a
gigantic fraud was being practiced, and just
before the sitting this afternoon one of the in
of

exposure

Civnrn

nnt

nmrrnnl

>

.T

ar

Ross and her husband, Charles R. Ross, who
is the alleged manager of the exhibitions.
Two policemen, in citizens’ clothes, were
smuggled into the room and held ready to
assist in any demonstration made by the
members of the exposure committee. The
seance had been progressing some 45 minutes
when the spirit of a young girl appeared.
While posturing before the audience, a Mr.
Woods of Haverhill grabbed the
supposed
apparition, other members of the committee
rushed for the cabinet, and others still se
cured Mr. and Mrs. Ross.
The captured
spirit was found to be a young girl of 14 or 15
years of age, robed very scantily in white.
Her clothing was found in the
cabinet, together with many “properties,” consisting
of veils, masks, etc.
The principal articles
of Mrs. Ross’s usual attire were also found
in the cabinet and seized
by members of the
committee. Mr. and Mrs. Ross, with some
of their intimately interested
friends, made
a hard struggle, and several of the
invading
party received blows in the struggle. The
medium and her husband were finally turned
over to the police and carried to the stationhouse, where they are now locked up. The
warrant charges them with obtaining
money
under false pretences.
Mrs. Koss was quite
prominent in Spiritualistic circles in Providence, where, it is stated, her trickery was
exposed some three years ago. This is said
to be the first case of an arrest for this
particular kind of swindling that has ever been
made in this State.

Mambrino Time Dead.

THREE

Killed

and

West

MEN.

Others

Virginia

Wounded

In

a

he dead were: Joseph Reese, laborer of
Clifton, W. Va., head and body crushed;
John Soldm, laborer, badly
mangled; Washington Mercer,
The
laborer, scalded.
wounded were: Earnest Cole, head cut, will
Ed.
hie;
Hagan, fireman, badly mangled:
rouey r leifecker, conductor, had (body and

limbs cut and bruised.
From four to six
other laborers, whose names Jare not obtainwere
ed,
injured, but none of them it is
thought will die.
Death of a Mexican Veteran.
Laconia, N. H., April 14.—The funeral
of Col. Noah E. Smith took
place today and
was largely attended
by prominent men.
His age was 79 years. He was in the Mexican war and in the Central American mail
service under President Pierce. lie was exposed to constant danger in the battles
which led to the fall of the City of
Mexico,
and when Scott made his entry into the city
he led the column with a body of dragoons.

Swelling Waters.
Contocook, N. H.. April 14.—Cooler

weather prevails and the water constantly
falls. The intervales are still submerged
n

f

mS11«

«

..4

....

...l

at present. The report says Tyler’s
bridge,
two mile below here has been damaged by

Ice.

At least

one

completed yesterday afternoon, and the
removal will occur this morning. The utmost privacy has been maintained regarding
all the steps taken, and only the general outwere

4Ln

O’!.

..

Association has prepared a written
statement, however, to be read at the services on Friday, giving a history of the
keeping of the remains and the association’s
relations to the trust. The members are desirous of putting the public in possession of
the exact facts, and leaving the matter in
such shape that there shall be no longer any
mystery or secresy in regard to it; but until
the removal of the remains is effected, and
all the projected plans carried out, they decline to converse about it.
The revelations
to be made will add interest to the memorial
services of this year.
Spbingfield, 111., April 14.—The remains
of ex-President and Mrs. Lincoln were
privately taken from their secret resting place
this morning, and interred in the north vault
of the Lincoln monument in Oak Ridge Cemetery, near this city. Less than a dozen persons, members of the Lincoln Monument
niorial

Association and the Lincoln Guard of Honor
were present.
For years the whereabouts
of the remains of the great President and
his wife have been kept secret, for fear they
would be stolen to obtain a huge ransom for
their return. An actual attempt to carry off
the bodies in 1876 was the cause of the formation of the Guard of Honor, which organization secreted them, and today surrendered
The secret grave was diup their charge.
rectly under the north base of the obelisk
about 30 feet from the north entrance, but
only accessible through the south door. The
body of Lincoln was in a walnut cofflin,
lined with air-tight lead lining about oneeighth of an inch thick. The walnut coffin
was in a cedar box, and the cedar box was
enclosed in a pine box.
Mrs. Lincoln’s remains were similarly enclosed. When the
guards, with the help of a few laborers, had
exhumed the coffins, and the lid of the President’s was removed, his face was seen to be
in a remarkable state of preservation. Those
who stood around and had known Lincoln
when alive, easily discerned the features.
They were very distinct. The silver plate
on the coffin-lid was bright.
While the remains of Lincoln were exposed to view, Gen.
of
the Guard of Honor,
Reese, president
turned the remains of Lincoln over to the
Lincoln Monument Association.
A certificate was signed by the members of the
Guard of Honor, certifying the remains in
the coffin were those received from the Lincoln Monument Association in 1878. The
Monument Association made out a certificate, signed by the members, for the records
of the Association, declaring the remains to
be those of Abraham Lincoln. A plumber
then sealed the coffin up. The coffin was
taken up by the workmen and carried around
to the vault on the north side. In the north
vault the floor had been taken up. A hole
eight feet long by six feet wide, and 64 feet
deep, bricked up and cemented, had ueen
The President’s coffin was
prepared.
placed in this grave, on the west side.
The coffin containing Mrs. Lincoln’s remains
ttrVlinh

lio/l

Loon

LrmnrLf

ice

jam

in the

Rideau river this afternoon caused a flood.
Four spans of St. Patrick’s bridge were carried away by the ice and Cumming’ bridge
was seriously damaged. The loss is heavy.
Failure of Wheat In Indiana.

Wabash, Ind., April 14 —There is much
alarm here over the possible failure of the
wheat crop, caused by the unprecedented
dry weather at this season of the year,which
has prevailed for over a month.
Up to
March 10th the outlook was favorable, but a
succession of thaws and freezes caused the
roots of the plants to be exposed and winterkilled. The warm weather which followed
prevented stooling out, and many fields
which were progressing when snow went off
are now

funm
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before the other coffin was then
rought to the vault, and placed on the east
side of her husband. A briar arch was built

grave
over

the coffins.

This

was

covered

with

cement, mixed with small, broken rock.
Two guards will be on duty at the tomb till
the cement becomes hard.
The
marble
sarcophagus in which the public have supthe
remains
to
be
is
still
in
the vault.
posed
CHARITY

MADE A CRIME.

A Canadian

Captain Disciplined
Being Humane.

for

Halifax, N. S., April 14.—On the order
of Collector of Customs Bouvinot of Port
Hawkesbury, the schooner Scylla of Lunenburg, was seized by the customs authorities
here for an infringement of the fishery laws.
The Scylla is 101 tons burden, is engaged in
fishing and trading, and is commanded by
Capt. Nauss. She got in here on Good Friday from New York with a cargo of corn.
The facts regarding the seizure are that in
October, 1886, the Scylla (then fishing) met
the American schooner Carrie
Parsons,
Capt. Greenlow, about 14 miles off Cape Mahon. The captain said that he was short of
provisions and was bound for home, Gloucester. Captain Nauss supplied the American with a small quantity of tea and coffee,
half a barrel of molasses and a barrel of
flour. This is the charge.
SHORT.

Mrs. Howe of Woman’s Bank Fame
Victimizes the Depositors.

Boston, April 14.—Mrs. Sarah E. Howe,
of Woman’s bank fam e of Boston, has absconded with $50,000 of the depositors’
money. Ever since her release from confinement on charge of swindling the depositors
in her bank she continued the business of
receiving deposits of money from womgn
and paying, or promising to pay, exceedingly high interest.
A lady from Augusta, Me., Miss Sophie
Sanderson, called at Mrs. Howe’s house last
evening for the purpose of collecting interest
on a sum of money deposited with Mrs.
Howe. She was told by the man who came
to the door that Mrs. Howe had skipped and
had taken $50,000 with her.
A warrant has been issued for the arrest
and the police are searching for her.
The Creat

Walking Match.
Lawrence, Mass., April 14.—A larger

crowd than ever filled the' Essex Kink this
evening to witness the great 72-hour race.
Norma of Taylor, Howatth and Cox had
given up the fight, and only seven contestants trod the sawdust for the fourtli dav.
Hegelman, Day, Golden and Herty made a
hot race all day. The interest in the race is
increasing every hour. At 11.52 Hegelman
scored the best record In the world for 48
hours.
The excitement was intense.
At
midnight the score stood:
Hegleman.282 1 Coburn.224 3
Gotaen.273 2 Sullivan.188 14

Day.206
Herty.205

Cunningham.187

6
4

barren.

CENERAL NEWS.

Lexington, Ky., April 14.-Mambrino
Amos Town, keeper of the almshouse at
Time, the property of G. B. Stout, of Wood-,
ford county, died Tuesday. He was by AL" m-l VDana, Mass., hanged himself yesterday
brino Patchen, dam Puss Prall.
morning. No cause for the deed is known.
Cardiff says he will fight Sullivan
the last of May.
Killed by a Rock Slide.
colored, was lynched at
TT-?hnr.T.,loln.E8on’
Union City, Tenn..
Buena Vista, Cal., April 14.—A. rock
Wednesday, for an assault on a white girl, 10
slide in a deep cut on the Midland grade
years old.
near here today killed eight or ten men and
Bale which set in at Halifax
8f.v«re
injured several others.
^6<^' an<^110 ^amaZ® to shipping is
reported
The business part of the
Defiant Masonsvillage of TremThe
New Haven, Conn., April 14.—At a
special meeting of Hiram Lodge >. 1, F. &
It was unanimously voted
A. M., last night
to ignore the summons of the Grand Lodge,
tion $2.),000 towards the erection of a buildcalling upon the officers of that lodge to mg for
a swimming bath.
A racuuet court
show cause why Hiram charter should not
will also be constructed in the
be revoked, and their members expelled
building

The Mayflower and the Arrow.
Boston, April 13.—Mr. Edward Burgess
today cabled Mr. Chamberlayne, owner

of the Arrow, that the conditions taxing the
centreboard would uot be agreed to, and that
the Mayflower must sail only on the conditions for which she was designed. This virtually settles the matter and unless Mr.
Chamberlayne is willing to expunge this
clause from the conditions it is almost certain that the Mayflower will not race with
Mia

A

rrnw

Stage Again.
Wilkksbarre, Fa., April 14.—Thomas

W. Keene, the tragedian, appeared here in
Music Hall last evening, in ’‘Hamlet,” for
first time since his illness, lasting 15
He was greeted by a very large
months.
He seems to
and appreciative audience.
have gained additional strength and vigor as
an actor in his retirement, and never appeared to better advantage in his many performances in this

the

<%

by Walt Whitman.
New Tork, April 14.—Walt Whitman
A Lecture

lectured on Abraham Lincoln in Madison
Square Theatre this afternoon before a
large audience. Among those present were
James Russell Lowell, Frances Hodgsdon
Burnett, Andrew Caniegie, E. C. Steadman,
Wilson Barrett and John Hay, A reception

given

Friendship

tween

the

and

the

poet in

the

evening.

Commerce

Be-

American

Re-

Central

publics.
New York, April 14.—A despatch from
Panama says that the Central American
Uiet, recently held in Guatemala, agreed to
a treaty of friendship and commerce between the five Central American republics,
l'he citizens of any one of the five republics
will be a citizen in all, no matter in which he
may have been born. This convention provides for fullest liberty of commerce between the different States, for friendly inter-

vention of all in any political disputes and
the observance of strict neutrality in the
event of armed contests between different
states. Provision is also made for
joint
action in any case in which any one of the
States should find itself involved with a
foreign power. Arrangements are also made
for the adoption of similar weights and
measures and a common civil and criminal
code, the abolition of the death penalty, and
the assimilation of constitutional
such as that which declares the necessity of
|>eriodical changes of all officials. Lastly, it
contains a basis for the re-establishment of

principles,

the Central American Union.

CENTRAL ILLINOIS.
A

Drouth-Stricken

Planting

Region

Corn-

Ahead of Time.

14—The drouth
throughout Central Illinois, together with
the great and continuous heat, is unprecedented. Nothing like it has been known for
a great many years.
It has not rained for
six weeks, and then but a little
fell, not
to fairly break the unusual winter drouth.
The thermometer registers nearly <jo° in the
shade daily. Many farmers were obliged to
»> mu

UII'U

Pil.’ilUres Ilirnish little nourishment. Some pastures are
still feeding.
that the trees are leafliaui

iUl

BUK.K,

Him

Except

loss,

the country

presents the aspect of

August. Fields are so dry that
Impossible to harvest, owing to

it is next to
the clouds of
dust. The oats crop Is very backward, and
in some fields not growing. The tile drains
are stopping their flow of water.
Farmers
are beginning to plant corn nearly three
weeks ahead of time.
THE DOMINION.

Business at the Opening of the Parliament.

Ottawa, April 14.—The Dominion Parliament opened to-day. The Governor General in a speech from the throne congratulated Parliament on the general prosperity
of the country, and the prospects of the coming season of peace and progress.
Referring to the fisheries question his excellency said:
The negotiations between Her Majesty’s

government and that of the United States on
the fisheries question, with respect to which
my ^government lias been fully Imformed
and consulted, are still in progress and will,
we may be permitted to hope, result in an
arrangement honorable and satisfactory to
both nations. In the meanwhile the necessary provision has been made for the protection of our inshore fisheries. The
papers
on this subject will be laid before vou. Your
attention will be invitod to the expediency
of establishing a department of trade and
commerce under supervision of a responsible
minister. You will also be asked to consider
the propriety of making such improvement
in the organization of the glepartment of
justice customs and inland revenue as will
provide greater facilities for the dispatch of
a large and increasing volume of business
with which these departments are charged.
A measure will be submitted to you giving a
representation in the Senate to the northwest territories in addition to that which
they now possess in the House of Commons.
Other mensures will be laid before you and
found bills for the
among them will be
amendment of the acts relating to the government of railways, for providing a better
mode of trial, claims against the crown for
the improvement of procedure in criminal
cases and a further
amendment of
the
Chinese immigration act.

Question of Reciprocity.
Toronto, April 14.—The organ of the
The

Canadian Manufacturers Association will, in

this week’s issue, publish

a

views expressed In

sy

nopsis

of the

letters received by the
association from a number of prominent
manufacturers regarding the Questions of
commercial union ana reciprocity of manufacturers between Canada and the United
States. The sentiment expressed by these
manufacturers is entirely against the proposition, which they consider vitally inimical
to their interests, and say they will resist it

by

all means in their power.

Probable Loss of a Schooner.

John, April 14.—Schooner Clotilde, of
this port, which sailed from St. John, March
with
a cargo of lumber for New York,
15th,
is believed lost with all hands. The crew
numbered five. The last heard from her was
March 21st when she sailed from Portland.
St.

WONDERFUL CATS.
How a

Farmingdale Farmer’s Flocks
and Family are Beset.

[Gardiner Home Journal.]
Considerable excitement has been caused
in a neighborhood of West Farmingdale, so
we are told, by the appearance of a family of
animals about four in number supposed to
be wild cats. They have taken possession
of the barn of Thomas Stevens, and seem
disposed to contest any attempt to be driven
away. They have caused sad havoc amongst
his hens, and even attacked the sheep, tearing the wool from the backs of them in such
a manner that Mr. Stevens has been
obliged
to sew the sheep up in some tough material
to save their backs from mutilation. Mr.
Stevens has not seen the cats, but his
daughters have been attacked by the animal. A pitchfoik was used vigorously, but
the animal was not killed.
Efforts have
been made to catch them in traps but without success, although one was caught in a
steel trap but escaped after dragging the
One was met in the
trap some distance.
barnyard, and hobbled away after being lilt
on the leg with a stick
of wood. One also
ran out from under a bed in a room on the
lower floor, and escaped through an open
window. The animals are said to be somewhat larger than an ordinary eat, and their
presence causes considerable uneasiness in
the neighborhood as well as in Mr. Stevens’

family.

_

Young People’s Aid Society.

Young People’s Aid Society, under
auspices the Old Folks’ concert is
given tonight at the Second Parish, have
among other missionary work been educating an Indian boy at Hampton Institute.
Following are extracts from a letter recently
The
whose

received from him:
Hampton, Va., March 18,1887.
To the Young People's AM Society, Portland,

Maine:
Kind Friends,—I most heartily thank you for
your kindness in paying my school bill this year.
1 have enjoyed in health and work since I have
been here. I am very thankful as much as I have
in
work and heart which I
obtained by the help of you and other friends of
this school. I am
awaking up from the
the thoughts and
sleep of ignorance.
knowledge of two years ago with the present, it
is exceedingly surprising. Since the passage of
the great bill by Congress to promote the welfare
of the Indian, I have been thinking a great deal
what effect and changes it will make among the
Indians. We who are being educated will have
responsibilities when we return to our
gnorant people. For my part I shall do as much
as I can by preparing to be a good teacher.
I thank you again and hope that your help is

Improved

knowledge,

just
Comparing

fjreater

not in vain that you will be sorry for.

Respectfully,

R. 8. Powless.

evening there will be

solos by Miss Annie Buzzell and Mr. Geo.
Thomas, readings by Mrs. J. C. Newton,
and other pleasing features, besides the
chorus, which has been increased by the
addition of some of our best singers.
Local Boards of Health.
These are the local boards of health that
have been appointed in certain towns in the
State:
Monson.
Edwin R. Haynes, Fred J. Wilkins, George F
Jackson. Health officer, C. C. Hall, M. 1).
Anson.
Dr. E. M. Wing, Ben Moore and C. A. Wilber.
Boulton.
Dr. Geo. Cary, 3 years; Dr. C. E. Williams, 2
Lewis
B.
years;
Johnson, 1 year.

Wlnthrop.
Col. C. A. Wing, Dr. A. P. Snow and C. H. Gale,
for three, two and one year respectively.

Skowhegan.

A New

Chamberlain Makes

Railroad Scheme.

Albubgh Spring, Vt., April 14.—A large
to-day to encourage
public meeting was hereCanada
Atlantic railthe extension of the
P.
Q. to this point.
road from LaColle.
to comare
track
necessary
of
Only 12 miles

plete the link which gives direct commuuiea-

Geo. Cushing, Samuel A. Bickford and Dr. S. A.
Patten.
Old Orchard.
Wesley G. Smith, 3 years; Gilbert A. Wylie, 2
years; James H. Ricker, 1 year.

Belfast.

David Pierce, 3 years; Dr. D. P.
years, and H. P. Thompson, 1 year.

Flanders, 2

Fiery Speech

a

at Ayr.
He Is

Alternately

Interrupted

With

Cheers and Hisses.

PRICE THREE CENTS.

tages. Engineer Bowditch will bave charge
of tbe works.
Fox estimates that at least $3,000,000 of
Boston capital is invested in Maine summer
resorts. Several thousand dollars have been
sunk in Campobello.
The coming spring
and summer will be marked by more enterprise than even in the Maine summer resort
line.

THE VICTORIA.

Later News from the Wrecked Steam-

ship.
Capsized and Many
of the People Lost.

One Boat Load

_

THE STATE.

Explanation by Redmund

FRANKLIN COUNTY.
been ma,le f°r the new county

Parliament.

Many

Americans

him that he will

Speaking to

not leave Scotland alive.

assemblage of 2500 persons,
Mr. Chamberlain said: “Opponents of the
an

crimes bill have made

outcry against the
to do what?
To commit theft, to ruin industrious men, to
(Hisses mingled with
outrage women.
cheers.) What are you hissing, the crime or
the punishment?"
Here a man rising and menacing Mr.
Chamberlain, cried: “It is not characteristic of the Irish to outrage women."
An attempt was made to turn the man
“Leave
out, but Mr. Chamberlain cried:
him alone."
Then he continued: “Do you want instances of insults being oflerred to women ?
(Cries of outrage, you said, you slander the
Irish.) I did not mean the grossest outrage
of all, but personal violence and
insults.
(Hisses and cheers.) I referred to cases like
that of the Curtin family, where the lives of
the widow and daughters of the murdered
man were made intolerable; like that of the
an

repression of liberty. Liberty

unnthnr

innnlimwl

Pvnra

man

who, while accompanying the dead body of
her husband, was jeered and hooted along
the street.” Here the speaker was interrupted by cries of "Watch yourself,” hisses
and general disorder.
“I am relating facts to which even my opponents might listen in silence of horrors and
shame. When 1 refer to assassination a man
here says, ‘take care of yourself.’
Has the
time come when we dare not discuss political matters in this country without being
threatened
with
assassination?
(Great
cheering.) This is the spirit of the parties

in convention in Chicago.
I am sorry to
know that
have any representatives in
they
Scotland. (Cries of they are not Scotchmen.)
That convention besides being attended bv
delegates honestly in sympathy with Ireland
had delegates of a different stamp, apostles
of outrage and murder, who are paid outMr. kedmund,
rage mongers of England.
delegate of the Irish parliamentary party,
explicitly declared before the convention
that it was the aim of that party to effect the
eutire separation of Ireland from England,
and that their
policy was to make the government of Ireland by England impossible.
This they seem to effect by the most immoral conspiracy ever devised in the civilized
land; by contending for liberty to violate
every law, human and divine. Vo you thluk
it infamous to restrain these men? (Cheers.)
Mr. Parnell threatened in the House of Commons, under the specious guise of warning,
that if the coercion bill was passed there
would be a renewal of outrages, dynamite
explosions, and attempts to assassinate our
statesmen. This grim suggestion may prove
the death warrant of some of us.
(Cries of
no, shame.) What happens to individuals is
not of much consequence. The danger is to
the commonwealth. For the first time in
English history our foes have sympathizers
within our ancient fortress.
Their plan of
uttack finds encouragement from those who
ought to be strongest defenders of our citadel. This makes our task more arduous,
but we shall not shrink: we will not abate
one jot; we will not yield to threats from
whatever quarter they come, but we will endeavor to hand down unimpaired to our
children the unity, strength and honor of the

mighty empire our forefathers
us.

bequeathed

Mr. Chamberlain’s speech excited all parties, The Unionists consider it a declaraV*
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The Gladstonians charge Mr. Chamberlain
with slandering and vilifying his former colleagues by insinuation that they sympathize
with the perpetrators of outrages in Ireland.
It is asserted that during his tour through
Scotland, Mr. Chamberlain will be attended

by

a

private guard.

Mr. Balfour.

Chief

Secretary

for

Ireland,

intimated in the House of Commons this af-

ternoon that no salary would be attached to
the office of Under Secretary for Ireland
made for Col. King Harman.
The government were aware, Balfour said, when they
apyolnted the incumbent, that the appointment would be attacked.
They had taken
the highest legal advice, and had been informed that their action was legal. In addition to this,(Balfour |sald the new office did
not involve, in its acceptance by a member
of the UouseJ of Commons the necessity of
his resigning his seat and re-contesting it
for re-election, because the office was not a
place of profit or emolument under the
crown.

Mr. Gladstone said that precedent required
Col. King Harman to vacate his seat and
seek re-election.
Mr. Gladstone said when
he represented Oxford University he accepted for a short period a place in the government without a salary, and under legal advice vacated his seat and stood for re-election.
John Redmond made a personal explanation with reference to his speech at the Chicago convention, and said that Mr. Chumlie rlain in his speech at Ayr had represented
him as saying the Irish party were not
working for a removal of their grievances,
whereas, what he did say was that they were
not working solely for the purpose of removing the material grievances of the tenants,
but to obtain political reform also;
and,
further, when h« said the government of Ire
land by England was impossible, his allusion
was to centralized government.
He believed
it possible tbat a settlement could be effected,
honorable alike to England and to Ireland,
such as was offered by Gladstone's bill, (cries
of hear, hear).
Sir Lyon Playfair resumed the debate on
the coercion bill.
While admitting the difficulty in certain cases of procuring convictions in Ireland he said the acts
were
not so serious as the government alleged.
In
of
conEngland the
percentage
victions was 77. In Ireland it is 73.
The paucity of detections in Ireland was
due to two distinct causes: first, the Irish
police were an armed military body, they
did not mix with other people and were unfit for detective work.
The second Parliament had by laws heretofore passed so alienated the people that they regarded law as
their natural enemy. (Cries of “hear, hear")
This bill would increase that enmity. So
arbitrary were the bill’s provisions that it
would be impossible for tenants to combine
to try to get rents reduced without becoming
liable to arrest and imprisonment. In the
past 100 years 130 coercion acts had met with
unvarying failure. The government ought
to know that for obedience to law there must
be in the minds of the governed a belief that
laws are based on right and Justice. (Hear,
hear.) Let the government give Ireland institutions in accordance with Irish sentiments under which the law would be the
law of their own country, and order and
prosperity would succeed prevailing disorder
and distress. (Cheers.)
Sir George Trevelyan, one of the Unionist
leaders, and formerly Chief Secretary for
Ireland, has written a letter on the coercion
bill, which Is tantamount to a manifesto
annlnct

flint

nmnon

m

Iln

anno

tlmt

•„nlL,

the bill is chiefly aimed at politicians and
editors opposed to the government's policy,
and therefore that notorious partisans, like
Holmes, the present Attorney General of
Ireland, and Colonel King Harman, tne new-

ly appointed Parliamentary Secretary for

Ireland, are unfit to administer the law if
passed. “No true Liberal," he says, “ought
to entrust such powers to them. When Lord
Spencer repeatedly refused to suppress the

league

no

word

of remonstrance emanated

from the Liberals. It is inconceivable that
the Liberals can now support the measure
executive
empoweringasthecommon

to

treat Irish
In 1883
3000 Orangemen on one occasion disturbed a
National League meeting, their action leading to bloodshed and necessitating calling
out of the troops to prcsAm the peace.
Col. King Harman and HolmeT activity defended these unwarrantable proceedings.
There is not the slightest doubt that in tne
event of the recurrence of such action the
Orangemen would beliable under the clauses
of the present bill to punishment as criminals, but the government has etfectively provided against this contingency by proposing
to enact that the House of Lords may veto
a proclamation by the Lord Lieutenant. The
full weight of this terrible, ibut one-sided
measure, is intended to fall, and will fall upou the psliticians of one party«lone.
The
measure will be administered by those who
beyond a question are actuated by the
strongest Orange sympathies, and it is calculated to exasperate the people without serving any useful purpose.

politicians

criminals.

The Wily Fox of Mt. Desert.
[Boston Record. ]
“There's the king of Mr. Desert,” said
Clerk Roberts at the Parker House this
morning.
It was Mr. De Grasse Fox of Philadelphia,
the one-legged man who has made half a
million dollars investing in land at Mt. Desert. Fox is a fine-looking man with thin
black hair on the sides of his head and a
black moustache on the upper Up. He owns
the Malvern House at Mt. Desert and is interested in the new water company that has
recently been formed at this famous summer
resort.
Fox says that Boston parties are to
begin operations on Isle au Haul this spring,
clearing the land and building summer cot-

HANCOCK COUNTY.

nAt3o:clock
Thursday morning the house,
eli
and barn of Mrs. Flora
E.

Johnson of
Northwest Harbor, Deer Isle, were entirely
consumed by fire.with nearly all the contents.
Mrs. Johnson was sick in bed and she and
the family had barely time to escape. Insured for $1000.
A telegraph line has just been constructed
from Mount Desert Ferry to Bar Harbor by
way of Ellsworth for the use of the Maine
Central.
Although the distance between
the Ferry and Bar Harbor Is only nine miles
it required forty miles of wire to make the’
connection.
J. W. Plaisted of Portland

superintended the construction.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
It has been decided that the musical festival which Mr. Clarence A. Marshall has
been arranging will occur at the Gardiner
Coliseum the second week in June. Messrs.
Marshall and Kotzschmar of Portland will
be the conductors.
The soloists and a full
orchestra will come from Boston and it Is expected to make this the grandest musical
affair the State has ever seen. It is expected
to have every musical society in the Mate
represented. It is proposed to have a chorus
of 1000 voices and many people are now be-

coming interested in it.
Frederick Stauback, who was convicted of
perjury in the Superior Court at Augusta
Tuesday, swore befoie Judge Stevens that
he sent a registered letter at the Augusta
post

office

containing money to pay for

dates, etc. On Inquiry it was proved that
he never sent any letter, and It was this
false swearing that convicted him.
Granite Hall, Augusta, is to be thorough-

ly repaired,

In relation to the proposition to establish
line of steamers between the Kennebec and Boston, the Maine Farmer says:
“Wetiust that a proposition to establish
a new

another line of steamers between the Kennebec and Boston will end in something besides talk. The field is a rich one to cultivate, as the present line has been a bonanza
to its owners. With the increasing traffic
by
water, there is no doubt but a daily boat
will pay handsome dividends.”

The West Waterville Soldiers’ Monument
Association has conveyed by Iquitclaim deed
to the
corporation of trustees of Sergeant
Wyman Post, all the real and personal estaleowned by the Association, on condition
thafThe Post shall, before it shall cease to
exist, convey the
property to the town, provided the town will accept the trust of
carry
out
the purposes of the Association In
erecting the building.
The Post assumes
the payment of the mortgage debt of $3t»o
now on

the real estate.

The Kennebec Log Driving Company will
drive their own logs this season instead of
contracting as at first proposed.
Mr. Omar
Clork has entire charge on ttie main river.
There will be an immense drive, 100,000,000
feet in all.
COUNTY.

KNOX

Vinalhaven has voted, 119 to 108, not to
buy a steam fire engine. The town has voted
to pay the fines of some fishermen who were
caught with short lobsters last summer.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Bangor has at last decided to set her clocks
by standard time. The city solicitor decided
that the city had better comply with the law
passed by the Legislature.
SOMERSET COUNTY.
At the adjourned meeting of the West
Somerset Agricultural Society the following
officers
were elected:
President, George
Flint; vice president, George F. Moore; secretary and treasurer,
Benjamin Moore:
trustees, Benjamin Hilton, ad, Henry B.
J.
B.
Merry,
Twaddle, Elam Stevenes;

marshal, J. J. Parlin.

WALDO COUNTY.

John Battles, one of the workmen at the
Mount Waldo Granite Works at Frankfort,
had both legs badly crushed by the falling of
a derrick Monday morning.
His case is se*
rious.
The Grand Army boys of Belfast are to
make one more and a final attempt to raise

sufficient fund for the erection of a soldiers monument.
A fair will be given
about the 10th of May.
Brooks has decided to put Its railroad
stock in the hands of trustees as
security for
the new four per cent, bonds, to
pay $3000
of the old debt at once, and to set aside
what is received from the railroad rental for
the redemption for the bonds.
Many of
those holding indebtedness have expressed
a willingness to take the new
bonds, and
there is no
guestion but that refunding will
be successfully
*accomplished and
nances of the town placed Tn a good condition. IThe town has selected as Jtrustees
Messrs. John II. Oulmbv. Charles It. Hazeltine and banford H. Mathews of Belfast.
a

WASHINGTON COUNTY.
Before this time last spring most of the
saw mills on the St. Croix were in operation.
Not a mill has been started so far this
spring. The ice In the lakes has not broken
up yet. Teams were still crossing on the
ice at Baring the past week, says the Calais

Advertiser.

YORK COUNTY.

On Tuesday Mr. M. C. Owen of Buxton
Centre accidentally hit his left hand against
a circular saw, taking off his little finger.
Dr. Watson dressed the wound.
IN

GENERAL.

Under the pension act passed by the last
Legislature relative to dependent widows,
increasing the appropriation of the State
Pension department from $'.'1,000 to $.10,000,
there has been a largely increased number
of applications for aid.
Since the first of
January some 500 applicants have presented their claims to Pension Agent H. M.

Sprague.

Reported

to

Have

Been on the Vessel.

jail at Farmington.

London, April 14.—The language used by
Chamberlain in speaking at tho meeting in
Ayr has inflamed the Irish against him, and
he has received numerous letters warning

wiHnw nf

Bloomixotox, III., April

At the concert this

Actor Keene on the

was

FOREIGN.

A Personal

TREATY

II-

mill has been stopped by

high water at Hillsborough.
OTTAWA,Ont., April 14.—An

tion with Ottawa. Among those present to
address the meeting were J. Gregory .Smith,
president of the Central Vermont, George
Ayers, manager of the Vermont Construetion Company, and Charles Hibbard of Ottawa. There were also large delegations
from Clarenceville, St. Thomas and other interested Canadian towns. The estimated
If built
cost of the extension Is #180,000.
the road will pass through Alburgh Springs.
The scheme receives much encouragement.

Of
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New Yoke, April 14.—A special from
Springfield, HL. says that ever since the attempt was made to steal the remains of
Abraham Lincoln there has been a mystery
as to the exact place where the ashes of the
martyr President are lying. This mystery is
now about to be removed. The Lincoln Memorial Association, a local organization,
which has for years held appropriate services ou the lflth of April, will make the
whole matter public at the services to occur
on Friday, in the House of Representatives.
This organization is ostensibly formed for
holding these annual observances, but in
fact it has been devoted to the security of
the President’s remains, and the members
have been bound together by oath to keep
their knowledge in regard to the resting
place a profound secret. For some days they
nave been preparing to remove the remains
from the place where they have lain for
years, and to place them beside the remains
of Mrs. Lincoln.
The final preparations

linn

..

1887.

15,

Ridge

R. R. Wreck.

New York, April 14.-A dispatch from
Wheeling, W. Va., says that a construction
train on the Ohio River Railroad jumped the
track at Willow Grove near
Parkersburg,last
the enKine and nine cars
nlg,h,t,.,^reck,ing
and killing three men and
wounding eight or
ten others, several of them
fatally. The details of the cause of the accident have not
been received, except that the
engine struck
an obstruction while
running at high speed.
1
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Cemetery.

$50,000

nrtrl Vincinaco

In Oak

Interred

The Bodies
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The Cun Boat Atlanta.
New York, April 14.—The United States
gunboat Atlanta came to her mooring at
Brooklyn navy yard, Thursday morning at
8.43, from a six hours’ spin up the sound to
test her sea going capacity.
The vessel
sometimes reached 16 3-4 and at others only
14 knots an hour. The average being 151-2
knots. The engines worked splendidly but
did not develop that power which was expected. It is anticipated that the Atlanta
can do 17 knots an hour at a pinch when the
cylinders and bearings of the engine become
easy by working.

Meeting

Mystery as to Their Place of Deposit About to be Revealed.

The

at

itvmnn on

Convicted of Murder.
Wc wish to call attention to the fact
that our Combination Suits, both Cotton
and Flannel, are made to order, and cut
from measure.
The garments are made from white
and scarlet, all wool, heavy and light
merino, gauze and cotton.
The merino and wool suits are tin*
shrinking. We warrant good fitting
uud comfortable garments.

At the Consecration of a

REMAINS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

kins

land.

Philadelphia, Pa., April 14.—A story of
alleged cruelty was related by five sailors of
the ship Belle of Bath, of Searsport, Me.,
before United States Commissioner Bell today. The vessel sailed from Queenstown
March 3 for this port. Captain William G.
Nichols was charged by the men with having twice tied them up by the wrists. The
seamen were James Brady, James Cronin,
George Smith, James Martin and George
Knowles. Brady testified that on March 26
the captain ordered him and other members
of the port watch, who had just been relieved from duty by the starboard watch, to
report on deck at once. This the men refused to do, upon the plea that they were

IMPRESSIVE SERVICES

MORNING,

FRIDAY

Phovidence, April 14.-It was Fr. Harthis morning, pastor of St. James

Corpus.

IMax.vel. wind... 12NW
I Total precip.0
Jones, l’v’t 8. 0., U. 8. A.

Attending Physician Speaks

from the order. Hiram people also voted to
fight the matter at every possible point, and
ordered a circular sent to every lodge in the
State, giving a history of the trouble, and
the reasons for their action in defying the
Grand Lodge.

A Petition Made fora Writ of Habeas

MR. BLAINE STILL IMPROVING.

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh la
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopath.c and hmnceopathlc physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I And
about lour-lllths of the cases given up to die can
be oured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-ccnt stamp and $2.00. Examination at the
office $1, and consultation free.
OIBee Hour*—9 «. m. to O. p. m. aplOsntf

Refuses

Collector Redman Says He is Responsible for IMurphy’s Act.

An Ant Eater and a

MEDIt'AI, IIOO.tIN

592 CONGRESS

Minimum ther....28.7

LIQUOR CASE.

Daputy Collector Murphy Still
to Testify.

Meanaailyd’wpt.lC.3
Mean daily hum... 40.0
E. P.
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New York, April 14.—A dispatch to the
World from Dieppe gives the following additional particulars of the loss of the steamer Victoria.
At 4.10 Wednesday morning,
when the steamer was close upon the coast,
a dense fog prevailed and as the fog horn
signal at the light house was not sounded
those on board had no indication of the peril
they were in. The fog horn indeed, did not
sound until some time alter the vessel had
struck on the rocks oft Varengville.
Considerable alarm was displayed by the passenThe ofgers when the first shock was felt.
ficers, however, believing that the vessel
would be safely carried off by the tide, assured them that there was no cause for
anxiety. As time passed, however, and the
Victoria remained firmly fixed, excitement
Increased, and when at 9.15 a. m.. Captain
Clarke ordered boats to be lowerea, many of
the female passengers

in

were

state of

a

panic.

The officers did all In their power to allay
their fears, but unfortunately with only
slight success. During the lowering of one
of the boats a lady's cloak became^entangled
in one of the davits with ..illlfiiil llW
was almost Immediately
capsized and all the
occupants thrown into the water.
The air
was rent with the terrified shrieks of
women

ifijl

ft nil f*n 1

<

I run

port/

t.ffnr*
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made, but in spite of all that could be
done, several were drowned. Three female
bodies and that of a child were
washed
ashore, but no others have as yet been recovered. The entire number of lives lost U
was

not known, but is asserted to exceed 30.
1 wo boats containing 37
passengers have
reached Fecamp in safety, and another landed several more at Dieppe, where
they now
remain.
It is reported that a number of
Americans on their way from London to
Paris were on board, although it is the
longer and cheaper route from London to Paris

Mrs. Stoker, wife of Henry

Irving’s

mana-

ger, was one of the passengers, and up to
midnight Mr. Stoker had heard nothing
from her. There was no bullion on board.

BASE BALL.
UARTFORDS, 8: PORTLANDS

1.

In the game at Hartford yesterday Quinn
pitched the last five innings and only one
base hit was made off his delivery.
The
following Is the score by Innings:
Innings....1 23450780
Hamilton.4 00020009—•
Portland .0 ooOoiooo—i.
Base hits— Hartlords, 12: Portlands, 11. Batteries—timber and Leahy; burns and Hhoeneefe.
Quinn and Thayer.
A NEW PITCHER SIGNED.

_

The Portlands have signed as a pitcher
Quinn, who played with the Saginaw and
Stillwater clubs.
In the Northwestern
League, and the Waterbury club. In the
Eastern League.
THE

IMPROVEMENTS

ON THE PORTLAND
GROUNDS.
The new flag staff for the Portland
grounds is on the spot, and Is the finest
stick of lumber of the kind ever seen here.

It is straight

as an arrow,

sound las

nut,

a

and well proportioned. The entire length of
the pole will be 70 feet above ground. It is
to be painted white. From this staff,
during
the days when games are played on the
grounds,|two flags will float, the American,
and the champion banner won las* season.
It will probably be placed near tne foul flag
at the right of the first base.
The pole will
bo dedicated Fast Day, when the Portlands
and Bowdoins play.
Chandler’s Band has
been engaged, and it will be a gala occasion.
Imptovements are the order of the day at
the grounds. The fences are being whitewashed, and the grand stand strengthened
***•'*

»rc
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planned and Iwhen the first game of the
season is played the grounds will present s
neat appearance.

THE BB1DOEPOBT GAME.
The Boston papers reported the result of
Wednesday’s game In Bridgeport as 14 to 13
Instead of 14 to 3, as reported In the Port-

land morning papers. The Portland papers
correct and their Boston brethren
wrong, The Bridgeport News has the folwere

lowing to say of the game :
The early part of the match

was finely
contested, but Davin lost his effectiveness
toward the close, and his curves were batted
freely. The fielding of both teems was decidedly off, especially so with the Bridgeport*, who have not played such a poor
fielding game since they opened the season;

every error made by them was very costly.
Lovett and Brown pitched alternate Innings,
and both were very effective, only three hits
McGuirk. Cox, Lovbeing made off each.
ett and Brown played the best fielding game
for the home team, and Lufberry. Burnt and
Bell for the visitors.
Wilson, Brown and
Galbriaht used the stick with very good effect. Walter Canfield umpired, and gave

good satisfaction. The

score

by Innings:

tarings.1 23466789
Bridgeport*.0 0 10 0 4 0 4 0—14
Portlands.0 00310000—3
Earned runs—Bridgeport*, 9; Port'and*, 1.
Base hits— Bridgeport*, 22; Portlands.fi. Total
base hits—Bridgeport*, 28; Portlands, 8. Tw
base hits—Brown, Jones, Cox, Cialbrlght, Thayer,
Burn*.

Three base hit—Wilson. Left on bases—
Portland*, 4. Struck out—by
Lovell, 1. Base* stolen—Murphy, Lovett, Wlfsou. Cox, Cain, Galbrtgbt, T hayer, Davin (3].
Assists—Bridgeport*, IS; Portlands, 10. Error*Bridgeport*, fi ; Portlands, 5. Passed balls—Wilson, Duffy. Time ol game—1 heur, fid minutes.
yesterday's games.

Bridgeport*. 7;

At

Waterbury-Waterburys, 14;

Boston

Blues. 12.
At

STORIES FROM THE STATE.

At
ASPLEENY

[Kennebec Journal.]
somewhat
alarmed over the tuberculosis agitation and
such has been his feelings that no beef has
been eaten in his family this winter,
fie
She is a
owns a beauty of a Jersey cow.
when
and
fast
walking
large sized animal
her breathing becomes wheezy. Me got an
idea that she might be troubled with the

well known tuberculosis.
Accordingly L>r.
was called who pronounced the
cow
perfectly healthy, allaying the fear of the

Bailey

citizen.

LAST SMOKE THAT CURLS TOWARDS

CANA-

DA.

[Up-River News.]
Manitoba and Saguenay are left far behind
by Aroostook which takes the lead with
seven and one-half feet of snow.
If she
beats ’em all in farm products why not in
snow ? On the road from Eagle Lake to
Fort Kent, which is twelve miles over very
hilly land, the snow has blown down into
the valleys where some small farm houses
are completely buried under; all that can be
seen is the stovepipe
protruding from the
snow emitting a faint curl of smoke, as If to
say "we’re here."

A MUSICAL CAT.

[Pittsfield Avertiser.]
I would say to G., of West Pittsfield, that
cat
my
Ginger is not a motherly cat but he

composite

Hts

voice

Is

of

the

order—a beautiful blending ot

the steam whistle, saw filing and mule singing. The upper register of his voice Is
something stupendous, while the lower register has caused many a registry of cuss
words and the accumulation of brickbats
wherewith to break ills vellow bead
He
has some minor faults,—he will steal like a
but for all that 1 like him and he
politician;
likes me.
ARRIVAL. OK

PATRIARCHS.

[ Waterville Mall.]
Last Friday night there came to town on
the Pullman two men with their wives, accompanied by fifteen of their children. A
hack was engaged and the party driven to
several boarding houses, none of which were
prepared to receive such an influx at so late
an hour on so short notice.
The hackman
kindly gave permission for the party to stop
for the night at Clarkson's hack office.
Colby University.
VVednesday evening Rev. C. C. Tilley of
Lewiston, Colby '78, delivered a lecture In
the college chapel, ills subject was ‘‘The
Relation of Thought to Life.”
ball nine practiced on the diamond for
.The
the first time Wednesday.
Last of the

Creenbackers.

[Madison Bulletin.]
S. D. Oreenleaf of
Starks, was in town
last Monday and
Tuesday. Ue claims to be
°* t*>° Greenback Party

left'in*iiaine*VOr

Cuban

At Philadelphia—Philadelphia*, 6; Athletic*. 4.
At Pittsburg—Pittsburg*, 13; Toronto*, 2.
At Brooklyn—Bostons, 2; Brooklyn*, 1.
At Baltimore—Syracuse Stars, 11; Baltimore*, 4.
At Indianapolis—Chicago*. 19; St. Louis,9.
At Newark—Newark*. 10; Metropolitans.^
At Louisville^ Detroit*, 20; Louisville, 7.
NOTES.

The Portlands play In

day.

Hartford again to-

Gruber,

of last year's Lynns, Is pitching
on the Hartford*.
Burnham has
secured John Manning,
of the Philadelphia* and last year
formerly
of the Baltimore*, for the Boston Blues. He
will play centre field, Bradley going to third
base and Burns playing permanently as
catcher. Several of the New England clubs
were alter him.
/
Ford, who umpired the Portland-Hamilton
games iu Richmond, is to play on the Lawrence this year.
The Bowdoins play here Fast Day, the
21st. The Syracuse Stars will be here the
22d, the Colbys the 23d, the Buffalos the
23th and 26th, and the Portlands open the
league season In Manchester the 28th.

Manager Spence has engaged Lew Dicker-

CIRCUMVENTED.

[Dexter Gazette.
It takes a Dexter man to be really ingenieous. We hear of one farmer who lives
well up on the side of a lofty hill, and has a
fine row of graud old elm trees near bis
house who has built in one of the trees a wall
of boards, and in the warm
spring nights
hangs a lighted lantern in front of it.
The
result Is that the brown beetles dash themselves against the boards where the light attracts them and then fall to the
ground
where the farmer’s large ilo?k of hens make
a feast of them in the morning.

excels as a musician.

Washington—Washingtons, 4;

Dart-

Giant*. 2.

CITIZEN.

A well known citizen has been

THE JUNE BUG

Manchester—Manchester*, 17;

mouth*. 4.

son, a veteran of the National League. He
Is a heavy batter and fine player. In the
St. Louis Union Association team in 1884 he
had a batting average of .372.
Admission tickets for the Portland base
ball grounds will be for sale next Monday
at Somers’ Brother*’ and Foss’ drug store.
No. 633 Congress street. On Fast Day there
win tie lour Heart seuers at me grounds.
Huffy made a double and three-base hit in
the Baltimeie game off Shreve.
The Bangor people are bestirring themselves for a nine.
Con Murphy evidently has not changed in
his manner if he has in pitching ability,
judging from the following from the New
York Mail and Express: “Oundon can't
talk, but he can pitch. That is where be
differs from Murpby, another one of the
Stars' pitchers.”
The Bangor Base Bali Association has
elected the following officers: President,
Charles E. Field; directors, Charles L.
Snow, J. W. Taney, C. J. Parker, A. B.
Beckham. Players will be looked up at once
and engaged.
Burns arm is still lame and sore, but he ia
made to pitch a few innings each day in
order that be may be getting better control
of the oall,—the only thing he lacks to bec< me a first-class twiner,
lie does not attempt to use much speed while hU lameness
lasts, and consequently Is hit hard, but that
is of little consequeace during the practice

trip.

_

POOR
The

BANCOR.

Steamboate Also
Ratee.

Ralee

the

The Boston ft Bangor Steamship Company
has raised its rates to Bangor from 100 to 130
per cent, and In many cases even more. This
Is to {keep pace with the railroad companies
and while the rates are not nearly up to
those of the Maine Central' they are enough
to give some of the boat patrons there a sudden start. The company may be obliged to
put on another boat.
Searsport traders are a unit In their decision to withdraw all freights from the railroad, and if fairly treated will hereafter give
This will
all their patronage to the boats.
affect the wholesale dealers In Portland as
many Searsport traders who buy largely hero
will be obliged henceforth to buy in Boston.

~

FRIDAY

to the

blood and thence is carried to the
comes directly In contact
with the diseased parts.
These experiments at Buffalo and New Orleans, like those at Philadelphia, prove that
this treatment is followed by a marked
change for the better. Whether or not that
change can be made permanent will be a

PRESS.
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MORNING, APRIL 15.

We do not read anonymous letters and commuThe name and address of the writer
i. Unions.
are la all eases indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faitb.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

question very interesting,
especially.

*lii‘

(Horcrnor-A Proclunintiou.

Thursday,

the 21st day of

April,

of public humiliation, fasting and
prayer
And I do most earnestly recommend lo the peo
pie of this Slate that, in accordance with a time
honored and much revered custom, inaugurated
the Christian fathers of New England, they will
observe the day In a manner befitting the sacred
designation it bears. I.et all abstain from secular
labor on that day, and devote it to attendance upon
and private meditation in their
publte
nonies.
In humiliation acknowledging our dependence upon Him whose mercy endureth forever, let us ask that we may receive a com!nuance
of His loving favors.
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta, tills
thirt ieth day of March, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and eighty seven,
and of the independence of the United States of

day

by

of internal revenue for the middle district of
this State. His office at Augusta is not literally the office of the collector. That is located at Ellsworth. In Mr. Murphy’s office
apparently, no such record as is described in
the sectiou above quoted is kept, the law be-

worship

America the

one

liy the Governor.

—__

ing construed to apply merely
office, of which Mr. Murphy’s

to the main
is a branch.
This we infer from his testimony before the
court at Augusta, Wednesday, in which he
said that the list he kept was a private memorandum for his own guidance as an officer

hundred mid eleventh.
JOSEPH K. BODWELL.

Smitu, Secretary of State.

Ouamandal

An English man of letters has conceived
the brilliant idea of obtaining an account of
the customs and life of the English people
6ince the publication of newspapers began,
by a study of the advertisements. To him
who thinks of it there is a long story of human life and nature cn the pages that give
their largest type to the circuses and theatres
and the stories of phenominally cheap bargains in finery and jewels, while the smaller
letters tell the misery of the housewife who
wants “a girl for general housework who unjierstands esoking,” or the troubles of the
man who “posts” his wife and warns the
public that he will pay no bills of her contracting.

of the government. The question, therefore,
can be compelled to
whether Mr.
produce in a State court this record or furnish a certified copy of it, is not the same
question as whether Collector Redman
can be compelled to produce the public record kept in his office or furnish a certified
If the United States Court
copy of it.
fthmild
that Mr. Miirrhv c.nuld not ha

Idurphy

compelled to produce the record he describes
or a certified copy of it, it would not be tantamount to a decision that the collector was
absolved from producing his public record
If the State
or a certified copy of that.
Courts could not get what Deputy Collector

Murphy calls his private record, it could
still apply to Collector Redman for his public record.
On what ground could Collector Redman
refuse to furnish this record or a certified
copy, which is just as good, for the Maine
eourt has held that it is admissible as evidence, and has the force of the original record ? Not on the ground that Deputy Collector Murphy takes that they are private
records, for the law expressly declares that
they are public—kept for the benefit of who-

The year 1887 has begun with great industrial activity in the South. The number of
new enterprises which have been started in
the first three months of this year, is de-

by

leading financial journals, to be astonishing. The manufacture of
iron is receiving the most attention, and the

clared

one

of the

construction of furnaces is going on rapidly.
With them are going up foundaries, machine
shops and factories for the manufacture of
The old cotton
agricultural implements.
factories are receiving additions and new
ones are going up in many places.
Above
all the development, if remarkably fast,
seems to be sure and healthy.
The growth

ever

strides the new Mouth is taking.
Mixteen
years ago the name Birmingham was not
even on the map of Alabama.
In 1885 it had
a population of 21,000; today it is thought to
have 40,000. With this growth there is also
coming a gratifying change in political sentiment. The old Democratic idea of letting
industries take care of themselves is giving
jkce to a faith in the wise policy of protection which the Republican party advocates.

government receipts.

•

slip f»nnnnt. flml

them.

Perhaps

nlantv

of dupes. A few years ago column after
column was published in the newspapers all over the country concerning Mrs.
Howe’s bank, her fraudulent methods were
thoroughly exposed, and she herself was
convicted in open court and sent to the penitentiary. But when she emerged from prison
_jshe immediately started her bank again, and
shows that she had no difficulty
were willing to confide
to her tbei« money on no better security than
her promise that it should be returned to
Doubtless some of
them with big interest.
these depositors knew that her bank was a
knavish concern, hut expected to be smart

}>iuao

otatutc

ui

mat
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enough to get their money plus the big interest out before the crash came.
Deposi-

to certify that that information is correct.

tors of that character were simply participants in her iniquity and are entitled to no
sympathy. The depositors who entrusted
t[)elr money to her in good faith are the most
of them fools on whom sympathy would be

CURRENT COMMENT.

The Hon. William McDougall, the exmember of the Dominion cabinet, and a

cod and mackerel like American bait better
than Canadian, and with proper care in preserving bait, our fishermen have no need of
purchasing of the Canadians. We have the
uapracion, also, that the best fish have a decided preference for being eaten in the United States, and never fall into Canadian traps

except by mistake

or

Largest

ignorance.

His Personal

of the best

rl*<av-a._italic

Dougall expresses the opinion that Canada
has already drifted out of the Treaty of 1818.
“The Congress of the United States,” he
says, “has passed a law which practically
annuls Article I of that treaty.
It is a leg-

it greatly to heart, John T.
always
Raymond’s principal hobby was “matching.”
It was a perfect mania with him, and he
seemed to be utterly unable to break himself of it. On one occasion he was
acting in
California, and on the opening night he had
took

islative vindication of the construction which
we have placed upon that instrument.
The
Executive Department of the American Government is bound to recognize and enforce
that law, for it embodies and proclaims the
will of the nation.
Until repealed by the
power that enacted it, we must acquiesce, or
resort to the ultima ratio regum.
If any
sane man in Canada, except the redoubtable
Minister of Fisheries, is spoiling for a fight

house. After the performance
was over he met John
McCullough. He went
up to the tragedian and shook hands.
“John,” said he, “I’ll match you for the
receipts of the house.” McCullough accepted. They tossed up pennies.
Raymond
lost, and John McCullough was the winner
of over $1000.
Once in San Francisco he was to take the
train to New York. So engrossed was he in
“matching” with a friend in the waiting
room for pennies that the train was steaming out of the station when he suddenly remembered his engagement. He jumped upon the moving cars just in time to save himan enormous

such an Issue and for such an object, I
have not yet seen any announcement of the
fact.” Perhaps if many of Sir John Macdonald’s present cabinet could be ex-ministers for a time, they might unburden their
minds of similar sentiments.

on

self.
Mr. Raymond’s mania for
matching came
upon him at times almost unconsciously.
Once he was about to start for Europe, and
strolled into the office of one of the steamship companies down town. lie had never
seen the agent before, but he walked
up to
him and said in meditative tones: “Say, old
man, I’ll match you for a trip to Europe.”
Raymond liked a practical joke. It was
all the same to him if his jokes created a sensation. He cared nothing for those who saw
them. On one occasion he was in San Francisco with his bosom friend, Charles R. Bishop, now Nat Goodw.n’s leading man. They
were at the Palace Hotel and were ascend-

The remarkable effects which follow the
administration of carbonic aeld gas to patients suffering from consumption have been
with the experiments

recently tried in a hospital at Philadelphia.
The remedy is of French origin, having been
used by a physician at Lyons before it was
tried in this country.
The remarkable recuperation of the Philadelphia patients has
been reported very widely by the newspapers, which have heralded the new treatment as of undoubted efficacy to cure consumption. A second statement that it was
yet too early to judge whether the improvement of the patients was to be permanent,
lias, as is natural, been far less widely circulated. Consumption of the lungs, where it

iiia
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ciously.

“1 am not smoking,” said Bishop, who
thought for the moment that Raymond was
in earnest.
“Yes, you are, and it’s an insult,” was the
retort.'
“I tell you I’m not,” said Bishop.
“I’ll throw you out of this elevator pretty
quickly.” The ladies screamed. The elevator stopped, and Raymond, winking at Bishop, took his arm and exclaimed affectionately: “Ah, you’re coming to dine with me,”
leaving the ladies furious.
Raymond on Broadway was known and
feared. He would think nothing of calling
loudly'after a friend, and when his summons
was obeyed exclaiming: “Say, old man, it’s a
fine day, isn’t it?”
Raymond was an intimate friend of Sothern.
When he was acting in Paris with that
gentleman in “Lord Dundreary” it was
against the law to strike a match on the
stage, and Raymond had to tear up the
He
Trenchard will instead of burning it.
thought this a great shame, and complained
to Sothern. “Burn it. They won’t say anything to you.” Sothern then went and told
the sergeant de ville to keep an eye on Raymond. That gentleman struck the match,
and to his dismay the policeman marched
on the stage and stopped his performance.
“I was yanked off the stage,” he said afterward. "The sergeant didn’t know a word of
English, and 1 didn’t know a word of French,
so that when he got through with me I didn’t
know whether I was standing on my head

lias become firmly seated, is not a disease to
let go its grip in one week or one month, so
that any wonderful remedies that are said to
effect speedy cures may be looked upon with
a skepticism that is perfectly reasonable.
Rapid and often apparently permanent con-

of the most common as well
as most deceptive characteristics of the disease. Whether the effects of the new treatment shall bo permanent cannot he determined except after time and trial.
That its
first effects are both surprising and encouraging the newspapers are bringing us accounts from other places than Philadelphia.
One of the most remarkable is in New Orleans. A woman in that city was so ill with
consumption that on March 20tli the doctors
had give* her up as a hopeless case.
Twothirds of her left lung was destroyed.
All
one

other resources having failed the doctors determined to try an injection of carbonic acid
gas and sulphuretted hydrogen gas, as had

or

I
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Dress Suits

LINCOLN C. CUMMINGS retires from
firm tills day.
L. C. CUMMINGS & CO.
Portland, Me., March 31,1887.

Mil.

our

IMPORTANT

name.

SAMUEL 1). CARLETON,
PHILANDER J. CARLETON,
JOSEPH H. CARLETON.
RALPH W. CARLETON.
Portland, Me, April 1,1887.
apr2dtf

cheney and frank k.
BURNS are admitted this day as members
of the firm o( CHENERY & CO.
WILLIS M. CHENERY.

Boston & Portland

apodlw*

EDllbATIOKAb.

U
I—,

CLOTHING CO.,

/"
I

A

*

V

x

Portland School of

Mtenogrnphy.
Pupils thoroughly instructed in shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for circular.
Agent fort he t1 u I ■ g.-n y1

Miss, A.

255 MIDDLE

COLCOR1),

Jau24

STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

It VAN NOORDEN &
383 Harrison Avenue

heels.’-

While the Duke and Duchess of Connaught are absent in India, the Duke and
Duchess of Edinburgh in Malta, and the
Duchess of Albany in Cannes, their several
children and nurses are under their royal
grandmother's immediate surveillance at
Windsor. Whenever the Queen leaves the
castle, if only for a single night, the royal
nursery goes with her, and not the least interesting feature to spectators of the retinue
that follows her Majesty’s
carriage when
she comes to Buckingham palace to hold a
drawing room, is the coach full of nurses with
baby faces peering out of little white hoods

We

CO.,

look]

d6m

»uu

$20.00

mew aim

THE R.O. FLOWER MEDICAL CO.,
It#* Washington Miron, Ho.ton. .Via...
mar28
eodlst2d&4thpurm

FIRE-PROOF.
ST2HIR is the perfected form of portable Roofing, manufactured by ua
1 for the past twenty-seven years, and is now in use upon roofs of
Factor es, Foundries, Cotton Gins, Chemical Works, Railroad Bridges,
Cars, Steamboat Decks, etc., in all parts of the world.
Supplied ready for use, in rolls containing 200 square feet, and weigha
with Asbestos Roof Coating, about 85 pounds to 100 square feet.

BOLE MAXtHTACTTREKti OF

LANE,

Licgunt Line of

Spring Overcoats and compare
prices with any store in the city.
We pay CASH for our goods und

CHARLES HEAD&CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.
Stanley T. Pullen,
Frank C. CmxKr.it
decleodtt

$50,000

Closing Out Stock Regardless of Cost!

60 dozen £0-ccnt Senmless Hose
at 11 cents

a

pairs sold by

pair.
us

300

dozen

GUARANTEE

H.M.PAYSON&CO.,
Poor &
it • v u p it

Portland,

mart

STREET,

Maine.

MORRISON & CO., Jewelers.
Call and register your name free for the presents that
give away every month to ourcustomers.

lust season.

GO.,

JEWELERS^

565 CONGRESS

PORTLAND.

ST.,

dtf

•

______

CHARLES

DAY,

544 Congress Street.
ap8d2w
PUB

ANNUM, net, to
vfilll investors. Buwuunl
1 ft
*1 iLh fllMT
I M against loss.
DUD

1

\A

W. RODMAN

WINSLOW,

182 NASSAU ST. (Vanderbilt

Building),

NEW YORK CITY.
Established Feb. 1st. 1887.
Unquestionable
reterenees. Write or call tor particulars,
mar 21
eod&wlm

TRENT TILES
And

Hearths of all Patterns.
Very Low.

Price*

tebia

44 Plum SI., Portland
dB"'

t\n

uiiiiu run

POOB’S

Admission 20cents.

begins

tbe Stock Exchange In New
York and London. Railway Bonds a specialty.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence Invited.

KUHN,

THKEE NKiilTN ONLY.

Just put

All kinds of

Goods

at

Neckwear, Jewelry,

in stock.

Gents'

Furnishing
Rock Bottom prices.

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

482 CONGRESS STREET.

Are you Familiar with tlie Plans
OF TUX

—

MONDAY.

AS

YOU

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF PORTLAND, HIE !

you realize that this old and sterling company is a HOME INSTITUTION.chartered
in 1848 under tbe laws of Maine?

DO

you aware that this Company has paid to
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

ARE

DOLHUNDOLLARS IN BURPLUH,
calculated by the conservative standards of Maine
and Massachusetts.
more

In
pays its losses promptly. Its policies
IT contestable
after three years.
has liberal plans. Its affairs
carefully
IT managed
by Its Board of Directors and Offiare

EYE CLASSES.
We have a large assortment and art* prepnred to adjust the same
upon scientific principles. We use NACHET'S TKIAL CASE, together with the OI*TH A EMOSCOP1C TEST EEIUSE, combining the best
methods known for delecting all optical defects of the eye and deter*
mining the lenses needed for their correction.

THE HONEYMOON !
WEDNESDAY.

ROMEO and JULIET
—SUPPORTED

WORK
eodtl

e

FRATERNITY PRIMARY CADETS
Exhibition and Prize Drill
and Ball!
EVENING,

These lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the Above 1 ine s <1 >
not appear equally blaek at live or ten feet, have a visual imperfection which common spectacles will
1 his u<
not Improve. They must have special lenses crouud to correct the deformity of the corneas.
ect is called ASTIGMATISM.

SAL^BiCgCALERS

CO.,
eodtf

To Vessel Owners.
Clyde Maine Railway has been thoroughly rebuilt, and Is now In readiness to

THE

Port

take out all vessels in need of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed.
C. \V. STIMPSON, Jr.,
Address,
Port Clyde, Me.
decl6dtf

FULL

eod&wcF

LINE

Glasses forl25!cents.
“

■

50

“

FAST DAY EYE.MK Thursday, April 21
Grand Concert by the Famous Boston Choir,
Male Voices,

Reggies Street
nilARTFTTF.
Hebbkbt O. Johkhgn, 1st Tenor;
William T. Mkek, 2d Tenor;
UdOBOE H. Kenele. 1st Bass;
Geoboe B. c'laka. 2d Bass;

PIE

ses

teed Oil to the consistency
the brush. Their prsal Jlneneu and
surface, more
density of body forms a firm Flossy
durable and permanent in color than can be pro*
dueed by any process of
ft

M

m

H.
apl3

H.

FOR

BALE

HAY

BY

—

&

Portland, Mr-

SON,
COdSm

—

Tickets sold at Btoekbrldge’s Saturday morning
o’clock. Tickets 25, 35 and 60 cents,
flail
on M. C. R. K.
Late trains on G. T. K. K.

at 9

fare

_aplSdlw

BASE BALL I
GRAND OPENING.

BOWDOINS

PORTLANDS I

vs.

at

2.3*.

4 dmi.ston

M3 eealt.

lOHl.TG

SYRACUSE STARS, Apr. 22; COLBYS, Apr. 23.
Robert F. Semers & Co. will give a Silk Hat to
any player of the Portland club that will make a
home run on the home grounds In a league game.
dtd
ap!5
ADVEKTIMK.MEMTM.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

the

Portland hereby
City
THE
give notice to all persons liable to taxation In
win be In session
that
(aid
of

they
city
every secular
from the first to the fifteenth day of April next,
Inclusive, at their room In City Hall, from nine to
twelve o’clock In the forenoou and from two to five
o'clock In the afternoon, for the purpose of recelvIng lists of the polls and estate* taxable In said
day

such persons are hereby notified to make
perfect lists
persoual, or
held by them as guardian, executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of April,
1887. and be prepared to make oath to the truth
and bring to said Assessors, true and
of all their polls and estates, real and

ot the same.

And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided, during the past year, or have changed
hands from any cause, the executor, admlnl.hutor
or other person Interested. Is hereby warned to
give notice ot such change, and in default of such
notice will be held under the law to pay the tax
assessed, although such estate has been wholly

paid

over.

And any person who neglects to coigwly with
this notice will be doomed to a tax according to the
laws ot the State, and be barred of the rights to
make application to the Assessors or the County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he shows that he was unable to oiler such
UsLs within the time hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished at the Assesors’ office on application.
jy In no case where the Assessors have been
put to the disagreeable necessity of makinga doom
will the possession of Government bonds or deposits In the Havings Ranks be allowed as a plea
In mitigation of such doom.
WILLIAM. (». FOX, )
STEPHEN MARSH, [Assessors.
JOHN W. YORK,
)

apl

dtaplS

NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains
every desirable feature 111 a PERFECT LIFE IN-

Bustle

THE

SURANCE FOLICY.
If you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of Its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full information in regard to the Company
and Its plans.

a

MUTUAL

to

residents of
because

HOME

C

haU/ITT

HENKY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical Ulrccior
HON. JOS1AU H. URUMMONO, Counsel.

OF GENUINE

(Talented.) H~H

PRICE 50 rraa
The popular Cross Wire Bustle.

Superintendent of Agencies. Easter. Department

SINKINSON

Manager for City Agency, Portland.
WKlU

PEBBLES.

For sale by

RINES BROS.,
OWEN, MOORE & CO.
A. LITTLE & CO..
WASHBURN FOSTER
JOHN F. RAND.
CHENEY A CO.,
E. F. A L. H. MERRILL A CO.
Manufactured by Weedsport Skirt and
Dress Co., Weedsport, If. Y.

Bfistou Office, 53 Avon Street, Room B.
eoUlm
marSO

(CUSHMAN BROS.

—''’Vi Uaulej SU. Bustoa, BassT

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Twreontin

GEO. J. WIGHT,

||OV6

Window Sha<-

id Milk

Curtain*.

Curtain Fixtures,

UPHOLSTER / HARDWARE.
Wl

M ABB TUB

GENUINE
ami

HOUSES

eompoaed of tlie beat Zino and
Lead pigment*, ground in Pun Irnto use under

ASSISTED BY

Mb. Geo. C. Dobson, "The King ot the Banjo;’’
Miss Ada Buoys, Header, and
Mb. Habvey Mluu.vv, Pianist.

MODEL

THE

JAMES

A-

our

OJTLY

Mun,

Blop Bolin Ik Mtaodard.

your

Dealer for tham, take no otkar
(WHOLMAI.l 1

»p21_

The Diamond Wrench

IIIOTC «

AIN 13

HALL.

Chandler’s Orchestra will furnish music at the
hall. Tickets, Gentleman 60 cents, Ladles’ tickets 25 cents. Ladles’ reserved tickets, bale,my.
50 cents: those bolding 60 cent tickets can exchange them at Ira F. Clark’s Clothing Mtorw (or
reserved seats.
apl4d4t

HP"Ad

are

18th,

NEW

F. O. PIERCE & CO.’S

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
971-2 Exchange St., Portland, Nlo.
feb9

Eye
11

-ALSO

EgfcftTWHERE.

Jan 7

B. THURSTON &

Spectacles
“

for 25 cents.
11
11
50

\f?ITTSSURGH PAj

TOR

APRIL

wise

.inutl

GEO-HvlAEBETfSIca

J. M. HILL.

Prices 11.00, 75 and 50 cents; Gallery 35 cents.
Sale ol seats commences Friday at 8.30 a. in.
apl*
dlw

provisions of tbe Maine Non-Forfeiture Law apply only to tbe policies Issued by
this Company, ami under Its workings extended
lnsuiauce is provided for tu case of lapse.

are

OFFICERS.

JVE WILL HO IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL no IT WELL.

RY—

Milo.
I.rrick, Frederick Pnnldiag, Kg.
gene Ji-p.oa, aad ikeealire .Yew Verk
(Jaiaa Square Theatre t'ampaa,,

unques-

whose integrity and ability
tioned.

cers,

D1RKCTORM.
Edward R. Seccomb West Newton, Mass..
Hon. Jostah H. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John E. DkWitt. Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Pehcival Bonnky, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me.
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. K. Richards, Rockport, Me.
Ueoroe L. Dkblois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Rubik, Uorham, Me.
Frank K. Allen, Portland, Me.

APKCIALTY.

decs

IT !

are

opp. FALMOUTH HOTEL.

COLOR

LIKE

•tty.
And all

Union Mutual

has

Photographer,
FINE

■

Assessors' Notice.

than SIX MILLION
to-day
LARS IN ASSETS, and over THREE
IT
DRED THOUSAND

SPECTACLES.

■

In the following repertoire:

CITY

d2w

up7

■

Margaret Mainer:

CORRESPONDENCE OF BANKERS. BBOKERS
AND INVESTORS:SOLICITED.
feb22
eodSm

city.
Fine line of

n n

■

Oasae railed

CO.,

BANKERS,

Concert

ap!3d3t

FAST DAY, APRIL 21st.

43 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.
feblO
dBm

LOEB &

Doors open at 7.

at 8.

PORTLAND THEATRE

Execute orders at

COMPANY, ana because of Its age,
experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plans and conserva- I
tive management.

—

Portland Cement Pipe and Stone Co.,

Greeuoiigfe,

Proprietors of
illAIVCAL OF BAfLROAOA,

UNION

Largest and Finest Assortment
ol' all the Latest Patterns, at the
Lowest Prices. Call and examine
before purchasing.
/

dtl

The

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,

we

BabyCarriages
CATALOGUES SENT TO ANY ADDRESS.

Brokers,

appeals
Maine for their especial patronage,
THE

A

eodtl

«d

beneht of the Young

Aid, at the
Second I'urinh Ventry, Friday EveniiiKs April I .tilt.

CITY H AIdL.

The Water Works are operated under a special
charter granted by the State, aud are now earning
about $50,000 per annum.
We otter the above
bouds at PAR and Accrued luiereai. and
commend them as one of the best Investments tn
the market.

for the money in the

jjjjj

NO. 514 CONGRESS

D,

Population of City,
32,000
Valuation,
$12,000,000
Debt of
City,_- $175,000

Bankers and

BUZZELL,
the

AT CITY

Principal and Interest.

It is

DOZEN.

Concert for
Ladies*

MONDAY

—

Six Per Cent, Sinking
Fund Bonds

—

best Hose

£jOO\S^,
PER

a

Assessors of

Lowest Prices in the city to reduce stock.
Diamonds,
Watches, Jewelry, Silver and Plated Ware given away.

I

$4.00

of

OR. JOHN

CHATTANOOCA,TENN.

*

Me.
Sale!by W. W. WHIPPLE6&3CO., Portland,
eod&w 13w
Iebl8

ap4

graphs,

THE OLD FOLKS' CONCERT C0„
under the direction

distributed and

For

MORRISON &

Fine Cabinet Photo-

OF

*»■« of seats comapiHllw

will give their annual

OH WATER WORKS COMPANY
—

Child

and

UNBER THE MANAGEMENT OF

BOSTON,

SOLD.

uccasj.

MEW YORK,

wA,?,?.,?,i!?„35.cm,1,t1„
Wednesday,^ prll 13.

mences

CANNOT or WILL NOT be UNDER

uuinjured

king,

87 MAIDEN

at

—

H.W. Johns* Fire and Water-Proof Asbestos Sheathing, Building FpIS,
Asbestos Steam Packings, Boiler Covering?, Liquid Paints, I
I’roof Paints, etc*
Moulded Piston-Rod Packing, Badg*. Caskets, Mieet P»
etc.

Established 1858.

$15.00 Suits

Breasted, with Detachable Butnnd are warranted Indigo
Blue.
P. S.
If you spend auy money
this season for Clothing without
first visitiug our store, you will
make a mistake, as we shall lead
If you
the van in low prices.
doubt this statement, watch us
through the season and then
judge for yourself.
NOTE—Money refunded if goods
are not satisfactory, If returned

CO.,

VULCABESTG8.

Cutaways and

tons

Is adapted for all climates and can bo readily applied by unskilled
workmen.
Samples and Descriptive Ik ice List free by mail.

H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURING

COKKKSPO.YOE.1Tlt.

30 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK,
HAVE CONSTANTLY ON HAND
A SELECTION OF CHOICE INVESTMENT SECURITIES.

READ!
cun unu see our

moony suns

only $10.00.
179 $12.00 nnd $10.00 Suits at
$6.00.
250 $15.00 Indigo Bine Suits at
only $10.00 each. These Suits are
made in both Single nnd Double

—

you.

NKW YORK

BOSTON.

Surgeon

The distinguished American physician, Dr.
It. C. Flower, is a cousin of that eminent
surgeon, scientist, and author,
Professor
Wm. H. Flower, F. R. S. of London. Prof.
Flower is one of the Queen’s surgeons; he is
also the director of natural history In the
British Museum, an intimate friend of Prof.
Huxley, and a leading contributor to the
Encyclopedia Britannica and other, standard
works. While the professor has been thus
prosecuting his research in surgery and
science in the old world. Dr. R. C. Flower,
(much his junior in years) has been engaged
in exhaustive study in the realm of medicine
and compelling the flowers, plants and trees
of the earth to yield their virtue for the cure
of the sick and dying of this age.
The
splendid success that has crowned his patient
scientific study, is witnessed in his wonderful
Nerve and Brain Pill, and that king of all tonics and specific cure of dyspepsia and indigestion ids Liver and Stomach Sanative. These
great remedies are now for sale by all druggists, and are performing miraculous cures
in tens of thousands of cases. They will
cure

Bound to Lead in Low
Prices This Season !

Four Butloii
Sacks at $20.00.
300 All Wool

Physician.

HOUSE!

are

in

Noted

dtf

CLOTHING

America
AND A

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

apt_

Dwellings.

nov25

—

w‘*r, Husband

TUESDAY,

32 EXCHANGE ST.

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices and
Gutters. Metal Shingles. Sheet Metal Work
for Buildings. Send for Illustrated Circular,

Europe

C«l"

—

And VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and

dtf

J*®"*®

D|SS_i» historical f«r«.
““®,K\l,*®«ien
A®r4—Ab
Kagli.b Training amble, In,f ,h® **'»•»««*<» running how

an

Portland, Me.

Image.
Phivatk Wikk to Nkw Youk and Boston.

$1.00

apo

METAL SKYLIGHTS

143 PEARI. STREET.

»*»*»' •! John Derby.
•* ibe A rlias.
.1- ( Irrkrawrll I'ri.nu. Urr.l

COHHKCIM MONDAY, APRIL lSth.

NO.33 EXCHANCE STREET.

W. 10. WARE, Manager.
dtf
apll

L. Sawyer, 537 Congress St.. Portland, Me.

W.

BROS.’

$55.00 macnine.

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
ICAL STUDIES
J.

>1(6
Portland City Municipal
tfa
Bangor City Municipal
Bath City, guaranteed by
•
K.
6m
M. C. B.
}i
Maine Central K. It.
Oh
Andro>. A Kennebec It. K.
5s
Calais Water Co., 1st Mort.,

strong company.

a

•

will give

CHARLES HEAD & CO.

$30.00 Combination Dress Patterns for $25.00.
Balance of our 25 inch Jersey Silks for 95 cents,
worth $1.25.
$1.00 Checked Surah Silks for 50 cents; best bargain we ever offered in Summer Silks.
Our great sale of Black Satin Rhadames will be
continued for a few days.
Colored Satin Rhadames $1.00, worth $1.25.
Special Bargains in Faille Francaise Silks.
1 case Seersuckers 5 cents.
2 cases 15 cent Seersuckers at 12 1-2 cents.
Sample lot of real Imported Turcoman Table Covers $2.50, about half price.
New Dress and Wrap Trimmings.
Spring Wraps and Jackets being received.
Full line of the famous Centemeri Kids just received for Easter.
Demorest Sewing Machine $19.50, equal to any

e.

V,

ALSO

—

cannot be duplicated.
52 inch Silk and Wool Checks reduced from
to 75 cents.

STRICTLY OUE PRICE.

NOTICE.

SALES

One lot of Imported 75 cent Silk and Wool.Dress
Goods to be sold at 50 cents, limited quantity, and

Our stock of STAR SHIRT WAISTS, in
sizes for Boys 4 to 14 years, is all in, and
we offer over 2000 for selection, including
all the Leading Styles.

The undersigned will continue the business
formerly carried on by the firm of L. C. Cummings
& Co., at the same place, and under the same firm

AT

TURNER

Specialty.

a

dtl

—

I5tb.

originally produced In New York and I.on
new scenery,
startling mechanical

effects and

.71 ember* of Ihr 71. V. Ntoek £s«

show ten times the amount of stock, and
show better fitting garments and at much
less prices than can be found anywhere else
The interestingfeature of THIS WEEK
will be the offering of several hundred Boys’
Knee Pant Suits in all sizes, in the latest
Spring styles, at $3.50, $4, $5 and $6 per
suit.

eOPARTNERSniP .NOTICES.

t

Os

Bankers and Brokers,

position
your inspection and comparison. Having
had years of experience in the manufacture
of these goods, we profess to be able to
are in a

publican ticket, because Governor Green declined to attend an Irish anti-coercion meeting in his official capacity.

\

LOANS.

PULLEN, CROCKEfi & CO.

a reputation is
to our customers unwe announce that we
to do our part, and invite

that such

mistakable

Trenton, the capital of New Jersey, has
undergone a political revolution. The Republicans, on the 11th inst., swept the city,
electing Frank A. Magowan mayor by 250
majority. This has been a Democratic
stronghold in recent years. The great change
was produced by a peculiar cause.
The
Irish Americans, in a body, voted the Re-

®

NEW

Ohio mid ludiiuiii County

decal___eodtl

knowing
gained only by giving

of Capt. McConnell’s company, tinder the
command of Gen. Stark. Mrs. Tilton is now
a trifle more than one hundred years old.

Portland, Me., April 1,1887.

Escbaagr
fa.srablr rates.

C'oulinr mill

bought aud.old ■■ mo.
I'm.riling and ( sunrnial Letters of
Credit luuod, uruilable in nil the Priaci.
pal Cities#f Europe,
luv.-.tuirnl Heearitiee Bought and Hold.
nov27eodtf

UIAIXE.

OF

April

COLVILLE’S

*
Al I

Hiad

SWAN & BARRETT,

a

bridge, Rockingham county, N. H., the
widow of Benjamin Stevens, who participated in the battle of Bennington as a member

Edward

Hireling

ISO Middle Street,

IX

MLT.

Friday Erenin«,

As

No. 216 MIDDLE STREET.

CLOTHING

of the
Revolutionary war, as recognized by the government, is Abigail S. Tilton of North Wood-

nan

his wife with him, and the elevator was
filled with ladies. Bishop had an unlighted
cigar in his hand. Raymond saw it and pretended to think it was lighted.
“What do you mean by insulting these ladies by smoking?” he asked Bishop fero-

$2.00, $2.50

suit.

on a

Niuirr

don; with

FOR SALE BY

surviving representative

Characteris-

liked
men in his profession.
Every one had a
kind word for him. The members of his
company were all greatly attached to him.
He kept them for five or six years without
change, which is an unusual thing. When
he was forced to part with any of them he
was one

14 YEARS.

ings.

A Great

[N. Y. Times.]

Raymond

BANKERS,

been offered in Portland.

and $3.00 saved

OINK

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

Sawyer's Woolens. Hone genuine unless marked Sawyer's.
Strictly all
H ool. Prices 25 per cent less than they have

Boys’ andChildren’s

all strong drinks and has even made some
temperance speeches at Mr. Murphy’s meetThe sole

PORTLAND THEATRE

104 Til DOCK STRUT, Portland
‘anldtl
January 1.1864.

Made iroin

Distributors

ever

careless liver. For a year or more past,
edly
l.notni'op Im Vioo lionn
f/if 1 ultcfoinor frnm

tics—His Love of a Joke.

Mr.

4 TO

OF

defaulting bank manager’s standpoint. The Tung Lung bank having to close
its doors, the populace beheaded all the
officials that could be found, and the few who
escaped and took refuge within the police
station have now been formally sentenced to
death by the government.
Mr. Stepehn A. Douglas, son of the "Little
Giant,” who is a candidate for the office of
Corporation Counsel in Chicago under the incoming administration, used to be a decid-

ANECDOTES OF RAYMOND.
Some of

important part

our

from a

q

an

business at this season of the year.
Realizing this fact, and being determined
that we shall be known as the
of

B O JNT -D S !

No.

SUITS!

The Sale of Knee Pant Suits for Boys 4
to 16 years of age, and of Suits for larger

Boys and Young Men is

AJItmKnKNTN.

Rockland.A 4s Bath........6sA4a
Maine Central. .7s A 6a
No. Pacific (io!d..K»
P. A 0. B. B....0S
Anson.4s

BOYS7

„

The Russian government, alarmed at the
increase of emigration from its vast but thinly populated domain, has imposed a tax on
all subjects leaving the country, whether on
a visit or ‘Tor
good.” As paupers cannot
pay the tax they have to stay at home.
Assemblyman Robert Ray Hamilton, who
represents the elevnth New York district
in the Legislature of that State, is the greatgrandson of the famous Alexander Hamilton, and in facial appearance it is said he
resembles strikingly that great financier.
He was a member In 1881 and 1880.
The Empress of Germany gives a golden
cross to every servant In the Empire who
has remained over forty years in her present
position, and whose character is good. More
than 1,300 have already received the cross, of
whom a large number have remained over
fifty years in one place.
China is not a highly civilized country

financial.

ARETAS 8UURTLEFF,

BOYS’AND CHILDREN’S

SENSIBLE FISH.

the Canadian government, has now repeated
in an open letter his assertion that in tht
present dispute Canada is wrong. In this
letter he says:
My interpretation of the Treaty is not anew
discovery. Hon. Peter Mitchell, ex-Minister ol
Fisheries, and other prominent members of Parliament can bear witness that during the session
of 1885 I directed their attention to the untenable and dangerous position the Canadian government had assumed on this International question,
and predicted that if persisted in the Treaty of
1818 would be abrogated, and then the doctrine
of jut trantitvn for foreign vessels within the
three-mile limit up to low water mark, affirmed by
a majority of the judges in England
in the Franconia case, would apply.
In case Ibis doctrine of jus transitus, or
right of passage, should be left to apply to
American vessels within the three-mile limholds that American fishermen would
he “free from all restrictions.”
Mr. Mc-

been recently tried In the hospital at Philadelphia. In ten minutes after administration
the gas had reached the lungs, and was clearly discernible in the breath of the patient;
In half an hour her temperature had fallen
from 102° to 98°; and this was followed by a
craving for food; and after food had been
given by a restful sleep. A gain in weight
immediately began to result, and after three
weeks of the treatment the patient has
gained three and one-half pounds.
In Buffalo, New York, similar experiments
On
on with similar results.
are going
Wednesday forenoon at a clinic attended by
of
a large number of students two gallons
man sufgas were administered to a young
fering from consumption. In a short time
he declared he could taste the gas. The
theory is that the gas passes from the bowels

ernors.

BOYS!

BOYS!

[Springfield Union.]
Prof. Spencer F. Baird has made the interesting and patriotic discovery that halibut,

prominent Canadian lawyer, who has before
given some opinions In relation to the fisheries dispute not in accord with the position of

valescence is

■nCULANIOlII.

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

HILL’S BOOM OllOWF.TlI.
Boston Transcript.
The Prohibitionists ought to adopt Governor Hill for their presidential candidate,
after working shoulder-to-shoulder with the
saloons for his veto of high license.

wasted.__

Cents are becoming popular at New Orleans, where they have long been regarded
as obnoxious Yankee notions.
Among incidental blessings of the interstate commerce act is the thinning out of
office seekers from the West and ISouth.
They can’t get passes.
Bills authorizing lotteries, passed by the
legislatures of Nebraska, Arizona and Arkansas, were vetoed by the respective gov-

It furnishes clews to

the collector of internal revenue and inspecting for themselves his official public
record of the names of the men who have
paid special taxes. It is not at all likely
therefore that any court will sustain the position that it is against public policy for a collector of internal revenue to expose a business which Congress has expressly ordered
shall be exposed, simply because he is asked to make the exposure in a court of justice.
It is not probable that any court will decide
that a United States government officer can
debar a court of a State from information
open to any one of its citizens by ex.

'•b^^Tlfcxequel
in finding people who

noticed id connection

he

the officers who administer the State laws as
to where liquor is sold and enables them to
break up the rum business which pays a tax
to the government.
Furthermore there is
nothing in the United States statutes to
prevent a jury engaged in the trial of a man
for rumselling from entering the office of

The disappearance of Mrs. Howe of Woman’s bank notoriety with $50,000 confided
to her by her deluded victims seems to show
that it is impossible to so thoroughly expose
nr

inspect

therefore be against public policy.
But
a decision that would sustain that ground
would overthrow the prohibitory law of the
State which evidently tends to reduce the internal revenue receipts of the United States.
Besides the act of the United States itself
expressly exposing as it does the business to
the public would seem to be a complete answer to any claim of that sort.
The exposure
of these records to the public view in the office of the collector must tend to cut down the

Birmingham, Alabama, now the centre of
the most important iron manufactory region of the Mouth, is an illustration of the

swimllpr that.

may care to

might take Mr. Murphy’s other ground, that
to exhibit these records in court would tend
to reduce the government’s receipts and

of

a.

England

Revenue Records as Evidence.
Section 3240 of the Revised Statutes of
the United States provides tl at:—
K:ieh collector of Internal revenue shall, umler
reve
regulations of the commissioner ol Internal
line, place ami keep conspicuously in his office,
I lie
of
for public inspection, an alphabetical list
names of all persons who shall have paid special
state
therein
shall
taxes within ids district, and
the time, place aud business for which such special taxes nave been paid.
Mr. Thomas F. Murphy is deputy collector

By the advice of the Executive Council I do
hereby appoiut
as a

in New

Internal

STATE OF MAINE.
By
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PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

lungs, where it

PEDDLE SPECTACLES for
Always cool.

A

Large Variety

ol Bold

$1.50 each. PEBDLE

EVE GLASSES for

$1.50

Speotacles and Eye

Glasses, best

quality,

at $4.00,

Company

each

Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.

$5.00 and $6.00 iaoh.

CEORCE C. FRYE,
Corner Congress
and Franklin Streets.
”
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filling all orders lor Its excetleai aaalttr

Is

at

«f

jregalar schedule
the advance

price., uotwlth
In prices of raw mater als.
standing
Large orders have receutly been filled for the export trade, which Is established In England. German y„Swltzerland,|Attstralu. Mexico and Canada.
All parties having claims against the company
are requested to present them to

BYRON D. VERRILL,
at

his office,

Ho.

I»l

payment this month
Portland, April 11,1887.
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PONCE MOUSSES
364 Hhds., 40 Tierces
Sew Crop Porto ltlco Molasses, Fancy,
Choice and Prime.
Cargo Schooner
Charley Bucki, now landing and for
sale by the importers.
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A COMPANY OF THREE.
Cassell’s Magazine.
MAN’S WILL.
“Two's company, three’s none”—Old proverb.
Lumley, the well known auctioneer, anil
his friend, Wybert Moss, were talking about
John Pawson, and they agreed that lie was
one of the best men in Swarfton, and 'they
rejoiced at his prosperity in life.
’’He has nothing to trouble him,” said
CHATTER I. —A

Lumley.
“And

plenty

of

money,” replied

Moss,

“which is more than I can say about myself.”
“The same old tale,” was Lumlev’s laughng answer, and he hurried away.
But John l’awson had a good deal
to
trouble him just then, as he often said to
himself when he was alone; for he had
formed the habit of speaking his thoughts,

and sometimes did so even in company.
He entered Burtonford’s bank when he
was a boy, and was always a favorite with
the late Mr. Anthony Burtonford.
Nobody
was surprised when John Pawson became
a partner; it was in accordance with the fitness of
things. But what surprised the public was that Eric Burtonford, the banker’s
was sent adrift.
I would rather be a customer at the bank
than a clerk there,” was what Lumley said
to Wybert Moss.
“Old Burtonford is not
the best man in the world to get on with.
His temper is all thick and thin.
Ilis good
qualities are in great lumps; but, before you
know where you are, he is raging and storming like all that.” Wybert Moss said that
he knew very little about bankers, but he
would take his informant’s word for it.
saiu i.umAlways trust tne auctioneer,

nephew,

ley.

‘‘Certainly,” replied Wybert. ‘‘I will trust
him with my debts, if he will take charge of

them.”
Then there was a laugh, and the two parted.
The general opinion in Swarfton was that
Anthony Burtonford had quarrelled with
hisnephew, and that the uncle’s temper and
Eric’s pride had been both to blame.
But
Eric went away from Swarfton, and did not
return even when Mrs.
Burtonford, the
banker’s wife, died.
“Eric’s in London painting pictures,” said
the gossips, “and he ought to nave come to
the funeral, though he is not own nephew to
Mrs. Burtonford: but if his uncle’s wife is
not kinship enough, the world is coming to a
pretty state.”
So Eric was blamed for his omission of
duty. But the banker said nothing. He
never mentioned liis
nephew’s name, and
never allowed anybody else to do so in his
hearing. It was usually thought, however,
was that John Pawson an exception to this
rule, and the conjecture was right; he knew
why Eric had been sent away, and why lie
did not appear at the funeral.
Then Mr. Burtonford died very suddenly,
and rumor was busy again.
Eric would be
sure to come this time, and he would remain
at Swarfton. and take his uncle's place at
the bank. Picture painting was all very well
in its way, but it was not reasonable to supthat it could ever be permitted to in■rfere with a bank.
Moreover, here was
Edith Markham, the late Mrs. Burtonfnrd’s
niece. Everybody had always said Edith
and Eric were intended for each other, and
everybody felt that it would be a great
shame if the general expectation were

Sose

thwarted.
But the funeral took place, and Eric

was

not there.

Then by degrees the truth leaked out
about the banker's will. Popular feeling became

divided at once.

“Eric Burtonford is no good,” said the
of one party. "There is somespokesman
thing ander the surface which we have nevHis uncle has not left him a brass
farthing. Why. the worst case 1 ever heard
of before was not as bad as that. To be cut
off with a shilling is rather stiff, but to be
cut off without anything beats the record in
this kind of bustness. The banker left all he
had to Edith Markham, but if ever she looks
at Eric or speaks to him she is to lose her
er seen.

fortune.”
•‘You are
woman on

said
partly correct,”
side of

the other

the spokes-

public opinion.

“Some of your facts are wrong, and your inferences are completely so. We all know that
Mr. Burtonford was passionate and headstrong. My opinion is that Eric only said
his soul was his own, and his uncle could not
forgive him. But the will does not declare
that Edith is to lose her fortune if she speaks
to Eric; she is not to do so without the con-

sent of John Pawson.”
Perhaps it is true that rumor is seldom altogether wrong, and never altogether right.
The will of the banker was that, after certain legacies had been paid, including a large
one to John Pawson. the residue should be
held in trust for Edith Markham. But there
was this strange condition in the will:
If
Edith, during the time that she remained
unmarried, had any interview or held any
communication with Eric Burtonford, except with the consent and in the presence of
John Pawson, she should forfeit her share
of the property, and it should be held in
trust for Robert Lumley, auctioneer, and
Wybert Morse, of no particular calling. ‘T
have a liking for these men, but they are
both keen enough to look after their own interests. I cast no refleetion upon JdVn Pawson, but I would rather not leave him the
task of disinheriting my wife’s niece, should
there be need for it.” So said the banker.
Mr. Burtonford had written his own will,
but it was properly signed and witnessed,
and was perfectly legal, in spite of many
strange remarks and unlawyerlike phrases.
Botn Lumley and Moss knew about the
banker’s use of their names, and often wondered whether they would benefit by this
eccentricity, or remain always mere watchers, waiting to see if the course of events
would produce any change in the attitude of
As far
Edith and Eric toward each other.
been
as they knew, Eric had
not
near
Swarfton, and Edith had not seen him anywhere else.
Sometimes they asked John
Pawson about the affair, and ne always answered in his calm, serious manner, that the
of Mr. Burtonford's will would
provisions
be strictly carried out, but as far as he knew,
had
nothing
happened which called for interference.
“John Pawson will do the square thing,”
said Lumley to Moss. “My fear is that those
two did not care as much for each other as

people
“It is

said.”

awkward,”replied

Moss. “Asa rule,
a will like Burtonford’s would kindle love
where it never before existed.
There is
nothing like opposition for strengthening affection. But, as usual, tha one exception to

the rule keeps
*
*

me

poor.”
*

*

*

*

John Pawson often talked to himself about
Eric and Edith. lie had known them since
they were children, and had believed that
their fondness for each other would ripen
into true and lasting love.
“1 know that Mr. Burtonford would have
been pleased if lie thought that Edith cared

forme,” John murmured, with ablush, “but

that is impossible.
I am sure she liked Eric
very much, and yet she never mentions him.
He was fond of her, too, and yet he has kept
aloof. I sent him word about his uncle’s
will, and he acknowledged my letter in a
very manly way, but I have heard nothing
since. He has been badly treated if he was
innocent; yet I cannot see any explanation
of the affair unless he took the notes.
Then he reviewed a&ain. for the hundredth
time, what the banker had told him about
the quarrel with Eric.
“I w as in my library at home, John, and I
had 10 notes on the table; three were £50
notes, and the other seven were £10 notes. 1
wanted them for a particular purpose.
1
had just finished entering the numbers in
my diary, when Erie came in. I told him to
1 wrote up my
sit down, for I was busy.
diary; then 1 was wanted in the drawing
1 just glanced over the
room for a minute.
table, and left everything as it was.. Per1
was
absent
five
minutes. When 1 rehaps
turned 1 found Eiic seated where I had left
him. Then I wrote a letter, and 1 took up
the notes to inclose them.
It was' a private
affair, John; I took up the notes, and the
Eric declared
three fifties were missing.
that nobody had entered the room during my
absence, and that he hnd not moved from his
chair. J am sure nobody had been, in hut
himself between the time when I entered
the numbers and the time when I went to
the drawing room. No window was open,
and there was not a fire. 1 told him he must
turn out his pockets, and he refused point
blank. Then there was a scene.
1 sent for
Edith, and told everything to her. Again I
asked him to turn out ins pockets, hut he
still refused. So I ordered him out of the
house, and told him never to sliovv his face
in Swarfton again, or I would give him in
charge of the police. I am glad I always
male it clear to him and Edith that there
must lie no billing and cooing between them.
Edith is too good for him. What a wife she
She is
will make, John, in a few- years!
young yet, 1 know, but if she had a husband
like
of steadiness and experience—a man
you—it would not matter. I am glad there
was no billing and cooing between her and

Erie.”
John Pawson had his doubts about the
banker’s surmise respecting what he called
Edith livprt with the
billing and cooing.
Ilurtonfords, and had lived witli them all her
life. Eric lived witli a married sister, whose
husband was an artist, lie was three years
older than Edith, and was just 21 when his
came upon him.
disgrace
“These young people eared inoro for each
other than Burtonford thought"’ said- John
Pawson to himself. “Has the trouble killed
their love, or are they wniting for better
times? 1 do not see where the better times
are to come from, unless
everything about
those notes is cleared up. Could Mr. Burtonhe
ford
mistaken? The only time lie ever
spoke harshly to me was when 1 suggested

that.”

Thus John Pawson had reviewed the matter hundreds of times, hut ids perplexity remained. Then, two years after the banker’s
death, he received a letter from Edith, who
was staying with some friends in Scotland,
and who w rote asking that he would arrange
for her to meet Eric, as she could clear lip
the mystery which had perplexed them so
long. She said :
"Tell Erie w hen you write to him, please,
Let me
that everything can be explained.
know’ when the interview is to be, and where.
the
conditions
which
observe
to
wish
I
my
dear uncle laid down, but Eric must not remain under an unjust suspicion any longer.”
It was an embarrassing position for John
Pawson. He wished Edith had been more
explicit. From what he knew about her he
did not think she was likely to raise hopes
which would not be fulfilled. But how could
she explain anything?
i

He wrote to Eric, as Edith liad desired,
and received a prompt reply by telegraph,
saying that he should lie in .Swarfton that
night. Eric saw John i’awson; but John
could not explain anything.

“We must wait till Edith comes, Eric.”
said, “and you must not see her except in
presence. Lumley and Moss will not

my
miss a chance.”

Eric consented. He met Lumley and Moss
the next
day, and these two worthies
seemed afterward to be in better spirits than

usual.
“To be or not to be?” said Lumley.
“That’s the question,” replied Moss.

CHAPTEB II.—A WOMAN’S WAV.

Edith Markham could not remember cither
her father or mother. Her mother was dead,
and her father was married again and lived
abroad. That was all the information vouchsafed her.
Among Mr. Burtonford's papers was one
which was addressed to Edith, in the banker’s handwriting, with this instruction: “To
be given to her at my death, but if that
should happen before she is 21, she must
keep this without opening it until that time.
It is about her mother and father, and she
need be in no hurry to learn the particulars.”
She was 19 when her uncle died, and the
executors—John Pawson and Bardsley, the
solicitor, gave the paper to her, according to
the instructions which the dead man had
left.
“There is a good deal of writing there,”
said John. “Would you like to keep it, or
shall 1 take care of it for you until you are

21 ?”
Edith

thanked him, hut kept it herself.
The strange misfortune which liad happened
to Eric, and the death of her aunt, then the
death of her uncle, liad crushed her spirit.
She could not help wondering whether her
mother liad been also unhappy. But she
placed the paper in her desk, and gave herOOU over W »au

uiuu^uta-

nucu

nvum

Wiu

mystery concerning Eric be cleared up?
Cleared up it must be, sbe felt sure. Then

stie read a note from him which he had sent
to her at the time of the trouble:
•‘My (tear Edith:—There is a terrible mistake
somewhere, but my uncle is sure to discover it,
and he will be very sorry. 1 might have turned
out my pockets to pacify him, but I had all your
sweet little letters with me, and lie would have
recognized the writing. That would have made
him very augry. 1 shall go to London, to Itadburns, and try what I can do painting. My sister
Rose will bear from me constantly.
Ever your own,
Emc.
Radburn was an artist. He had often
spoken encouraging words to Eric and tried
to prevail on him to give himself up to art.
The years passed away, and Edith did not
see Eric. The discovery which was to clear
him was not made. Still, Edith did not
doubt him. From Rose she heard about his
welfare, and that was all. She set herself to
wonder and to wait. If Eric had presented
himself, she would have risked the loss of
fortune, hut he kept silent and aloof; so she
could only shut up her sorrow in her heart,
and pray for patience to endure it. She kept
in the old house, and had for a companion
the widow of a clergyman, whom John Rawson recommended.
Rut Edith spent her 21st birthday in Scotland, and it was immediately afterward that
she wrote the letter asking for an interview
with Eric.
During these three years Eric had worked
hard in Loudon, aud his friends spoke favorably of his chances in the keen competitiou
of art. He told Radburn about ills quarrel
with his uucle and the cause of it, and enjoyed the honest sympathy of a true friend.
Rut this Eric was not the Eric of yore. He
had a sad look, aud went about the work of
life as if his heart was broken. His uncle’s
cruel will was a sad blow to him, and he resolved that unless his name was cleared he
would not see Edith again. He never forgot her birthday. His sister Rose had written to say that she was away, and lie was
wondering where in Scotland she was visit
ing, and what kind of birthday she had
spent, when John Rawson’s letter came. It
was like the sight of the journey’s end to a
weary pilgrim. Eric did not realize before
how much he had been suffering, and for the
first time since his sorrow * began lie wept

bitterly.
*

*

*

*

*

•

i he interview was to take place In John
Pawson’s private room at the bank. Eric
was there long before the time appointed
and the two men chatted about various subjects until Edith came. It was a strange
meeting for these two, who had not seen
each other for three years. John Pawson
could not help watching them, and he saw
the light of love in their eyes, and knew
what the end would be, whether the proofs

satisfactory

were

or

not.

“Now to business,” said John, placing a
chair for Edith by the side of his table, and
seating himself. Erie sat near to her and
gazed wistfully into her face.
“First of all, can you tell me the numbers
of those notes which have disappeared?”
Edith asked.

numbers.
Then Edith opened a small satchel which
she had brought with her, and took from it
two packets. The men watched her with
breathless attention; but she calmly placed
the satchel on the ground beside her, and
then laid the larger packet on the table. It
was a roll of manuscript, tied with string.
I he other packet she opened, and produced
three bank notes.
“These are three notes for £50 each,” she
said, “and the numbers are the same.”
“Where did you find them?” John and
Eric asked together.
“Inside that roll of manuscript,” she re-

plied.

“What manuscript is it?” John Pawson
asked.
“It is the paper which my uncle left for
me,” said Edith, “and which I was not to
open until I reached the age of 21. It was
written by my mother, but toward the end
there are several pages which my uncle
added. Sly mother was not happy. I think
from what I have read there that my uncle
loved her very much at one time; ibut she
preferred my father and married him. She
did not live long, but died when 1 was a
baby. Then my lather married somebody
else, and I am afraid he received a considerable amount of money from my unde. But
he died three years ago, though 1 did not
know it at the time. On the very day when
Erie’s trouble came my uncle received news
of my father’s death, and an abusive letter
from the widow, saying that his debts
amounted to £220; and she said my uncle
must send that sum, and send it in notes,
not by check or draft. My uncle wrote:
‘This shall be my last communication with
a proud and extravagant woman. She shall
liavo the money and then good by. This is
intended only tor your eye, Edith.
She did not say that her uncle also begged
her to be warned by her mother’s fate, and
not allow her affections to be won by any
young fellow, who cared a great deal more
about pictures than about business: but she
was to value at their true worth the qualities of a noble and honorable man, who never failed to do his duty, though the man
might not have youth on his side.
“How came the bank notes in there?”
Eric said, like a man who could scarcely believe his senses.
John Pawsou was examining the notes.
1 tiey have been gummed or pasted to something,” he said.
“ies,” replied Edith, “they were stuck to
the back of one of these sheets.” Then she
opened the roll and showed where she had
discovered them.
“This is my theory,” she continued: “My
uncle gummed the tter he had received and
fastened it to the last sheet. Hero it is.
Some of the gum must have dropped on the
back of this other sheet, and then it must
have come in contact with the notes, and
three of them adhered, without his being

time; and the manuscript was uever
opened again, lor the date on the corner is
that same day when Eric’s trouble came.”
No other explanation suggested itsell, or
the

necessary, but the notes and papers
examined time after time.
“Thank God lor this great mercy!” said
Eric.
was
were

“Amen!” replied John Pawsou, devoutly.
Edith was silent, but the tears were falling

down her cheeks.
Eric kissed her again and again.
John Pawsou busied himself with the
notes, and there was no atom of jealousy
about him,
“They must marry at once,” he said
aloud; then lie checked himself, and looked
toward the lovers to see whether they had
heard him or not.
Yes, they had heard him, there was no
doubt about that, so he made a clean jhreast
of it, and said:
“This makes no difference to the will.
You must not see each other before marriage
except in my company, or your uncle’s fortune will be lost. Lumley and Moss will be
on the lookout, I know.
1 have often wondered what people say to each other when
they are lovers, and fate has ordered it so
that I shall have to know; but you must
bear my presence as well as you can, and
for all our sakes make your wooing short.”
“We must not tax John Lawson's patience
too much, must we, Edith?” was what Eric
said, taking her hand in Ids; then he whisered something more.
Edith whispered something in reply, and
then Eric told John that he must hear with
them awhile, but they would not trouble him
»

*

*

»

•

man.

"That’s all ov?r,” said Lumley. “It must
have been a queer courtship. John Pawson
A dewas with them every time they met.
cent man Is John, but not the one I should
1
was
sweetheartpick out to be witli me if
iK.”

“One’s as good as another,”
“I feel thousands of
than I did.”
“Going?” said Lumley.

dolefully.
er

replied Moss,
pounds poor-

“Going,” replied Moss.
“Gone! ’they both exclaimed,

was

not a smile between them.

bly.

"That's a cheerful prospect.”
W hat more do you want? I’ve treated 90 cases
and every one of them died.
Why, man alive,
There’s no humbug
you can’t die If you try.
about statistics."
I have sold Wistak’s Balsam ok Wild
Cheiuiy many years, have received great benellt
from its use, and can recommend it to all who
suffer from coughs, colds, or any pulmonary complaint. CHAHLKS H. LEKOY, Putnam, Conn.
Tom-Miss X Is quite a belle, Isn’t she?
Harry—Yes, and lias been for some time.
T.-What is her father’s business?
H.—Oh, he’s the head of one of the city departincuts

suppose she has had some very advanta-

T.—i

geous oilers.

H.—No doubt of it; her father Is the cause.
T.—How so?
H.—Why. he Is always advertising for sealed

proposals.

If you are tired taking the large old-fashioned
griping pills, try Carter’s Little Liver Pills and
take some comfort. A man can’t stand everything. One pill a dose.
An old Siamese teacher, trying to master Eng
tish, wrote a list of definitions, from which are
selected the following:
Wig, hypocrite hair; flattery, a good kind of
curse word;
whiskey, slu water; blow, a wind
verb; kick, a foot verb; bow, a salute verb; hop,
a frog verb; ltai, a bad
adjective of boy; modesty, a good adjective of girl; vine, a string tree;
daughter, a girl-son; bullet, a son of a gun!
white foam; angel, God's boy: preach, a
inary verb.

Se,

terrible dreams, visions of remorseless dragons
Madam, 1 am poor and hungry, bill 1 cannot eat
mince pie. Bring on the tviue and cbarlotie russe.

Try Carter’s Little Nervo Pills for any case of
sleeplessuess, weak stomach, indi-

107
116

126
106
101

lie
126

108
106

ns
113
128

137
110
107
112

dallv:
Atcli., Topeka aud Santa Fe Railroad.107 Vi
New York aud New lEngland’Eallroad.
636,
do nref
C. B. & Q. 143
Wisconsin Central.1 28
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad com
3362
do pref. 99 i/,
Wisconsin Central. 2d series. 67
Boston Land Company. 9%
Bell Telephone. 226
California Southern Railroad. 02
Mexican Central.. 1662
Mexican Central 4s. 626s
Boston Water Power Co
7y*
Wisconsin Central Ipref. 47;
Eastern Railroad.139
Old Colonv. 18462
Boston & Albany Railroad.212*
Boston & Maine,
230
Calumet* Hecla...208*
•Ex-dividend.

New York Stock and Money Market.
fBy Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Apr 14 1887.—Money on call
has been easy, ranging from 4 to 6; last loan at
4, closing offered at 2 62. Prime mercantile paper
at 4;®6 per cent. Sterling Exchange is dull and
Governments

are

dull

Rail-

heavy.

ana

Stock Exchange aggre-

following are to-day’s quotations of Govern
ment securities:
United States bonds, Ss.100
New 4s, reg.12962
New 4s, coup.129yg
New 462s, reg .lloy.
New 4y,s, coup.11062
Central Pacific lsts .11662
xue

comic actor was much addicted to drink.
the road and billed to appear in a small
town. When he came out on the stage he was so
drunk that the audience hissed him. Steadying
himself by the scenery, the actor said:
“Ladish and Shentlniens: When an artist of
my standing conshents to appear at all in such a
little onc-liorse town ash this, he musht either be
drulik or crazshy. I prefer to be conshidered an
was on

Denver A It. Gr. lsts.1 201:
Erie 2ds.

LOUIS,April 13,

'.AlBRa,26

84lias^c.

Union Pacific 1st....

27»/i@

a7Keceipts-FU)ur,
bbu0;
corn. 16,000 bush; oats,
3,tkW

"heat, 12,000bu;
13,000 bush; rye,0,00

b8hlpmJnts-^fflrU«,«N)
Receipts—Wheat 8900

Every druggist should keep Athlophoros and
Athlophoros Pills, but where they cannot be
bought of the druggist the Athlophoros Co., 112
Wall St., New York, will send either (carriage
paid) on receipt of regular price, which ia 81.00
per bottle for Athlophoros and 50c. for Pills.
For liver and kidney diseases, dyspepsia, indigestion, weakness, nervous debility, diseases of
women, constipation, headache, Impure blood&c., Athlophoros Pills are unequaled.

Clos-

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, April 14, 1887.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions, &c.:
ivmi

urniNi

Superfine and
low grades.2 60*3 50
X Spring and
XXSpriug..4‘>0@4 25
Patent Spring
Wheats.5 2o*5 50
Mich, straight
roller--.4 50*4 75

fllghMxd Corn.66@56|
Corn, bag lots_66@67
Meal, bag lots... 54@65
Oats, car lots_40*41
Oats, bag lots—42*43
Cotton Seed,
car lots..24

60*25

Cod.

qtl—

Large Shores

Large banks
Suiall.
Pollock.2
Haddock.1
Hake.1

Herring

60*3
00*3
*

75
25

76®3 60
60*2 00
35@1 76

00

do bag...26,50*20 00

clear do_ 4%®4% Sack'dlir’u
stone ground. 4 25*4%
car lots. .20 50@21
St Louis st’gt
do bag. ..21 00*22
roller.4 76@5 00 Middlings. 20 00*22
Clear do....4 25*4 60 do bag lots,21 00*23
Winter Wheat
FrtriiioBs.
Patents.6 25*5 60 PorkPlata.
Backs ...19 00*19

00
00
00
00

60

Clear....18 60*1900
Mess.16 00®16 60
Beel—
Ex Mess. 9 50*10 00
Plate.... 10 50®11 00
Ex Plate 11 50*12 00
Lard—
Tubs
V.-7-t4
®8c
Tierces.... 7%
@Hc
Pails.8 @8%c
Hams
lb....]2V*@13
do covered. .13Mi@14

t» bx.. 1 S®20c
No 1.13® 16c
Mackerel
bbl—1886.
Shore Is.21 60*25 00
Shore 2s. 12 50*16 00
Oil.
MerL '<s.
KeroseneSnail
Port. Ket. Pet. 6V4
<*
Vrvducc*
Water White. *
cranoer riaa—
I Pratt sAst’Usrbbl. IIV2
ilaiJiO.... 8 00210 00 I Devoe’s Brilliant. lit,
Cipe Uodll 00212 00 Ligonia. 8y»
Pea rtbttiK .1 6521 75 silver wime.
MedMiii'... ..1 6521 70 Centennial.
(KriViU mat 6021 70
BaUiua.
¥ellow sives.l 50(21 66 Muscatel_ 1 90a2Vs
Potato >.s. bush, 50,260 London Lay’r 2 26@2 75
3 002 3 60 OnduraLay. 9
St Potatoes
@10
3 75;a 4 00 Valencia. 7
Unions
@8
Turkevs. (#16
Huga.
Scaled

....

Chickens.16218 grail.dated $>lb.6Vs

Fowls
.14(216 Extra C.5%
Duck? .12 214
Heeds.
U-ese.14215 lted Ton_82 ieiS2Vfe
Y pplfH.
Timothy Hoed 2 05@2 10
Choice Baldwins
4 50 Clover.....
9
@llc
Choice eating
5 oo
Cheese.
Russets
4 50 Vermont.. ..15 Vi t; I fl
¥.\h\h .r At ».i i'rib 14216c
Palermo
Mr^siia
v»o

Y\«.
-1.

—

Pou.

n.y. factory 1 5>a@1G
Sage.15V4@l‘i^

Knllcr.
Creamery o fb...254827
.4 00,a4 60 (lilt Edge Ver....26®27
4 2.r>'a;4 T>0 .Choice.20@21
(lood.Ida 17
! Store.14 .Vi 5
4 60 .* 6 0(1
htg".
6 0026 66 Eastern extras... ]8n 14
Can A Western..135 14
m*i i'.
i* I»X. 3 5024Oi I. lined.

Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG.
Steamship Vancouver75,697 bush wheat 23.071 bush peas 118,200 ibs

bacon 22,600 do lard 60,000 do oatmeal 2786 bps
flour 236 do asbestos 445 bbls apples 10 do pearlash 2203 maple blocks.
abroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. April 14, 1887.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 34 cars miscellaneous; merchandise; for con
n.-rting roads 99 cars miscellaneous merchanCrain Quotations.
Received daily, by private wire, by H. N Pink9 Exchange street, Portland. Me:
broker.
ham,
{CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Wednesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

April.

Opening.

7WVs
791/3
79%
79%

Highest.
Lowest.

Closing.

May.
82%
84

82%
83%

June.
80%
818/s
80%
81%

COEN.

Opening.
Highest.
l/owest.

34s/8
34%
84%
345/s

Closing.

May. June.
38%
39

38%
38%

40%
40%
40

40%

OATS.

Apr.

24%
24%

May.

28%
Highest..
29%
28%
k?w?st.
Closing.
29%
Thursday's quotations.

June
29%
29%
29%
29%

WHEAT.

Opening....
Highest.
Lowest.

Closing

....

Opening....
Highest....

Aoril.

79%
79%
79%
79%
COEN.

Apr.

34%
34%
84%
34%
OATS.

Mav.
83%
84%
83%
84%
May.
38%
SUV’s

[385/4
38%
May.

opening—

Highest...

Lowest.

29

129%
29

Closing..29%

June.
81%
81 %
81

81%
June.
40%
40V4
40

40V4
June.
39%
29%
29%
29%

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Baeeett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value, Bid.
Asked
Descriptions.
160
Canal National Bank.100 164
161
163
Bank.-100
Casco Nat.
122
First NationalBank.........100 120
40
Bank..
61
63
Cumberland National
127
Merchants’ National Bank.. 76 125
143
Bauk.100
145
National Traders’

ing.

13.

For 'Von,"n-

IMPORTANT
TO

with

in

Washing

MTKA.flKKM Ol HKi'T KHOfl
to Li>rrpo.l every THt'KMO 4V
nod fr.ut .VKW 4'OKK every 1ATCHD4Y
ml ling
Qurra.lvna, C.rU linrbnr.
FA VON IA.April 21. May 28, June 30
BOTHNIA....April 28, June 2, July 7, August 11
CKPH ALON1A.May 6, June 0, July 14
SCYTHIA.May 1*. June 18, July 21
CATALONIA.May 18, June 23, July 2W
CABIN PASSAGE, »HO. *80 arid *100 according
to accommislatlons. Intermediate
passage, *35.
Steerage passage at low rates. Drafts on Great
Britain and I reland. For passage or freight apply
at the Company}! offlre. 88 State street, Boston.
tebDld3m
ALEXANDER MARTIN, Agent.

Every Housekeeper

and Honse-

anything

than

112%

St. Paul.
Omaha.
Union Pacific.
CentrallPacific.

92%
62%
61%
41V*
77%
34%
136%

96

Wash your Dishes,Glassware, Windows, Curtains,

—

Jewelry, 8ilver, in fact
everything, with it Try
it in the Bath, and note
its Superiority over Soap
Bewareoffnotations. The
<o-nuni,. always l„ art ti,
ataive Sjrruliol and name of

nCADI IMF niHIT
rtMKLIiVL. U\U 11

IN TIIE

—

STATE OF MAINE.

ALLAN

JAMES 1‘VtK, Now lurk.

B. A. Atkinson
&

Eider.New York..Bremen.Apl 16
Schiedam.New York. .Amsterdam Apl 18
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool.... A pi 1C
Saratoga.New York..Havana.Apl 16
Arizona.New York.. LUerpcol.... Apl 19
Trave.New York..Bremen.Apl 20
Brltanlc .New York..Liverpool —-dpi 20
Rheatia.New York..Hamburg .Apl 20
Pavouia.Boston.Liverpool,...Apl 21
Circassian.Portland... Liverpool ...Apl 21
Servia.New York ..Liverpool... Apl 23
Rliyuland .New York..Antwerp....Apl 23
City of Rome.New York..Liverpool ...Apl 27
Celtic.New York..Liverpool ...Apl 27
Saale.New York..Bremen .Apl 27
Sarnia.Portland....Liverpool....Apl 28
Hammonia.New York..Hamburg ...Apl 28
Ctty of Berlin ....New York..Liverpool...Apl 30
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool .Apl 30
Circassia.New York. .Glasgow ....Apl 30

34%
62

Northwest.120% 119%
93

53%
61 Vs

41%
Western Union. 77%
Oregon Trans. 35
Delaware, L. & W 137%
Delaware & H.1041
Jersey Central. 81%

104

84%
J4%
Heading.:45%
33%
33%
Hocking ValleyNorthern Pacific... 28%
28%
North. Pacific,prf.. 6,0%
60%
Pacific Mail.... 66%
65%
MissourllPaelflc.... 108% 10«%
Kansas & Texas... 33%
33%
Lonslsville & N.... 69
68%
New England. 03%
63%
Richmond &W.P- 41 %
40%
Con. Gas Co. 84% 84%
Oil. 64%
64%
Norf. & W. pref... 53%
b2%
Stocks by Associated Press:

Tenn,

B.

_vta

|__j JHURSDAY,_

.Peruvian,
| Parisian.
Circassian

March 3
••
17
31
14

$20.

For passage apply to II. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents. 80 State 8t., Bostou i and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or lor passage or freight to II. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
nov28dtl

THE HOUSE FURNISHERS,
desire, through the columns of this paper, to announce to ail our customers
and those in need of House Furnishings,
either in

^BOSTON
STEAMERS.

DINING ROOM FURNITURE,

..

FARE ONLY $1.00.

...

East Tenn. lstioref. 74
Alton & Terre Haute. 33%
do pref.
76

Alr|Line, pref.
Butin rtou & Cedar; Rapids.
Bi ston

99
60

Canton.
Metropolitan El.204
Mobile & Ohio.
16%
Morris & Essex.
137
Oregon Nav.101
Wells. Fargo Express.127

Adams Express.
—143
American Express.
112
8
& Ohio.
Minn <s sr. Louis. 19
do pref.44
New k'ork, Chicago & St. Louis
19
! 'do pref. 33%

Chesapeake

....

Ohio Central.
Ohio & Miss. 31%
Out. & Western. 19%
New York

mining

Ontario.24 00

Quicksilver...

6 oo
preferred.30 00

Standard.1 12%

Santiago.
Oplilr.

4 40

8%
Va. 16%
Con.Cat.
ColoradoJCoal. 44%
Mexican.4 85
Plvmouth. 18%
4 60
Gould & Curry.
3 60
Serria Nevada.
&

Mining

Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
SANIFRANCISCO.April 14.1887.—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks
Best&Belcher.
Mexican.

7%
4%
Savage. 6 Vi
Sierra Nevada. 3%
Gould & Curry. 4V4
Crown Point. 4V<!
Con. Cal. & Va.
15V4
Potosi. 7 "A
Hale &| Norcross. Bs/s
3
Union Con...
Eureka. fi Vs
Bodie.

2 26
2 00

Mono.
Onhir. 8y,
Bulwer. lVi
Yellow Jacket. 4Vs

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON .April 14.1887.—The following are to
day’s quotations ot Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 18 25gl8 76; short cuts 18 76
®19 26 ;backs 18 76®19 26: light backs 17 76®
18 25; lcau ends 17 25@17 76; pork tongues at
15 00®$15 60; prime mess 816 75®17 25; extra
prime at 14 25®14 75; mess, at 17 25.
Lard—choice 8V4c jp tb in tierces; 8%@9c in
10-lb pails ;9 ail Vic In 5-ib palls ;9Vi@9*AcTn S-ib

pails.

Hams at 12@12V4c
lb, according to size and
smoked shoulders 8®8V4c; pressed hams at

cure;
1

Cbofce2citv

dressed hogs at 8 cp lb; country do
7V4@7V4c.
butler—Western extra Iresn maoe creamery
nominal 29®30c: do extra firsts 25@28c ;|do firsts
at 20.®24c ;do good to choice held creamery 17®
19c: do fresh Imitation creamy choice 21®22Vic;
do factory,’,choice fresh, 20@21c; do fair to good
16®19c; New York held erm, best lots nominal
at 2o®22c; fair to good lots at 17®19c; Kasterm
cremy choice lots at 36®28c; Vermont dairy new
milk, good to choice, 23 a 24c; selections 25®26c;
do fall at 14 ® 16c for best lots; low grades of butter

as

to

quality.

Tliea

bove

quotations

8 ft 5
8 It 0

iu

in

jstews.
PORT OF PORTLAND
THURSDAY, April 14.

are re-

ceivers’ prices ifor strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing
prices l(a;2c higher.
Obeese—Northern, good t*> extra, at I5®16c;
sage at 14v$@16c; lower grades according to
quality; job lots Vic higher.
Eggs—Eastern fresh at 14c; choice fresh
Southern at 13c; choice fresh Western at 13c;
Nova Scotia 13c. Jobbing prices V4®lc higlier.il
Beaus—Choice small N V baud picked peal 05®
1 70 U hush; choice New York large hand pickl'd
do 1 50® 1 55; small V ermont hand picked pea at
1 75 a® 1 80.

flay—Choice prtmelO 50®17 00; fair to good at
*16 00® $16 00; Eastern fine *13®*15; poor to
ordinary *12®*15: East swale at 9®*10. Eye
straw, choice, $14 00® 14 60; oat straw $9®10 p
ton.

Potatoes—Ext ra Houlton Itose 70c p>' bush; do
hebrons 70c; Aroostook Hose 70c.

Steamer State of Maine, Hillyard, St John, Nli,
via Eastport for Boston.
Brig 1, Staple*, Stowers, Boston, to load for Martinique. To Ryan & Kelsey.
Sen Guivet, Rice. Steuben.
Sch Tivauo, Geyer. Camden—lime to L C Cummings & Co.
Sen W C Pendleton, Webber. Damariscotta.
Below, sch A H Hodgmau, light.
Cleared.
Steamship Vancouver, (Br) Llndall, Liverpool
via Halifax—D Torrance & Co.
Sch Perseverance, Willard, Hurricane Island, to
load for New York—J Nickerson & Sou.
Sch Wave. Wentworth, Cutler—N Blake.
Sch Cinderella, Nichols, Round Pond—N Blake.
Sch Brilliant, Hooper. Port Clyde—N Blake.
SAiLED-Schs Julia A Ward, MC Moseley.
FROM OCR CORRESPONDENTS.

PORT CLYDE, Apl ll-Ar,sck Lady Elgin, fm
for Western Banks.
Boothbay
Sch Abdon Keene, from Bremen for Western
Banks, ran ashore on a ledge near Black Island,
hitting two or three times, aud came off with light

damage.

Will

proceed first

chance.

EAST MACH IAS, April 12—Sid, sch Reno, Colbeth. Providence.

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Cardenas 6th, barque Havana,Rice, from
New York.
Sid 6th. sch Scotia, Shearer, New York; Alice
Montgomery, 1-avcrder. do.
Ar at Matanzas 6th Inst, barque Lillian, Willey,
Troon.
At Caibarien Gth, barque Payson Tucker, Tucker, for Nortb of Uatteras, loaded; sch Helen G
Moseley, Holt. do.
Ar at St Johns, PR, Meli 23, brig E T Campbell,
Lord, New York.
Sid fm Sagua 6th, brig Waubau, Welch, Boston.
Sid fm Ponce 28th. sen Emma, Littlejohn, Boston; 31st. brig Carrick, Branscomb. for Portland;
sell L A Grout, for Boston.
Sid fm Havre 10th iust, barque Hudson, Carver,
FROM

iust, barque Wandering Jew,
Wakely, Philadelphia.
Ski fm Bombay 13th iust, ships Jacob E ltidgway. Call. New York.
Ar at Melbourne 13th inst, ship Hotspur, Warlaud. Boston.
Sid Im Sourabaya 13th Inst, ship Vigilant, Gould
Sid fm I.isbon 7tli

isianus.

uuuuiue

Sid tin Bissau, AI, Mch 9, Darque Jennie Cushman, Brandt, Goree.
Ar at Nanaimo, BC, 4th iust, ship Ocean King,

Sawyer, San

Pedro.
Ar at Port Natal 7th
Thestrup, New York.
Ar at Asplnwall Mch

Boggs, Pensacola.

Western Banks.

Domestic Poirs.
PORT TOWNSEND-Ar 7th, ship Harry Morse
San Francisco.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 4th, ship Highland Light
Sawyer, Tacoma.
Clu tith, ship Raphael, Harkness, Port Towns:

Cld 9th, ship Fannie Tucker, Greenleaf, Puget
Sound.
DARIEN—Ar 11th, sch Normandy. Wyman,
Savannah.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 10th, sch Fanny L Child,
Hart, Providence.
RICHMOND—Cld 12th, sch Foslina, Phllbrook,
Cardenas.
NORFOLK-Ar 13th, schs A W Fisk, White,
Damarlscotta; Speedwell. Rockland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 13th, sch C B Church, An
derson, Boston; Puritan, I larding, do; Jas Boyee,
Duncan, do; C B Church. Anderson, do; Susan B
Kay, Spaulding, Portland; Elia M Storer, Wade,
New Bedford.
Cld 13th, sch Gardner G Deering, Rogeis, Bos
ton. (and sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 13th, sch CH Foster,
Coombs. Matauzas.
Also ar 13th, brig Jennie Hulbert. Southard, fin
Pensacola.
Cld 13th, brig H B Cleaves, Cbarlson, Cardenas;
sell Clara E Colcord, Colcord, do; San Domingo,
Bennett. Clenfuegos.
Arat Delaware Breakwater 12th, sch Louise
Hastings, Gray, from Tampico for New York.
Ar at do lltli, brig Ned White, Elwell, Maceio.
Ar at do 14th, shin Nancy Pendleton, Pendleton, from Limerick, (and sailed for New York);
brig Clias Dennis, Morang, from Clenfuegos for

Philadelphia, with loss of

ffiJoe££?A,oo.Ser;

fwh

Shipments—Flour, 16,000) bbls;) wheat, 8,000

foremast.

Sid 13tli, sch Kenset, Curtis, (from Sagua) tor
New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 13th, barque J W Dresser,
Parker. Maceio; schs Addle M Bird, Rockland;
Race Horse, do; Mail, Portland; D M French,
Boston; Vineyard, St John, NB; Thomas llix, fm
Rockland; A K Woodward, Providence; SeventySix, Provideuce,
Cld 13th, barque 0 Southafd Hulbert, Davis, for
Portland, O; schs Sea Bird, Coleman, for Port an
Prince; Mary E Douglass, Perkins, Long Cay;
Lizzie Dewey, Clark. Fernandina; Agricola, Garland, Wilmington. Del.
Passed the Gate 13tli, schs John Bracewell, and
John S Case, New York for Boston: Addle Sawyer, Hoboken for Boston; Jas Barrett, Amboy for
Augusta: Ada Barker, do for-.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 13th, sch Fred Jackson,

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which to the
fountain of health, by using Dr. Fierce', Golden Medical Discovery, and good digestion, a
fair skin, buoyunt spirits, vital strength, and
soundness of constitution will bo established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
E»
to the worst Scrofula, or blood-poison.
penally has it proven its efficacy in curing
Fever-sores,
Hip-Joint
Salt-rheum or Tetter.
Disease, Scrofulous Sores ami Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Ulcers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which to Scrofula of the Lungs), by its

ting of Blood, Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections. it to a sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures the severest Coughs.
For Torpid Liver. Biliousness, or ‘'Liver
Complaint." Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it to
an unequalled remedy. Sold by druggists.
Anil.
DK. PIERCE’S PELLETS
Bilious and Cathartic
25c. a vial, by druggists,
laltt
d&wnrmcTh
—

_

f
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PRODUCED.

‘‘fBEST I

cu'f,*RTc£o-

apll

Philadelphia.

Boston.

Sid 13th. sch Z A Lambert, (new) Baker, New
York; Lizzie B Wiley, Wiley, Feruandiua.
Sid fm Horse Island 12th, sch Delhi, Uerrlmau,
Wilmington, NC.
Foreien Ports.
Ar at Melbourne prev to 11th Inst, barque BeuJ
F Hunt, Winn, Boston.
Ar at Sourabaya 9th Inst, ship Thomas Dana,
Gerrlsb. New York.
Ar at Calcutta Mch 4, ship Emily Reed, Sheldon,

NAr atLdverpool 13th, steamer Oregon, Williams
1

Arat

R

Rlo Janeiro 12th inst, barque

Templar,

A^at'Asphiwall

Mch 30th, schs Helen A Chase.
Southard, Pascagoula: 3d, Grace Andrews, An
6th, barque Louise Adelaide,
Pensacola;
drews,

Higgins, Nebinger, Darien.
^SlcpJdl'sch'Belle
Mch 26, brigs Rachel Coney, Bryant,
At

Arroyo
Glen Bray, from Ponce
for Barbadoes; Rocky
for North of Hatteras; sch Welaka, Cottrell, from

8tsTd fmaCcoa

9tn

inst, sch Henry 8 Woodruff,

^sld'fni Matanzas4th inst, sch
Delaware

Salile POn, West,

Breakwater._

Spoken.
Feb 14 lat 8 30 8, ion 34, ship Hotspur, Warland, from Belfast for Melbourne.

Boston^ Philadelphia

d3nt

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

LINE.

From BOSTON tiery WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA ann TUESDAY and FRIDAY

RUGS,

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Fine Street Wharf,
•

CARPETS,
DINNER SETS, TEA SETS,
any article that goes to furnish a
on the 1st day
of May we
shall DISCONTINUE onr practice of
PREPAYING the FREIGHT on all goods
sold by us.
We are driven to this because we cannot llnd out what the new
rates will be on and after April 5th. We
feel, however, that It will be against us,
as the freights will be higher than hitherto, and while we are anxious to sell
goods at the lowest possible PROFIT,
we cannot pay higher rates of FREIGHTS
than we hare been doing, without ADVANCING the PRICE of our GOODS,
and we cannot do this without giving
timely warning. Therefore, please read
aud do not forget that on aud after the
1st day of May we shall not PREPAY
the FREIGHT on goods.
All Freight
charges on everything bought from ns
will nave to be paid by the purchaser
when it arrives at Its destination. We
shall be pleased to hear from all our
customers, or from any new ones that
wish to patronize us during this mouth,’
aud can assure them that we have the
largest stock in all kinds of House Furnishings to select from, now carried east
of NEW YORK, and that persons who
are desirous of
FURNISHING their
HOUSESIn whole or in part, cannot llnd
a better selection of

or

f\

taMai

Philadelphia,

at 10

a.

Marine Underwriters
OFFICE

PARLOR

trains timed as above from Commercial Street
Station, stop at
CONOREMS ST. CITATION,
where through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained for principal points Kant and West.
iThe 11.16 p. in. train Is the night express wit*
sleeping car attached and runs every night HunMays luciuut'M, mrough to Bangor but oot t#
Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday u»orn
mgs.

Train* are due in Portland as follows: Tbe monk
lug trains from Augusta and Bath 8.46 a. m.;
Lewiston, 8.60 a. ru.; tbe day trains from Bam
gor at 12.4o and 12.45
p.m., the afternoon trains
from Bancor, Watervilie, Bath, Augusta, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.46 p. in.; the night Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. m.
Liailrd Tickets, flnt aad aecsaS class, fas
all paiata la ike Praeiaces aa sale at ra*
dueed

and South America and Maxloo.
NEWPORT.sails Wednesday April 20, Noon
Prom New York, pier ft«t of Canal St., North

BOAT CO.
After Hank M, INST, aad Catil
Farther Notice,
the Steamer fit, .IKirhaMad, (apt. Wm. R.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make tw.
round trips per week on the ruute between Portand Machlasport, via usual
land, Bar HarborPortland
at 11 p. m. every Tueslandings, leaving
and
and
day
Friday,
Machlasport at 4.00 a. ta.
Ob and

River, for Haa Praacisca *la The Isthmus mi

Great redaction In rates to Sac Francisco.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF SIDNEY, sails Tuesday, May 3, 2 p. n..
For Freight, Passage, or general tulormatlon
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS * CO.,
113 Slate Street, Car. Broad St., Beaton.
eJO
dtf

"dominion

line.

1886-7- w I NTE It A K R A NG EM ENTS-1886-7
Sailing between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Moville and Halifax.

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (via

Londonderry.'

.time BATES:
From

Liverpool,

From

From

Portland,
17tli Feb.

Halifax.

uTvrurus
n™*".

27th Jan. Obeoon,
24th Feb. Saunia,
loth Mar. Obeoon,

17th Mar.
3lst Mar.

19th Feb.
19th Mar.
2d Apr.

24th Mar. Vancouver,
14th Apr. 18th Apr.
7th Apr. Sabnia, _28th Apr, 30th Apr.
SEBVICE. (Avonmonth Dock.)
I STEAMERS. I From Portland.

Texas,

February.

MARINE RISKS ONLY.
ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
8. C. Dyer,
William Leavitt,
Jos. P. Thompson,
Henry P. Dewey,
Horace M. Sargent
Fritz H. Jordan,
George Teefethen.

Paiutr
Cabin...*60, $60, *75 .Return .*100, *126, *150
Return.. $80
Intermedlate$30
Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.*20
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE A CO.,
Foot of India street.
nov2dtf
..

International

EXPECTORANT.

performed more

cures.

It is Warranted not to contain any mineral
substance; it is also freo from laudanum or
squills; it may be taken at any time with perfect safety. Sold byaliD’g’sta. 35c. Ail. bottles.
E. MORGAN A SONS, Prop., Providence, E. I.
I)r. llayne*’ Arabian Balsam is an.qaall
ed for Croup. Try it. 85c. and £1. at Druggist*.

—-a

Because possessed of fresh and motive
ritual agents for the cure of pain and disease.
Prepared from the complete virtues of fresh
Hops, Burgundy Pitch and Gum*. The greatest
strengthening plaster ever invented. Apply
one to Baokacho, Crick, Rheumatism, Kidney
Pains, Stitches, Sciatica, Sore Chest, or pain in
any part, local or deep-seated. Cures instantly,
soothes and strengthens the tired muscics. All
ready to apply. Sold by drug and country
stores, 25oerfts,5 for $1.00. Mailed for price.
Proprietors, HOP PLASTER CO., Boston, Mass.

wm, m.

marks

Book, Card
—

AND

—

Job Printer
INTERN’

* -a

EXCHANGE,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

FINE JOB PRINTING A

HALL FURNITURE,

Remember we have never made any
EXTRA CHARGE for the FREIGHT we
have prepaid, but have always considered we were selling the goods more than
the cost of the FREIGHT CHEAPER
than any COMPETITOR In the STATE.
This was always -an tfem worth considering, and we are sorry to be compelled
to discontinue, but under existing circumstances have no other way out of the
Our stocks were never more
dilemma.
complete than at present, and SHARP
BU i ERS should take advantage of this
month and buy all the goods they reRemember there are poiuts
quire.
where it will cost you from $3 to $4 on
Chamber Sets, which now costs you
nothing. RESIDENTS of ROCKLAND
and VICINITY, we would respectfully
refer to the ROCKLAND STORE, where
we keep a nice line of samples.
We
would also refer the residents of BAR
HARBOR and VICINITY to our STORE
there, where ^hey can make selections
which will be tilled promptly and in
good order. And to those who are living
on the lines of routes traveled
by our
Mr. W. A. KIMBALL, will llnd it convenient to call on him aud leave your
orders, as he has one of the lluest lines
of samples of HOUSE FURNISHING
GOODS ever sent ou the road, ami will
take great pleasure in (showing the

goods.

Write

us

for Photographs, Cuts aud

Samples.
Respectfully,
servants,

the public’s

obedient

SPECIALTY.

All orders by mail or telephone promptly atended to.
novlleodtf
_

CARD.
permanently associated mysell

with

HAVING
B. A. Atf inhon A Co., house furnishers,
I shall be
Pearl and Middle

cor-

streets, Portland,

ner

happy to meet my friends In the State of Maine at
my new quarters.
My twenty-five years experience In the business with Walter Corey A Co.,
six of which whs spent as manager (In connection
with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland Furniture Co., warrants me In believing that I can fill
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits In the country to select from, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. DYER
dtf
OR20

ATKINSON

—

—

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 6.00 r. M., for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. $$r*Frelght received up to 4.00 r. it.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or ior other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, f(K.t
of State street.
J. B. COYLE, JR.,
nov20dtf
Uen’l Manager.

& CO.

detention from business, also all other disCore guaranteed. WM.
eases of the Rectum.
READ (M. D. Harvard 18*2) and ROBERT M.
READ (M. D. Harvard 1ST6), Evans House, No.
178 Tremont Street, Boston. References givenConsultation ftee. Sand for pamphlet. Office
hours, II A- M. to 4 P. M. (Sundays and holidays
excepted.)

COR. PEARL AND IIODLE STS.
PORTLAND.

GRAND TEUflK RAILWAY Of CANADA.
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
after MONDAY, Not. 1, IBM,
raa a. f.ll.wsi
DKPABTIBKS.
Far Aubnraaad l.twitka,7.10a. m., 1.1b
and 6.20 p. in.
Far G.rhaat, 7.10 a. m„ 1.30,4.00 and 6.20
p. m.
Far Gorham, Tlaa treat, Okies,, aad
Quebec, 1.80 p. rn.
Far Buck field aad (,'aataa, 7.10 A m. and
1.80 p. m.
aad

train, will

AitUIVAl.S.

Fraas l.rwiataa aad Aabara, 8.38 A A
12.06. 8.16 and 6.60 p. in.
Fraia Gorham, 8.26a.m., 12.06and 6.60
m,
Frata Chicago nu.l Noatrral, 12.06.
From Quebec, 12.06 p. ill.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TIOhKT OFFICE

35

Eichanga St., and

Daool Foot of India Strait

TICKETS SOLD AT DEDUCED BAT*
TO

I’aaads. Dclrsii, f klcags, flilsssk
Oiscisuaii, Mi. I.oma, Oauhs, is§iuuw, Ml. Pssl, Mali l.wkr City,.
UrsTcr, Man Prasckct*
and all points in the
Northwest, Weal and (kmthweoh
JOSEPH

HICKSON,Keneral Manager.

WM. EDGAK, G. P. A..
J. BTEPUENiX)*. Suet.
Not. 1.1888.
dtl

PORTLAND &WOBG8TE? UNL
Portland & Uochectav £. ft»
ARRANGEMENT-OF T123
"’""“-l

J-

Oh and after Sloe-.-.y, Oci. 11,
...I sMI, Passenger Train* util Uun
Pori Uadi

WorcraUr, Clinton, n»r Jhiuetioog
Nashua, Windham and Kjptcj at 7.3
a. m. and I.M p. m.
Par .tluarhrsirr, feacerO, and points north
at 1.03 p. m.
Por Kochrsirr, spring role, AlFmu* >'t.: rv
boro, and Ssco Hirer at 7JIG u. K3-, |1
and (mixed) at M..IO p. m.
Por

Par taorbam at 7.30 a. on.,
CJLlQ, tt
(mixed) a( 8.10 p. sapor SHcnirappn,( uiabrrUti TOCfe, V/vws
brook Junction and Vt'aas>i?'ls at 7.«-J
and 10.00 a. m., I.oj, C.w,
sad
(mixed) *0.30 p. m.
Par Pores! Avenue (Deertou) SOCOtsO,.
3:00 ami 0.30 p. m.
The 1.03 p. u>. train from Portland conacetuts
Ayer Janet, with lloosuc Tnoool 3«oo*a for
tho West, and at l a ion Depot, O .s#cmntte. Icy
New Yerk via Narwirk i.lae, and od mil
?i.
V. .'i
via Springflrld, also with H. U.
(“Steamer Mary land Koine") tot SfUiu
Baltimore, Washington, and the Go. ti, tael
with Besioa A Albany Cl. Cl. for li- tj*ut»
Close connection made at 'duw xi a, is ux
lion with through tralus of Maine Coaivat 13.
ml
at Grand Trunk
Portlaod, wUo iL.icgB

y.
Jolptstis

Transfer,

trains of Grand Trunk Hallway.
Through Tickets to all points West ou8 South
may be had ot S. H. HELLKN,Ticket e.gea*. Port,
land A Rochester Depot at fuot ot PteUd direst.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PSTU.a UusS.
oct23dlf

BOSTON AND MAINQ N. R„
PASSKNC1KK TBA1N SB3V1C9,
effect Wednesday, Peb. 133. 1137.

la

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAIN*

LEAV1 PORTLtNB

Por Boston at t7.30, 18.40 A m„ 17.40 (3 31
p.m. Boston for Portland 7.30,8.30 A m.,1.08
and A00 p. ni. For Mcarbora Bracla, R*xao
Paint. 7.30, 8.40 A m., 3.30, 6.30 p. m. Ssr*
Biddcford, kraaebusk, 7.30, 8.40 A m.
12.40, 3.30, 6.30 p. m. Wells Brnrk 7.80, 8.40
Nerth Berwick, (treat
m.
A m.. 3.30 p.
Palls, Derei, Exeter. Haverhill, law.
rrnce, Lowell, 7.30, 8.40 Am., 13.40, 8.30 p.
rn.
Kechraier, Parmingtoa and 4lion Bay.
8.40 A m., 12.40, 3.30 p. m. Manchester and
Concord via Lawrence 8.40 A m., (via Newmarket Junction) 8.30 p. m.

(Connects with all Kali Lines.
■SUNDAY TBA1NS
for Boston 1.00,4.16p.m. via Eastern Division
to Scar boro Crossing.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Por Boston at *2.00, *9.00 A m., sl.OO, *6.00
Boston lor Portland
m.
t7.30. 9.00 A m.
12.30, 17.00 p. ill. Cape Elisabeth, 9.00 s. m..
1.00,
1,00, (8.00 p. m. Sara, 9.00 A m..
p. in. Biddeferd, 2.00, 9.0Q A m., 1.00,
8.00p.m. Portsmouth,Newhuryport, Uolem
and I.you, 2.00, 9.00 A m., 1.00, 8.00 p. m
Amcshury 9.00 A m., 1.00 p. m. Parlor a»4
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.30
TI.OO a. in., 12.30.1.00, 4.00, 7.00 p. in., and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30,8.40, 8.00 a. ni., 12.40,
l. 00 and 8.00 p. m.
Through Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and
PorllanU 2.00 a m.
tProm North Brrwich to Scurbacn t rsssiog via Western Division.
•Connect* with Kali Lines for New York. South
and West.
Connects with Sound Lines for Nsw York So nth
and West.
(To leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and Sooth
for sale at ( aiaa Station Ticket OBce Centaaercial Street, Portland,and l niea Ticket
OlHtc.lO Kicksasf Street.
J As. T. FURBKR. Geo'l Manager.
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. A T. A

M. L. WILLIAMS, Geo'l Agent.
dt

JanlS

Ruiuford Falls & Buckfield IUilr«'.ii
Winter

Arrangement-la

Effect

Nev.

i we

ceieoruivu

Champagne

i.vuir,

vines

t.oeaerrr

hare steadily

groini in public favor for more
titan fifty years.
Hick, dry and
delirious.
They are without a
superior in the market.

Bich.

Carte Blanche
Grand Via See
Hehrclder
Sclireider

....

....

10.66;

Canton 11.15.

Leave Portland 130 p. m.; Lewiston 1.67;
Mechanic Kails 3.16; arriving at W. Minot 3.37;
E. Hebron 3.37; Buckfle'd 3.60, E. Sumner 4.08;
Hartford 4.10; Canton 4.26; Oilbertvlll* 4.35 p.
m.

Dry.

Anchor.

Dry.

JOHN D. & K: WILLIAMS, Agents,
1S5 amt I8« 6Street, Bouton.
For gale In the Original Packages by
Leading Wine Merchants and Wroeers.
feb28

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway. 7.10 a m.,
Lewiston S.OO: Mechanic Palls (mixed trail!)
8.45: arriving at W. Minot 9.06; K. Hebron 9.30,
E. Sumner
BuckOeld 9.46;
10.33, Hartford,

ptxl+lm

ATLANTIC AN3 NORTHWEST RAILWAY COY.
C'rrlail. Nerfi.u. of lulrrantioaal H. R. mi
Vli.iut* Divi.i.n.

RETURNING—Leave Canton AIK, 9.16 A (A,
arriving at Portland 8.26 a m., 12.06 p. is.
muK coxvMTiuvi.

DAILY—From W. Minot 8.27 p. m. tot Hebron
Academy; Bnckfleld 3.50 p. m. lor W Huiuner
and Turner; Canton 4.26 p. in.; arrlvgi* at Peru
5.20; Dixfield 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also (nr
llreituu's Mills, Livermore.
Returning. leave
Mexico H.oo, Dixfield 7.00 a. in.: arriving at PortL. L. LINCOLN, Bupt.
land 12.05 p. m.
H. C. BRADFORD. O. T. A.
oot2«dtI_

Portland and

Ogdensburg R.

PORTLAND ft MONTREAL LINE.

wanted for the construction of'the
Tenders will be received until
noon on TUESDAY,
April noth, 1887. lor the
execution of the work required as above.
The work will be let In sections and In accordance with plans and specifications which may he
seen at the office of the
Company in Sherbrooke,
Quebec, on and after the 11th of April current.
Tenders to be accompauied by a certified
cheque for an amount equal to live (o)per cent, of
the cost of the work for which tenders will he
made, such cheque to be forfeited to the Company
if the person who.e leader Is accepted shall not
in a week after the .ontract Is awarded to him
enter into a contract In conformity with his tender, and furnish security for Its completion which
shall be satisfactory to the Company.
The Company reserves the right to re|eet any
JAMBS HOW'S.
or a:i tenders.
Manager of Construction Sherbrooke. Que.
aplSUCt
April Bth. 1887.

l» »Y
I'Ullvr
Iwvn Pnrilnurf ssd Nsslrrsk

DEES

TENabove work.

Bass’ English Ale
STOUT,

Just Landed, Ex S. S. Sardinian.
For Sale In the Original Package by

and until lurtber notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows:
N..I.1 a. m. for Hrldgton, Fryeburg, No. ConwayFabyans, llteldebam. Lancaster, Wlilteleld
Littleton, Wells Klver, Montpelier, 8t. John
bury. Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burling
ton, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
3.13 p. os. Local Portland to Bartlett and Inter
mediate stations, with stage connections for
No. Windham. Blandish, Llmlngton, Bebagn,
Naples, Parsonfleld, Krzar Falls. Denmark
Lovell, and Conway Corner ; also for No. Hndf
ton, Harrison and Waterford via. Hridgtoa.
Trmisa Arrive In Portia adi
10.33 n. ns. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
N 33 p. IB. from Montreal, Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON. Mope
CHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.

_eetldtf

NTKA.1IKKS,

HARP3WELL STEAMBOAT

apO

•

Manager,
71 tl

CO*

and after MONDAY, Noy. 1,1888, steamer OORDON will leave Custom
House
Wharf dally, Sundays Kxcepted.for Long Island,
Little Chebeaguo, Jenks,(treat Cbebeague, llarpswell and Orrs Island at 2 p. is.
Return, leave Orrs Island tor Portland and Intermlnate landings at 8.40 a. m. Arrive Portland
at u.lo a. m.

ON

R. STANLEY & SON.
IMPORTERS,!
nov24

ke-

FALL ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monitor. October 4, I SSI.

—AND—

410* Fore

K.

Only Lias russlsr

1

°f

W

Street.
dtl

KBT^M anager

I CUKE FITS!

I sssusrWleil
V*1J.I*»
■ hsv. mid. IS.. dlSMSS
.U.elr »u SsrS
y *•
HICXSVSS S ltfs-l.m( SIV.1T. 1*S-.M
BO
the wnr«| citsAt.
V?***® ■"f
HifCAiMBulnMfto IW •»'
hi
fsh'-seS
see.
.
es.SM
WIMM S
S.d Tml
°l mylillklllbls rssssdv.
1M
jil,.-,. 1, cw.at.ymi t„china f"c * lylsl, gd I wljjsttrs ymi.
AildrtdB Dr. 11. U. MOOT. Itt l’*Art 8t,fN«w Turik

WfAllelLlfJTW

ISAAC C.ATKIM,

I,

ISM.

iliPftn
Ido n.
WhMlMT
llmsuits.ok.vsis.m rs-yrn^pin.

eodty

IFIJTC T> A in,’ f) msy he found on file at Geat
XXilO 1- J\ i 1\ Xv P. Rowell A Co's Newspaper
Advertising Bureau i'j Spruce Street), where adrprtle
tins contracts®-.”.' ® ado turn AN NR IV VOU.fi.

Thursday.

_

_

or

febll

AND ALL FARTS OF

Branawich, N»va Mcolia, Priace Edward* lainn«J, nad Cape Hrrtoa.

GUINNESS’

FISTULAS™

knife

—

goods.

HOP'PLftSTEB

uaaA

FURNITURE,

FOB

Rraplis,

1

Sbrovygesfr.

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHM N. B.. HALIFAX, R. S

in the country, anil as we said before,
we shall PREPAY the FREIGHT on everything sold by us to any part of NEW
ENGLAND until the 1st day of May,
1887.
Consequently It behooves every housekeeper who is thinking of new CARPETS, or any FURNITURE of any description, to either write us for photoor, whnt will suit us very much
etfer, come to our store and see the

This Invaluable Medicine is acknowled
;edby thousands to be The Best Counh Medl.
cine in the world. For Coughs, Colds, Sore
Throat, Hoarseness, Inflammation of thoThroat
and Mouth, Whooping Cough, Canker, ltash,
&e., there is no medicine nosy in use that has

97

LIBRARY

ALBERT B. HALL, Attorney.

marldtf

STEAMSHIP CO.,
j

Nnr

FURNITURE,

and

fav'son TUCKER, General Manager.
F. ft BOOTH BY. Oeo’l Pass, and Ticket Art.
Portland, Mar 1,1887.
octaatf

..

CHAMBER FURNITURE,

KITCHEN

February.
February.

Bates or

SITTING ROOM FURNITURE,

975 ■«.

10th

|Quebec,_|34th

191-2Exchange St.,cor. MitkSt. DINING ROOM FURNITURE,
TELEPHONE

Monday

every

--

..

20th January.

(Up-Mtairs.)

rates.

PORTLANO, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS STEAM-

—LINE FOR—

California, Japan, China, Central

3d

FURNITURE,

m, via As-

in.

Rm

—

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPASS

BBIsroi,

PORTLAND

ttLT5p.

p.V,

m.

Insurance one-hall the rate of
’sailing vesseL
Freights for the West bv the Penn. B. B., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free ol commission.
Bouud Trig #IN,
Passage #10.00.
Meals and Boom Included.
For freight or passage apply to
tt. B. SAMPSOS, Agcnl,
81dtl70 I,nag VVhi.rf Bo.ln a.

house, that

CARPETS,

for

■

From Avouin’th

Cld 13th, brig L Staples, Stowers, for Portland:
sch Lawrence Haynes, Lewis, Boothbay, to load
for Nantucket.
Ar 14th. schs Mansur B Oakes, Ingalls, Ma
chlas; 8 Sawyer, Bryant, Damarlscotta.

Below, schs Georglana, from Hurricane for Boston; Mary, McDonald, fm St George for Boston;
Ariosto, Rockland for do.
M1LLBKIDEE, April 12-Ar, Highland Queen,
Ober. Portland.
BATH—Ar 13th. sch 0 S Baylies, Getchell, from

SETS,

Spit-

FALL RIVER—Sid 12tli, sch Brave. Emery, lor
York.)
VINKYAKD-HAVKN-Ar 12th, sells Alaska.
Clark, South Amboy for Boston; Helen <1 King,
Brown,Philadelphia for Plymouth; Helen Thompson, Averlll, Amboy for Portland.
Ar 18th, schs Geo Bird. Gray, Rondoot for Boston ; Jas R Talbot. Crocker, Baltimore for Portland.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 13tb, schs Addle Wcssels,
Gross, Uondout for Boston: F Edwards, Brook
lngs. Amboy lor Bath.
BOSTON—Ar 13tli, schs Black Warrior. Babbulge. Deer Isle; Nellie Eaton, Moulton, and Win
G It Mowry, Motz, Pembroke; Puritan, Sargent,

LYNN—Ar 12th, sch Sadie Kimball, Kimball,
Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 12th, schs Ned P Walker,
Dobbin, New York; Annie E J Morse, Lanstl,

points beyond.

Through tickets lor Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, &c.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 7 o’clock,
J. B. COYLE. J». Manager.
apltl

wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs,

New

rid lull, haraue Karmieuto. Gould. Portland:
sell Alice Belle, Barker, Hurricane Island, to load
for Albany.
PLYMOUTH— Ar 13th, sch Anna D Price,
Nightingale. Portland.
SALEM—Ar 13th, sells Nettie B Dobbin, Humcry, St John, NB, fer New York; Beta, Uolbetli,
Machias for do; Ueorge D Perry, Flynn, do for do
Ellen Merriman, Low, Boothbay for do; T Benedict, Llnscott. Portland for Narragansett; Frank
A Magee. Keef, Boston for Ellsworth; Tctegraph,
Kellar, New York for Thomaston; Susan, Kennedy, Boston for Kocklaud; Marcellus, Pratt, from
Mt Desert for Kondout.

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In
season for connection with earliest trains lor

LAMPS,

Murphy.

end.

FOREST CITY and TREMONT

SETS,

PARLOR

eod&wlvnrm

21_

26th, barque It A Allen,

Ar at Newport 13tli. sch Augusta E Herrick
Perry, from Boston, bound south.
Sid fill Boothbay 13th, 9Cb Humboldt, Pinkham,

CHAMBER

1.26 and

A.II.worth. Ha. Itarhor, Vaace«iaka, Halifax, aad ihr Prvfla.
•va.
COO, Wt. Mtrphra aad
Araaslaak I ouatv,
1.20 u. m., f.25 and til.16 i> in. For Haaa.i
*
M'
> 7.10 a. m. t 11.16
*L'2r-,£,"ta
(oi Hh.whrgaa, Hrlfu.i nd Dealer. 1 20.
1.25,111.16 p. in.: Walorvillr, 7.10 a. m!.
1.20, 1.25, and. ill.16 p. m., and on HRturdan
only at 6.15 p. in. .lor A a a aria, Malleweil,
flardlavr aad Hi unewlck, 7.10 a. in., 1.2k.
5.16, til.16 p. in.; Balk, 7 10 a m., l.ui, 6. if
p. m.. and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m..
Kacklaad and Hn> aad l.iarala R. K.
7.10 a. m.. 1.26 p. m.; Aslan aad l.cwia
at 8.80 a. m., 1.20, 6.00 p. m.; I.cwUiaa
via Brnuwlck, 7.10 a. m 126. tll.l6p.m.i
Vuronugtaa. Vlsuoiauih. M lalfcraa Oaklaad aad Marik t n»aa, 1.20 p. in.; Vara.
iaglaa »ia Braaawick, 7.10a. m. and It*

Ou

MATTINGS,

Fishermen.

Belfast.

™

mar

Memoranda.
Brig Chas Dennis, Morang, from Clenfuegos for
Philadelphia, arrived at Delaware Breakwater
14th with loss of faretopinast and yards.
Barque Ada P Gould, Heurahan, at Philadelphia from Matanzas, reports, 9tli iust. In a heavygale, split sails and shifted cargo between decks.

ktomestlc Markets.
tBy Telegraph.]
NKW YOKE. April 14 1887—Flour market—
receipts 23,395 bbls and sacks; exports 1856 bbls
and;6,774 sacks; steady; sales 21,000 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 30®3 00; superfine
Western and state 2 70®3 30; common to good

—

Inst, Darque Chas Luring,

Jeremie4th Inst, sch Annie K Kemp,
Kemp, New York.

Snow. New York.

flour steady. Wheat—receipts 32,460 bush; exports
bush; higher; sales 198,000 bush( No 2
Spring nominal at 93c; No 3 Red at 91%c;No 2
Red at 92s®c in elev; No 1 Red 96c; extra Red at
94*ic elev; No 1 White 93%c. Bye dull. Harley is steady. Cora firm; receipts 0,800 bush;
exports 8763 bush; sales 80,000 bushjisteamer at
In elev: No 2 at 49%c elev; steamer White 48Vs
elev. Oats higher; receipts 33,00“ bush jexports
48 bush; sales 92,000 bush: No 3 at 34c; White
do 37 %c; No 2 at 34%53414 ; do White at 38®
38%C;No 1 White 38%c;Mixed Western at 34%
(537c; White do at 38®42c; White State at 39c.
Coffee—fair Rio firm at 16%c. sugar dull; refined steady; C at 4Vs@4%c; Extra C|4%@4%ct
White Ex Cat 4% @6c; Velio w 4%@4VsC; off A
6%; Mould A 6Ve i standard A 6VsC; granulated
at 6 11-1656% c; Confectioners A 6 9-16®614c;
cut loaf and crushed 6%®H 3-lOc: oowdered at
5%@Gc; Cubes at 6%@6 16-lOc. Petroleum—
umtedG4%c. Tallow is firm and active. Pork
in moderate demand—mess quoted 16 005516 26
for old and 16 60®17 00 for new. Beef is dull.
Card is heavy and lower;Western steam spot at
7 67; refined quoted at 7 76 for Continent, 8 10
for S A.
Butter quiet; (State 12®26c. Cheese
film; State ll®16%c.
Preighu dull; Wheat steam Id.
OHIOA(H). April 14, 1887.—The Flour market
steady: Winter patents at 4 25®4 60; Southern
Winter 3 76®4
(MI;!Michigan ana Wisconsin wln00; choice to fancy Minnesota patent
at 4
60: soft Wheat
at 4 0054 26;
2p.®4
Minn, bakers in saeks at 3patents
0953 26. Wheat is
No 2 Spring at 79%582%;
N° 2 Eed at 82%e. Corn quiet—No 2 at
34%5
37%c. Oats easy—No 2 at 24V4528C. Rye-No 2
at 66®66%c. Barley—No 2 at
ProVisions
—Mess Pork at 20 76. Lard lower at 7 32%;
dry sa ted shoulders 8 1056 25; short clear sides
at 8 70f®8 75. Whiskey at 1 18.
Receipts—Flour, 14,000 bbls; wheat. 49.000
bushficorn 175.000) bu; oats 6l,000bu; rye 1,000
bush; barley, 7,000 bush.

to
or

UyIrmi,

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

STOVES AND RANGES,

ADAMSON'S BOTANIC BALSAM fails
Cur© Any ea»© of Cough, Cold, AMthma
Consumption in its early Mages. It is
pleasant as honey. Sufferers from either recent or
chronic coughs or Bronchial affections r»ii resort to
this great remedy with confidence.
Trial Bottles IO Cents,
•ft f.v<V7 drug store in America. Made ny F. W.
KINSMAN A C0-, Apothecaries. New York.
Large bottles 35 and 75 cents,
If

Arat

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.j
( !!o AGO. April 14, 1887—Cattle market—receipts 11.000; shipments 3000; slow and lower;
shipping steers;at 3 80 a 5 00: Stockers and feeders 2 0-.®4 05;eows, Bulls and mixed 1 76®3 90:
bulk 2 50®3 00; Texas cattle 2 60®4 30.
Hogs—receipts 17,000; shipments 600; steadv;
rough and mixed at 5 20®5 75; packing and shipping at 5 65.o.6 87 Va ; light at 5 00@6 50; skipB
3 00@6 00.
Sheep—receipts 500 ;shipments 1000; slow and
lower; natives at 3 00®5 00; Western 4 65; Texans 2 50®4 00.
Lambs 4 60®4 85.

choice do at 3 C6®5 Ou; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 6054 80; fancy do at
at 4 85®5 lo; common to good extra Ohio at 3 16
®r> 00; common to choice.extra St Louis at 3 16®
5 00; pater' Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 G0®4 76; choice to double extra do at 4 80®
6 10. Inducing 1,GOO bbls city mill extra 4 60
(54 (16; 4100 bbls line do at 2 30S3 00; 060 bbls
superfine 2 7053 30; 800 bbls extra .No 2 at 3|15
®3 OO; 0000 bills winter jwlieat extra 3 16®6 10;
(Too bbls 4 Minnesota extra 3 16®6 00. Southern
tlour steady ;good to choice do at 4 0056 00. Kye

MONEY REFUNDED

Arrived.

Fowey.

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK .April 14,1887.—Theifollowlng are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Qomestake.-..*.15
do

4 34
6 36

7.10*. m., via Augu.tn; 1.10 p.

Hangar,

m„ via

AKRAMfiEflENTN.
MINIATURE ALMANAC.APRIL 16.

Open- Closing.
tng.

13%

March 24
7
21
6
May

April

ISardinian.
April
Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
•50, |U6 and *75; Intermediate, #30; steerage,

..

...

new.

1887

f.iverponl nud Hnetlnnd Mr r* ire.
From Liverpool! afgAMKK.
utkivek
| From Portland
Halifax. |
| via Halifax.

CO.,

FOB

LINE.

Winter Arrangements.

1880.

THURSDAY,

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

..

April
112% 112%
96
96V*
35%
34%
61%
61%
119% 119%
92%
92%
62%
62%
61% 161%
42%
42%
|77% 77
34%
34%
136% 136%
104% 103%
82%
84V*
45
45%
32%
32%
28%
28Vs
60%
60%
66
66%
108% 108%
33%
33%
69%
68%
C3’/s
03%
40%
40%
84%
84%
64%
64%
62%
63%

For

Kosio.

yet invented.

LONDON. Anril 14. 1887.—Consols at 102 V4
for both money and the account.
LONDON,April 14,1887.—U. 8.4V4s, 112V4 ,4s
132V4.
LlVr.RPjOL, [April 14, 1887.—Cotton market
active; uplands 6 1110d; Orleans at 6^4d; sales
and export 2000.bales.
12,000 bales; speculation 1887—uuotat
ions— WinLlVERFOOL,Aprill4.
wheat «s 10d®7s;
lld«7s
iSpriug
ter Wheat 8s
Club wheat at 7s 8d@7s lod. Com—mixed WesProvisions. A*.
tern at 40s M|d; peas at 6s 2d.
Pork at 67s 6d; bacon at 39s Od for short clear
for
American;
Od
64s
Cheese at
tallow 22s 3d
for American ;lard 37 s 3d.

Oct. fj,
ISS«, Pawmenger Train* Leave
Portland an follow*:

CUNARD LINE.

a

cleaning,

On and after MONDAY,

—

known.

greater saving of
Time and Labor

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

JfHOM

For NEW YORK.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesday*
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jk.
Saturdays at 4 p. ni.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

ltProdnoes_betterresulta

lOVsC._

14.

N. Y. Central.112%
Lake Shore. 96%
Erie. 35%
Canada Southern.. 62%

California

isnniMEii:

Short Honrs

KAII.KOAD*.

MAINE CTEAMSHIP COMPANY MAIM CENTRAL RAILROU

Used As Directed

bush.

The following quotations of stocks are received
bv H. N. Piukham, 9 Exchange street, Port-

April

relief for rheumatism.
Arthur B. 8 siith.

ing Compound

NEW ORLEANS, April 14,1887.—Cotton Arm;
middling iO%c.
SAVANNAHJAprll 1*, 1887. Cotton is firm;
middling 10h4c.
CHARLESTON, April 14,1887—CottonjArm;
middling loVic. I
ME1UPH18,April 14,1887.—Cotton steady ;tnlddllag lOVic.
MOBILE, April 14,1887.—Cotton nominal'.mid-

dlin':

MAKES

the best and safest Wash-

Oats 29V4C asked.

41c bid.

daily

ing.

sure

PearunE

Wbls;wheat 11,000 bu:
corn,;3,000 bush; oats 22,000.bush; rye 1,000 bu;
bush.
0,000
barley
White
OETKOIT,AprlU4, 1887.—Wheat—i
No i lied 8314c. Corn at
82 Vie ;Mieh Ked 83M|C;

do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.

Open-

Manchester, N. H. March 15,188G.
Having suffered for some time from rheumatic
difficulty I was induced to try a bottle of Athlophoros, and am happy to recommend the same as

JAMESPYIE'S

STEA3IKR*.

VVRNITCBK.

Kansas Pacific Consols.108

Oregon Nav. lsts.110

The audience roared and forgave him.

ook lor my rneuuiausm, wnn w mcn disease
was
afflicted for ten years, suffering most intensely,
Atlilophoros soon drove away both pain and
rheumattsn, and I recommend it as a valuable
Chas. K. Miller.
remedy.

MINCE I.I.ANEOl-M.

1887.—Flour market dull j
'• choice
XXX at 2 8o»2 90;
3 76<i3 86;.extra
at
at 3 6Vg3;65; fancy at
fancy
4
at
is firm
3 90*400; patent
at 2BS*6,'-Wbeat
79146*7914c. Corn dull
and higher; No 2 Bed
Oataare Arm and higher at
at
ST.

inebriate.”

RULED BY PREJUDICE.
Few persons realize how thoroughly they are
controlled by prejudice even to their own disadvantage. For many years the treatment of rheumatism, neuralgia, sciatica and headache has been
by some outward application, and, therefore
without stopping to think that the origin of these
troubles must, from necessity, be internal, the
weary Bulterer continues to rub, rub and llud no
relief. Athloplioros is taken internally, and as a
proof that this is the correct principle, it cures
surely and quickly. The statement of those who
have been cured ought to convince the Incredulous.
Skowhegan, Me., April 19,188G.
I have suffered a great deal with rheumatism
and neuralgia, and Athloplioros is the otly remedy that would afford relief.
I have had rheumatism in my hip so that I
could hardly walk, and three or four doses of Atlilophoros would entirely cure me.
I recommend it to all who are suffering from
these diseases.
Chas. If. Atkinson, Asst. Postmaster.
Waterville, Me., April 17,1886.
I used two bottles of Athloplioros; in those two
single bottles 1 found more merit and got more
relief than I ever got from all the medicines 1 ever

48,000 bush: rye

_

I no transactions at the
gated 364,088 shares.

A

bush: corn, 22.0001 bush; oats,
bush.
1000 bush, barley 10.000

102

Boston Stock Market.
[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks are received

prices.

When siie hceatr Miss, she clung to
Castoria,
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria,

He

80
100
70

road bonds moderately active aud steady to Arm.
The stock market closed fairly active and firm,
generally at fractional concessions from opening

When Baby n*v sick, we gave her Castoria,
When Bho nst Child, she cried for Castoria,

there

Housekeeper—Y«i seem to be regarding that
pie very Intently. Do you see anything In it’
Tramp—Yes, madam, I do.
Housekeeper—For heaven’s sake, what?
Tramp—I see horrible, sleepless nights.' I see

76
Ocean Insurance Co.100
96
Portland Company.
65
Portland Gas Company. 60
BONDS.
State of Maine 6s, due 1889.106
Portland City Os.Munlclp’l varlouslOO
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907.. .126
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.102
Bath Citv 6s R. R. aid various.... 100
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid—113
Bangor City 6s, lougMun.123
Belfast City 6s, R. R. aid. 104
And. & Ken. R. R. 6s, various.... 106
Portland & Ken. K. R. 6s, 1896 111
Leeds & Farining’tn R. R. 6s.Ill
Maine Central K. R. 1st mtg 7s.. 121
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s.... 186
Maine Central R. R. 8kg Fund 6s.108
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s.... 101
*•
2d mtg 6s.106
3d mtg 6s... .111

steady.

l.owest.

WIT AND WISDOM.

nervousness,

100 cases like yours, 1 percent, recover iuvarla-

Closing.
and

sure.
The only
the market.
In

Patient—Tell me candidly, doctor, do you think
I’ll pull through?
Doctor—Oh, you are bound to get well; can’t
help yourself. Medical statistics show that out of

*

Robert Lumley and Wybert Moss were
present when Edith and Erie were married.
John I’avvson gave the bride away, and Radburn had come from London to he Eric’ best

Is

medicine for the price In
vials at 25 cents.
nerve

a

“Certainly,” was John’s reply. "I have
had the book brought in on purpose, and
here it is. opened at the right place.” He
referred to the open page, and told her the

long.

gestlon, dyspepsia, &c., relief

Villi

sssl

,0l»s,»»|.rms

SkjSL

—-

111,1

THE
FRIDAY
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PRESS.
A

MORJilNG, APRIL 15.

ABVKRTHEnKim TO-UAY.

AMUSEMENTS.
City Hall—Buggies Street Quartette.

Base Ball—Grand Opening.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Grand Mark Down—Rines Brothers.
For Rent—Well Arranged Flats.
I. A. R. A.—Special Meeting.
For Rent—Two Tenements.
Lost— Memorandum Book.
Wauted—Board tor Four.
Owen, Moore & Co.
Ixist—Gold Pencil.
Merry, the Hatter.
In Insolvency.
Wanted—Girl.
A REMEDY FOR CHILLS AND FEVER.
Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 10,1806.
Four years ago I contracted a hard cold that
settled on my lungs. I had a severe chill, followed by high fever, raging headache, pain on
my left side over the lung, and every time a fit of
coughing came on, which was every few minutes,
It was terrible tu hear the pain. 1 thought it
meant an attack of pneumonia, as 1 wont through
a two-month siege of that disease, and it came on
Just the same way. As it was night I thought 1
would wait until morning before sending for a
doctor. Fortunately, a half-box of Alloock’s
Porocs Plasters was found in the possession
of a friend, who boarded with us. One of these
was put.on my Hiroat; two on my chest, and one
on my back over the left shoulder blade.
1 then
had a hot foot bath. After again getting Into
bed, it seemed but a few minutes when all my
symjitoms were relieved ; the skin b came quickly
moist; 1 coughed only at Intervals, and then
with very little effort, and iu about an hour I was
,u

—

—V|.|

til morning.

I

.iVi«

.—

---

resumed business In two days.
H. F. Fletcheb.

Ang osiurn Kilters do not only distingutsli
themselves by their flavor and aromatic odor
above all others generally used, but they a nr also
a sure preventive (or all diseases originating from
the digestive organs.
Beware of counterfeits.
Ask your grocer or druggist for the genuine article, manufactured by Dr. J. G. B. Slegert & Sons.
apr4eod&wlw
Have you these dangerous symptoms, -cough,
pain in the side or breast, fever, short breath,
night sweats, tickling, rising or soreness in the
throat, diarrhoea, nervous debility, asthmatie or
brouchial affections?
son’s Botaulc Cough
cents.

at ouce AdamBalsam. Trial bottles 10

If so,

use

aprieod&wlw

The action of Carter s I.ittlo
Liver
Pills is
pleasant, mild and natural. They gently stimu-

late the liver, aud regulate the bowels, but do not
purge. They are sure to please.
d&wlw
aprI2
Take

a

D. K. and be O. K.

See

mart

advertisement.
deodffm

;

to be Held In the District

District Attorney Bird yesterday afternoon
presented to Judge Webb to the U. S. District Court the following petition of Thomas
F. Murphy, U. S. Deputy Collector of Internal Revenue, for a writ of habeas corpus on
account of his commitment to jail by Judge
Wiilteliouse of Augusta for refusal to produce certain evidence in the liquor case on
trial at that

city.

STATE OK MAINE.
To the Honorable Nathan Webb, Judge of the
V. S. District Court for the District of Maine;
of
Respectfully represents Tnonias F.
Augusta.mmity of Kennebec, and State of Maine,
United States Deputy Collector of Internal Revethe District of
nue for the second division of
Maine; that he is now unlawfully restrained of his
K.
McFaddeii, sheriff
liberty by Charles
for
the
of
aud
in
county
Kennebec,
at said
Augusta, ill whose
custody he,
now is/ but not lu Jail, by order of
petitioner
your
the Houoroble Wllliaut F. Wiilteliouse, Justice of
the Superior Court in a'<d for said comity of Kennebec ; that the cause
petitioner’s restraint
of liberty is asfollows, viz:
That by order of said court your petitioner was
ordered to appear lu said court on the thirteenth
day of April, A. D. 1887, aud remain until discharged, and to bring with lum certified copies of
the original application for. or leconl of the payment of a United States special tax as retail liquor
dealer, lu his possession or under his control, by
Reuben C. Hall, who had been indicted
for
court
and was to
be tried in said
violation of the prohibitory laws of Maine
Your petitioner personally appeared in said court'
and was duly sworn to give testimony In said
case, but refused to produce a certified copy of
tax by said
the record of the payment of
Hall, and to testify that he luw received twenty
five dollars of said Hall, aud gave him a receipt
His
therefore in payment of such special tax.
reasons for so refusing, he stated distinctly to
said court as follows: That to do so would lie
against public policy; lliat as an officer of the general government having talteu a solemn oath to

Murphy

of,your

special

piuiui'i

iko

uucicsu,
tided in doing or
reduce or
the

evening.
The proposed entertainment for the benefit ol the W. C. T. U’s at Congress Square
'vestry this evening, has been indefinitely
postponed on account of sickness.
The next convention of reform clubs will
be held with the club and league at North
Gorham, May 7th and 8th. Free entertainment will be provided.
Mr. H. M. Moore of Boston and Mr. Geo.
II. Shaw of Middleboro, N. J., will hold
evangelistic services at the St. Lawrence
Street Church next Sabbath.
The Gardiner Jourual says there is a prospect that a steamer will be run between Augusta ana Portland the coming season, to
connect with the Boston boats.
at the Boston and Maine depot
whicnT#^ last winter under the weight of

*^«*^#il(jshea
snow

uponli-is being rebuilt

iu a substan-

tial manner.

Railroad men say that the snow along the
lines of the roads in the interior of the State
is still deep but it has been rapidly melting
the past few days.
The quarterly meeting of the Maine Genealogical Society will be held next Tuesday

evening

public library. Interesting
papers will be read by F. M. Ray, W. II.
Smith, John T. Hull and L. B. Chapman.
at the

Ofie of the Grand Trunk locomotives has
been fitted with the new form of smoke
stack and spark arrester and the others will
be made over as fast as they are sent to the

shops

for repairs.
The Portland Rolling Mills are filling ai:
order for a large quantity of angle-plates foi
the Boston and Lowell Railroad, and also
another for angle-plates and spikes for the
Boston and Maine Railroad.
The tiunday school workers of Cumber-

land county

are

A. Hall this

morning

called to meet at Y. M. C.
at 9.30 o’clock for organization and the discussion of practical
topics for Sunday school work.
The exercises open with a devotional service. The
programme of the day as published in yesterday’s issue will be observed. The union
Bible class for the study of the International
Sunday School Lessons will be held at 3.30
instead of 4.30 p. m., with Rev. A. K. P.
Small, D. D., as leader. Subject: “Joseph
makes himself known.”
WEDDINC BELLS.
WEBB—CUMMINGS.
At noon yesterday in the First Parish
church, Mr. Horace F. Webb and Miss Annie L. Cummings were married by Rev. DrHill. The church had been decorated with
flowers and plants and was well filled with
the relatives and friends of the bride and

The bride’s brother, Mr. N. C. Curainings, stood with the couple during the impressive ceremony and Mr. Kotzschmar pregroom.

legalu iiuuseu |US-

saying that widen might tend to
collections of internal revenue
injure
taxes iu the territory over which lie has charge;
that his instructions, as he understood them, w *rrauted him in declining to produce in said court
documentary or other evidence otitained while m

the performance of Ills official duties, which
might too used against any person sought to be
prosecuted under tile prohibitory laws of Maine;
therefore he respectfully and conscientiously declined lo furnish the documents called for.
Wherefore your petitioner makes this, Ids application, that a writ of habeas corpus may lie
Issued out of this court, and that he may be tasen
before this court and hence discharged.
Thomas T. Murphy.
Subscribed and sworn toby the said Thomas F.
Murphy before me tills 13ih day of April, A. I).,
R. W. Black,
1887,
Justice of the Peace.
Mr. Bird supported the petition by quoting the different sections iu the chapter on
habeas corpus in the United States Kevised
Statutes commencing at section 751, and especially dwelling on section 754„ which relates to whom the petition shall be addressed.
He also supported his position with some remarks.

Judge Webb adjourned the hearing
petition to 10 o’clock this forenoon.

on

the

PERSONAL.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
The ladies of Bosworth Belief Corps will
give a social assembly at Mechanics’ Hall
this evening.
The attention of the members of the Irish
American Belief Association is called to
the notice of the meeting to be field this

lie uiu uui

W. B. Snow, of Winterport, has been appointed railway postal clerk on the route between Belfast and Burnham.
Mr. George Webb, who has been keeper of"
Dice’s Head light at Castine, for 22 years,
has removed to Cape Elizabeth, where he
has bought a house and store.
Mr. Frank King, freight clerk at the Exchange Street Station in Bangor lias been
transferred to Portland and promoted to the
position of night train dispatcher.
J. D. Teague, Esq., of Caribou, and wife,
who have been spending the winter in Kansas, returned last week. They have spent a
very pleasant season with their son in Sallna, Kansas, and speak iu high terms of that
State.

Since the hearing before the Governor and
Council, of charges preferred by GeD. Ilar-

Stillwell, the fish and game commissioner, has been in receipt of congratulations from leading sportsmen from all secmon, Mr.

tions of the Union.
Mr. J. F. Keade of Lewiston, who has
served so acceptably as the Washington correspondent of the Press for several years,
lias secured a position on the New York
Tribune. Mr. Keade is a graduate of Bates
College and has much ability. We have no
doubt of his success in the journalistic field.
J. W. Wright, Worcester; Leslie

Whitney,

F. W. Pray, Fred A. Futz. Boston; J. P.
Gaynor, Brockton; C. A. Duston, Brockton;
S. S. Stevens, Norway; P. A. Bean, New
York ; T. E. Chase, J. H. Bean, F. G. Kellogg, Boston, were among the arrivals at the
United States Hotel yesterday.
Mr. P. J. McCallum, the actor, formerly of
this city, is playing an engagement of thirty
weeks in a stock company in Kansas City.
He acts the leading comedy parts. His many
friends here will be glad to learn that he is
very successful in his profession. Mr. McCallum is known on the stage as Bartly. He
has no lack of offers to play engagements
with leading companies.
Dr. E. E. Fogg of Buxton Centre died
Wednesday night, after a severe illness of
one week.
This illness resulted lrom internal injuries sustained by being thrown from
his sleigh.
Dr. Fogg has been located in
Buxton for over ten years and was much
respected. He leaves no relatives in the
vicinity, but has a sister living in Minnesota.
He was about 45 years of age.
Dr. Edmund Abbott, formerly of Winterport, who has taken the practice of the late
Dr. A. D. Weeks in Providence, R. I., represents the fourth generation of physicians
in the family.
Dr. Abbott and his father
graduated from the University of New York.
Dr. Charles Abbott, who died August
19,
1879, was surgeon of the Twenty-sixth Maine
U.
S.
Regiment,
Volunteers, and for years
ranked as one of the leading
surgeons in eastern Maine.

physicians

and

Dr. Abbott’s
grandfather graduated from Harvard Medical University in the class of
1803, and his
great grandfather, Di. Ware, practiced in

Dighton,

Boston, April 13—Base ball enthusiasts
filling the air with praises of the splen-

reception was held at the Preble House
immediately after the wedding. Mr. and

did reports of the Bostons’ games which the
Boston Globe is giving. The Globe was
the only paper in the country which sent a
special reporter with the team on its South

HOLDEN—WATKBHOIKE.
Wednesday, at 8.30 p. m.. Mr. Edward O.
Holden of the London Furnishing Palace,

Boston, Mass., and Miss Alice C. Waterhouse, with Owen, Moore & Co., of this city,
married at the home of the bride’s
father on York street, by the Rev. D. W.
LeLacheur. Prof. Wilson presided at the
organ. The presents were numerous, useful and ornamental. The happy couple left
were

the Pullman for their home No. 840 East
Fourth street, South Boston, where they

on

win uoiu a

reception

on ire

i4tn.

B1.ANCHABD—PKKBI.E.

Boylston Congregational Church, Jamacia
Plains, was filled Wednesday noon by relatives and friends assembled to witness the
marriage of Miss Grace Blanchard, daughter
of Mr. W. G, Blanchard, to Mr. William Pitt
Preble, Jr., a member of the New York Bar.
Mr. Preble is of an old Portland family a son
of Mr. W. P. Preble, and a graduate of HarAard. Rev. S. S. Mathews, pastor of the
church, officiated, using the English form of
service. Mr. Henry Preble, brother of the
groom, was best man, and Mr. Charles F.
Cutler, Dr. Wallace Preble, Mr. (Stephen L.
Bartlett and Mr. George W. Simpson, Paymaster U. S. N., acted as ushers. The bride
was attiied In a heavy white silk gown, with
court train and duchesse lace. The marriage
was followed by a reception and breakfast
at the residence of the bride's parents, Copley terrace. After au extended tour Mr. and
Mrs. Preble will commence housekeeping in
New Brighton, Staten Island, New York.

Dlrigo Boat Club Assembly.
The Dirigo Boat Club gave a grand assembly at Mechanics’ Hall last evening. There
was a large attendance, and a very handsome
order of dances, contributed by B. A. Atkinson & Co., was faithfully attended to. Grimmer’s orchestra furnished excellent music.
Mark G. Davis was floor director, ably assisted by Messrs. M. L. Greely, II. A. Sweeney,
S. H. Cady, James Doyle, W. P. Prinn, H.
F. McGee, J. O’Donnell, M. E. Ney, P. E.
Gibbons, M. H. Myersland B. E. Davis.
Portland Turnvareln.
Next Tuesday afternoon there Is to be an
Interesting and amusing exhibition by the
afternoon class of the Turnverein complimentary to their parents and lady friends.
Mr. M. B. Gilbert will furnish music. Tickets may be obtained from members of the
Pjass or Mr. J. E. Doldt, instructor,

by Ancient Brothers
Lodge Last Evening.

trip. Lovers

of the national game cannot afford to miss the Boston Daily and
Sunday Globe.
ern

Last evening, at Odd Fellows Hall, in this
city, nearly 200 members of the order, representing Laconia Lodge, No. 44, of Biddeford,

Androscoggin Lodge, No. 24, of Auburn,
tendered a reception by Ancient
were
Brothers Lodge, No. 4, of Portland. The
visiting lodges arrived early in the evening,
the Biddeford delegation coming in on a
and

special train over the Boston & Maine road.
When the lodge was opened in due form at
shortly after 8 o’clock, over 300 Odd Fellows
were present in the hall.
After the business
of the lodge was completed, the following
programme was acceptably rendered under
the direction of H. C. Bagley, master of ceremonies

:

Organ Voluntary.K C. Farniworth
Boug—Welcome Tonight.Amphiou Quartette
Address ot Welcome.. H. 15. Bagley, F. ti.
G. Laconia Lodge
Response....b.
Response.N. G. Androscoggin Lodge

Duct—Harmonica.Messrs. Cofliu and Fields
Bolo—Selected.G. W. Cooper
Harmouloaand Banjo.J. W. Barbour
Bong—Gone, Melessa.Amphton Quartette
Banjo specialties.Messrs. Coffin and Fields
Duet—Selected.Messrs. Goss and Lambert
Harmonica and Guitar.J. W. Barbour
Mr. Bagley was particularly happy in his
words of welcome, and the responses by Mr.
Willis, N. G. of Laconia Lodge, and Dr.

Oakes, N.

G. of

Androscoggin Lodge,

were

well received.
After the exercises in ttie
hall, Mr. Bagley invited the company to adjourn to the banquet hall above, where a delicious repast awaited them. The room itself had been decorated for the occasion,
and was gay with mottoes, devices and
streamers, while a great many Japanese lanterns added brilliancy to the trimmings. The
work of decorating was done by Mr. Geo.
W. Green, Mr. Hodgkins, the janitor, and
sweetsir.
offered by Past Grand Master
Prayer
C. K. Ladd. The members of the party then
devoted themselves to a consideration of the
banquet, and afterwards returned to the
large hall, where remarks were made by
Grand Master Freeman T. Merrill, I’. G.,
Charles E. Batehelder of Laconia Lodge, P.
G. R. M. Mason of Androscoggin Lodge,
Mr. A. d.

was

Grand Secretary Joshua Davis, P. G., L.
Pitt Andrews of Laconia Lodge, P. G., L.
W. Haskell of Androscoggin Lodge, P. G.
R., Wm. II. Smith, P. G., Amrni Goschen of
Laconia Lodge, and P. G., L. P. Woodbury
of Androscoggin Lodge. The remarks were
interspersed with singing by the Amphion
Quartette.
The committee of arrangements, whose labors did much to ensure the success of the
affair, consisted of A. D. Sweetsir, chairman, Dr. J. T. Palmer, Frank J. Edgerly, J.
H. Dill, Geo. W. Green, G. H. Huntress, Albert S. Murch, C. M. Lane, W. L. L. Gill
and E. C. Chase. The reception committee
consisted of Wm. W. Kemp, F. T. Littlefield.
Horatio Verrill and J. F. Sheldon.
THE ASSOCIATED CHARITIES.
The

Visiting System.

While this, always

prominent feature
of charity organization,
commends itself
thoroughly to those who understand it, i
think its full importance, the amount oi
work done and the possibilities that it holds
are but partially comprehended.
Objections are sometimes made to it on
the ground that it is an invasion of the
privacy of home life and individual affairs
It would be just as logical to condemn a
physician for seeking the needful information to govern the treatment of his patient
A visitor going in the right spirit finds nc
trouble from this source in any genuim
r.

case.

The complete working of the system would
give to every unfortunate family a friend
with

disposition

and resources to bestow al
needful aid; work where it is possible; in
emergencies food, fuel and clothing; in sickness, physician, medicine, diet food and care
—at all times counsel, guidance, encouragement, the “charity that suffereth long and is
kind.” that will not yield to discouragement,
will bear with error and strive to correct it
We have such visitors, among them those
who bring the help of a long experience in
similar work for the different benevolent
societies. We need more, women of higt
purpose, capable of devoted action. It ii
not trifling work. It is taking rank amonj
the leading movements of the day for the ad
vancement of humanity and is worthy o;
any woman’s best powers.
THE WOHK BOOM.

Always the Igreatest difficulty in effort foi
permanent good is the want of work, un
skilled labor being in excess of demand. T<
meet this

brave efforts are made in many
For this the work room was in
stituted and has done most efficient service
It is by no small outlay of care and work
that the ladies in charge sustain it. Fort]
forenoons of actual, close work in one season—and often a great deal outside of this—
may well be called practical benevolence am
would seem to constitute a very strong claiit
upon the community to interest itself in the
sale of manufactured garments soon to take

directions.

place.
This effort is cheerfully made because thi
good results are so evident, the work giver
out proving so great a blessing. The improvement in the sewing from year to yea

very gratifying.
A laundry seems the next need. With i
a place where little children coulc
be cared for while the mothers are employed
It would not only give work to those unabli ,
to do anything else, but it is a kind of worl
in which a little
training will accomplisl
much. A few months under a
good manage]
would send out women whose help would b<
valued in the best homes.
Once well established, I think such an in
stitution could be made nearly, if not quite
self-supporting, and a very welcome con
venience to the community.
M. J. Lilly, Secretary.
is

should be

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Sailing of the Vancouver.
The steamer Vancouver, of the Dominion
line, sailed from this port for Liverpool yesterday afternoon, at half-past 4 o’clock. She
had 13 cabin and 20 steerage passengers, and
a full cargo.
A large number of Portland
people visited the vessel during the afternoon, and her departure was witnessed by a
great many persons who had gathered on the
wharves.
Life Work of Henry Ward

Beecher.

Mr. Thomas McCleary is now canvassing
the city soliciting subscriptions for the Life
and Work ol Henry Ward
Beecher by
Thomas W. Knox, which is to be a complete,
impartial and authentic record of Mr.
Beecher’s public career and private life.
The work will be in one volume and the
price is $2.

Delayed by a Washout.
Owing to a washout on the Quebec division
of the Grand Trunk, the train from Quebec

Tonight Colville’s “Taken from Life”

be produced at Portland Theatre. The plaj
is an exciting melo-drama and will be out or
the stage with fine scenery and mechanical
effects. The play will be well cast, as oui
references from other papers from time t<
time have shown.
MARGARET MATHER.

her very first appearance.
The sale of seat!
for the three performances, for next Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday will begin al
the box office this morning at 8.30 o’clock
and there will doubtless be a long line in
waiting at the hour. Speaking ol her Roas
lind in which character she will appear
Monday night, the Providence Journal said:
"Not only was she charming in doublet and
hose in her masquerading in the forest of
Arden, but her scenes with Orlando were
beautifully done, and in looks, voice, and
manner she appeared the ideal Rosalind.
Her archness, piquancy, coyness, the hall
conscious tendency to betray her sex when
alarmed, and her blithe, joyous spirit was
most amusing, and when she skipped like a
child here and there through the forest she
was particularly captivating.
There was
nothing to mar the beauty of her performance, and her actions and 'word's were supplemented by her eyes and pouting lips in a
fascinating yet purely innocent way. She
frequently moved the large audience to
laughter and applause and was once called
before the curtain.”
NOTES.

Thodias W. Keen, the tragedian, appeared
in Music Hall, Wilkesbarre, Pa., Wednesday
evening in “llamlet” for the first time since
his illness, lasting 15 months.
Mr. Bancroft, the owner of the London

Suffrage.
The Maine Woman Suffrage Association
will hold a public meeting in the vestry of
the Chestnut street church this Friday afterAddresses will be delivered by Rev. Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Bashford.
All persons interested are cordially invited
at 5 o’clock.

to attend.

Fraternity

Cadets.

The Fraternity Primary Cadets will give
their annual exhibition and prize drill, to
gether with a ball, at City Hall, next Monday evening. Chandler’s orchestra will furnish the music. Reserved seats can be obtained at Ira F. Clark’s clothing store.

Montgomery
An election

Cuards Election.

by

Portland
Montgomery Guards at their armory last
evening to fill the vacancy in the position of
second lieutenant, and First Sergeant James
D. Ragan was
unanimously elected to the
office.
was

held

the

_

Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
Naples—Cyrus E. Lord to Hattie E. DeWltt
Real

land.

*300.

Portland-Joseph D. Dexter to Charles w.York,
*2000.

land.

Long

The correct

furnace,

OP—

TO

tiling

to

RKNT—The four story brick and masIjSOK
tic store Nos. 117 and 119 Commercial St.,
suitable for

wear.

$5.00 Silk Hats

$3.50

7.00 Silk Hats

5.00

Silk Hats
Stiff Hats
Dunlap I¥o. 2 Stiff Hat

theatre where iVfrs .Jumps Rrnwn Pnftor
neared, is ;reported as saying: “If I had
known what I now know. I would have sent
her into the country and had her play three
months as Miss Jenkins until she had worn
off her angularities.”
It has been decided that the musical festival which Mr. Clarence A. Marshal has been
arranging will occur at the Gardiner Coliseum the second week in June.
Mr. Marshall
and Mr. Kotzschmar of Portland will be the
conductors. The soloists and a full orchestra will come from Boston.
It is expected
to have every musical society in the State
represented. It is proposed to have a chorus
of 1,000 voices and many people are now becoming interested in it.

Important Petition.
The following petition has been circulated
in this vicinity:
We, the undersigned, residents in the CusAn

toms District of Portland and Falmouth, following the occupations hereinafter indicated
do most respectfully protest against putting
into operation section 24, rule V, of the
ltevised Statutes of the United States relating to licensed officers of steam vcsselswhich reads as follows: ‘Masters and pilots
of steamers on inland waters and lakes are
required to have their wheel-chains rove so
that the wheel and helm shall move in the
same direction, so that when the wheel is
put to starboard the vessel’s head shall go
to port, and when the wheel is put to port
the vessel’s head shall go to the starboard.’
We believe fora time and until the new
method is thoroughly understood it will result in loss of life and property, and in our
judgment no good reason exists for the
change as required by this section. Under its
operation one accident has occurred In our

wholesale grocery or produce busihas back entrance. BENJAMIN SHAW,

Exchange St.janll-tf

street;
Temple street. Apply to L. D.
WM. P. PREBLE.

by
cemetery
Odd Fellows

5.00
51.50

The paper mills company has adopted the
weekly payment system. Their last pay
ment on the monthly plan was made yester

ground for erecting

a

dwelling house

oi

Pleasant street.
The Haskell Silk
ny are

Manufacturing Compa
enlarging and making Improvement!

-rmiw

The Forest City Granulated Sugar is

ac

Illy
on

intelligent boy. living

a

young man 24 years of age,
of strict habits, and who can furnish best
city references, a position as coachman for a gentleman or to work on gentleman’s place. Address
9-1
A. A. ANDERSON, 62 Exchange street.
a

WANTED—By

Street, Jersey City.

Makes the Weak

Strong

“X must say Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the best medicine I ever used. Last spring I bad no appetite,
and the least work I did fatigued me ever so
much. I began to take Hood's Sarsaparilla, aud
soon I felt as if I could do as much in a
day as 1
had formerly done in a week. My appetite Is voracious.”
Mbs. M. V. Bayard, Atlantic City, N. J.
‘■Hood’s Sarsaparilla gave me new life, and restored me to my wonted health and strength.’*
William H. Clough, Ttltou, N. H.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $l;sixfor*5. Prepared only
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell. Mass

100

aprl

Doses

One

Dollar

d&wlynrm

SAI.E

BAHRAIN

—40,000
rolls of Room Papers at 0, 8 and 10 cents a
fAOIl
at 20 and 26 cents
Gilt Room
AT A

Papers

roll;

one

<-,0X120 feet «M State
of the best on the street;

MALE— Large furnished cottage on Diamond Island; lot No. 1, the choicest on the
nice
Island;
grassy lawn, splendid beach; sewer
age perfect; flue well of water, never failing; large
lot. Apply to N. 5. GARDINER, 40 Exchange
18-1
street.

FOR

GRAND MARK DOWN SALE
1

—OF

indigestion and Too
Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy lor Dud
ners, Nausea, Drowsi-

Bad Taste in the
[Mouth. Coated Tongue,
[Pain la the Side, &C.
jThoy regulate the Bow[ ;.i and prevent Const!
iustto take.
nation awlPtlc a. 'S'lv.-Bswlie strain
Duly cue pill iv dose. 40 in a vial, Purely Vegetable. Prleo 95 cents. 6vislaliymsllforfftJ0Q
CARTbH
Prop’fS, Now York.
ness,

__

KEPiCmefo,,

60

cents.14-1

male OB1TO BE LET-House,containing 12 rooms, exclusive of bath room,

small

family,
WANTED—By
modern conveniences, in the

MALE

I,,

13-tl

western part
pf the city; (Emery. Neal, Carlton, or Pine St.,
heated by either a good furnace or
•team; would lease lor a term ol years; best of

preferred;)

Address HOUSE, Press
references furnished.
Office.
__13-1
TTTANTKD-WIII buy or sell "Sewell Car
YY
Heater Stock”. Parties wishing to sell or
puy may address with price ”F. W.t” This Office.

cottage at a
situated upon Oak Lawn, the
prettiest location upon Peak’s Island. Apply to
J. F. PROCTER, Centennial Block, City.
13-1

Ivorgreat bargain,
1

makers. 3

coat

HMj'/i Congress

For

well endorsed with small
a stock ranch In
mouth address IVORY PHIL-

A man,

superintend

one

We offer choice from our entire stock of these
goods at $1.00 per yard.

SALE

FRIDAY
NO

SAMPLES

GIVEN.

R

MALE—Stock and fixtures of one of the

BLACK RHADAMES!

and provision stores in the citv:
Address F. u„ Press omce.
12-1

___

MALE—Situated

$ .75
1.00

1.25
1.50

We believe the above Silks and Rhadames to be the
best goods manufactured.

FOR

in

rooms,

seven

large stable and hennery connected; ten acres of
laud, high state of cultivation; strawberries,
Apply to
pears, apples and plums in abundance.
PELEG BARKER, No. 9 Custom House Wharf.
11-2&W
beautiful bouse and lot,sitWestern Promenade; near horse
cars,
city suburbs, harbor, mountains and
sunset unsurpassed; the eye will never tire; contains IS rooms with all modern Improvements.
For further particulars apply to N. 8. GARDNER,
No. 40 Exchange St.111
MALE—A

uated
FOR
view of

deliver goods to any part
WANTED—Housekeepers
stuck of kitchen
A

furnishing goods
large
charge.
hand, crockery and glassware, which we are
idling very low. MITCHELL’S 5 Cent Store,
620 Congress Street._9-1

Choice

diamond

inland

loth

for sale at a great bargain; these beautiful
cottage lots must De sold at once. Also 5 acres
upon Great Chebeague Island, near steamer landing. Apply to N. 3. GARDINER, Exchange
street.11-1

WANTED—Parties

next, at Mart, Plum street, we
SATURDAY
shall sell 3 2d hand dump carts, 2 horses,
1 2d-hand

phaeton,
new

hocme

A
New
opportunity, In the
all modern
rare

city,

Apply

We have just receivetl from
German iiniMirfpr,« Ktnek.

forced sale of

a

Adhear from Mark Ryder.
dress to his sister, care ol Doctor H. H. MarSt.
Box
033,
Augustine, Fla._8-4
tin,

(or cast

prices paid
oil clothing, ladies'
WANTED—Highest
gents’;
exchange
Please send letter
postal To
lor Turkish

Sales room 18 Exchange Street.

Full Finished Black ltibbed Cotton Hose,
with unbleached feet, which we shall offer our

nigs.

M.

DEUROOT, Perry House, Portland, Me.

at

15 cents per

FI.OI

WANTED.
know that we'have removed
corner
to Nos. 121 and 123 Middle street,

OCR

customers to

Church, Thompson Block,

marlfedtfJ.

T. LEWIS & CO.

iHliCBLLANKOim.
who

ST.,
eunday evening,
he can get his own.ia-1
Boons.

suit of rooms.unlurnlshed,
floor, with closets amt privileges,

SPECIAL SALE

Address STATE ST., Press Office,

on
on

9-1

HELP.

EE.nAl.E

housekeeper
SITUATION
cook,
general work; housekeeping preold child;
ferred where she can take her 9
WANTED

as

or

or

year
Address MARGARET, Press

good references.

14-1

Ofllee.

do

general
capable girl
housework; none other need apply. Call
from 7 to 9 in the evening. MRS. GEO. C. SHAW,
No. 756 Congress street.14-1
to

WANTED-A

one

Apply

two.

at

26

middle

American

aged
WANTED-By
woman,
place as working housekeeper In
to takecare ol children. Adwidower’s
a

dress M.

family,

or

16 4

E., Box 696, Catnpello, Mass.

GENTLEMEN'S

Blue

SUITS
For Tliift Month

EASTMAN
BROTHERS &
BANCROFT
Now Offer

a

We have

lected Stock of

Ladies’, Misses’ & Childrens,

the entire lot by May I.
We have every reason to believe they are the best suits
we have ever seen for these
reasons:

1st.

i

Cougress,

x

i

twin; (mue.uk

*

s.

to License

from the Probate Court

|;ASTMAN]{ROS. &|{AN0R0FT
492 AND 494 COMESS STREET.

Utl

grades of Blue Flannels have

idea that all “Middlesex”
are the same. Such Is
not the case however. There
are different weights, different grades, different shades,
and different costs, for the
different qualities. (^“Middlesex” suits are made from
the best flannel produced by
that celebrated mill.
2d. The goods being a little heavier than most makes
are firmer, hold their shape
better, fit better and wear

an

Iwllgvl

A.

I■

R,

A*

In

special meeting of the Irish
Relief Association at tlielr rooms,
THIS (Friday) EVENING at 8 o'clock, to take
action on the death of their deceased Brother,
Dennis McCarthy.
Per order,
EDWARD J. O’BRION, Sec'y.
aplCdlt

THERE
American

RENT

a

Two good tenements, eight
rooms ea.h, six rooms on each floor, iin-hiding hath rooms; three minutes walk from ConSquare; drainage and plumbing In good orer. BENJAMIN SHAW,48Mi Exchange street.

FOR

—

Sress

__15-1
RENT
The well arraugcd flats In the
new frame houses ou Grant, west ol State
street, are now ready for tenants; the above are
flnlshed In cherry and white wood; have nice bath
BENJAMIN SHAW,
rooms, electric bells, &e.
16-1
48Mi Exchange St.
—

FOR

Park St., and
LONT—Between
memorandum book with black
fastened

Woodfords,
cloth

cover
he re-

with elastic braid. Finder will
warded by calling with same at No. 2 Steveus
l'laoe, Park St. J. M. J ARROW.15-1

13th, between Park St., Church
LOST—April
and 85 Spring Street,
gold pencil. The
Under will
be
a

rewarded by leaving it at 86
SPRING STREET.
16-1

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberlam
State of Maine.
April 14, A. 1). 1887.
In case of LEWIS J. PATRICK, Insolvent Pet
tor.

THIS
day

ten aud eleven In the
16-1
17 DEER1NG ST.

for four, two gentlemen
in western part of city;
private family preferred. Address T. M., this
15-1
Ofllce, or enquire 47 NORTH ST.

WANTED-Board
and two ladles,

NEW CROP

estate of said
LEWIS J. PATRICK, of Gorham,
to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petltloi
adjudged
of said Debtor, which petition was filed ot
the fourteenth
day of April, A. D. 1887, t<
which date Interest on claims Is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by salt
Debtor, and tne transfer and delivery of any prop
erty
by lilin are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor
to prove their debts and choose one or more as
signees of bis estate, will be held at a Court of In
solvency to be hnlden at Probate Court Room, it
Portland, on the second day of May, A. D. 1887
at ten o’clock In the forenoon.
Given under my hand tbe date first above wrli
ten.
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency lor saiu County of Cumberland.
aprlS&22

NOTICE.

256 HMDS., 88 TIERDES, 80 BARRELS
BAKBADCES MOLASSES,
Ex. Schooner “Kezlah,” now landing;,
and for sale by the importers.

Twitcliell, Cliaiupliu & Co.
aprU12

tho

to know where they will gel
full value ot their money in

Cut Flowers, Funeral

dlvv

Designs, Bridal

Boquets, Bedding Plants, Ace.,

388

&' BRACKETT'S,
FLORISTS,

Congress Street,

opp.

City Hall, Portland, Me
lit!

..-L-___

MRS. E. R.

OBl.
aP14

SPRINC
MONDAY,

Business
Sale.

for

the death of the proprietors
Gladding A Co. Is offered
This is an excellent importunity to secure a thoroughly organized retail dry
busiuess In Providence, R. 1. Oldest house,
ne store and highest class of trade.
Address
R. B. COMSTOCK, Executor, Providence, R. I.
aprl2
dlw
of

Immediate sale.

goods

FARM FOR MALE OR
A

amoll f-n-ti,

r,vp

aola

n*

ln»

And this price is low when
the quality of material used
and the superior manner in
which they are made are taken into consideration.
We now have these goods
in stock in all the regular
sizes and we request you to
give them a thorough examin
ation.
_

and a half story houseago, situated on Florence
street.
oodford’s, 9 rooms and plenty of closets
cupboards I conveniently arranged and In
Kood oruer. Will be sold cheap. Enquire on the

end,

f1 Exchange

street, Fortland.

BUILDING LOTS IN

DEERING.

J.

ly. rKl 1 KINulLL.

ROOMS,

BUSINESS,

APRIL, IMh.
d4t

25-4

NUMBER of fine building sites are offered at
reasonable prices on the new streets which
have been opened through the Forest Home
Estate, and money will be loaned, repayable In Installments, to enable people to build. Apply to
J. F. BAXTER, Office in Fortland Savings Bank

A

Building.

PRICE.

Boston and Portland
255

middle

Street,
HIE,

ff. C. WAKE,
apr»

Manager.

■

•

at,

BASEBALL S
IPPLIES! 1

1887 GUIDES JUST RECEIVED.

pk:r
BROTHERS^

■ ■

PIANOS !
BURDETTORGANS.
Please call and bear tbe matcbless tones of tbesa
beautiful Instruments.

TECHNICON.

STOOLS MD COVERS,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

TUNING TO ORDER

SAMUEL THURSTON,
No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

0Ctl4

Also Sola Agents foe Portland for Roach s Bass B
used bj the New England League, and Reach s
Bats, Gloves, Hash, to.; also Spalding's Balls, Bals, to., to, tc.
Dealers Supplied at Manufacturer’s Prices.

CHARLES DAY,

544

Columbia

Bicycles!

FOK ISM.

Agency for Cumberland. Androscog
oln and Sagadahoc Counties.
best get tbe Columbia. They
lead In workmanship, ease for climbing hills, safedown
ty going
bill, strength of material and for
durability In every way. Nine years of expert*
ence has proved tLelr superiority.
New t'aialogne Free.

ConsreiN

Street.
daw

aps

FIRST

QUALITY”

FEATHER DUSTERS
Having just received an extra large
stock of »he First Quality of Ostrich and
Turker Feather Dusters, we shall offer
them for a few days at about one halt
Our Carriage Dusters are the best
n the market.
All fresh goods. Call
early and secure a bargalu.

ririce.

CHAS.

dtf

TO LET.

hai.K-a
FoIt
“ew five years
W

ONE

REACH’S AND SPALDINC’S

nont.l.l.

si ten acres ut good laud In a high state of
cultivation, situated In Falmouth on the Gray
road, about five miles from Fortland; two storv
kouse, barn nearly new, and all the buildings in
excellent repair. Enquire of EDWIN L. DYEIt
No. 31k! Congress St.
niarSldtf

A

No. 10 LI in street.

FOR

Goods

INtheconsequence
business of B. H.

for

FOWLE

will open het

MILLINERY

Dry

one

Wanted, tbe public

COPELAND

BarbadoesMolasses

on

Cumberland, against tbe

Apply between
No.

that

Insolvency was issued by Heury C. Peabody
Judge of tne Court of Insolvency for said Count’
of

a

laundress.

the fourteentl
give notice,
of April, A. I>. 1887, a Warrant li

is to

strong, capable girl for general
WANTED—A
housewerk; must be
good cook and
forenoon, at

Insolvency.

Only

$10 EACH.

BASE BAL

Fablic

Auction, unless previously sold at private sale,
on TUESDAY, the tenth day of May 1887, at 2
o’clock p. m., on the premises, the lot of land with
dwelling house and other buildings thereon belonging to the estate of the late Samuel F. Bacon.
Said premises are on High Street In Gorham
Village, near the Normal School building, and the
same upon which said Bacon formerly lived. The
lot Is large, main house quite new, and the property very desirable for a person with a small family.
Terms cash.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Administrator.
Gorham, April 8,1887.
ap8eod3w

the best

are

PORTLAND,

9-1

Administrator's Male of Keai Estate, at Gorham \ illaiff*.

PURSUANT
of Cumberland County I shall sell at

wilt be

or

Cum-

goods

CLOTHING COMPANY,

MALE—Fine brick residence In

Choice single

The

quality “Middlesex,” full Indigo and warranted absolutely fast colors. Many who are

OUTSIDE

western
near WlUistonChurch; modern
130 part ol city,fine
terms

on

a

and we propose to offer them
to our patrons and close out

STRICTLY

IVOR

auu St. John streets.
berland, Grove,
Lots ou St. John street; one near the new union
station, and well-located for stores or houses.
Enquire of C. P. WALDRON, 40 Exchange

manufactured

large lot of these fine goods

Complete and Carefully Se-

MALE—One second hand cabriolet, custom made, In good condition: sell at a bargain. Apply at TOW BOAT OFFICE, 193 Com9-1
mercial St.

MALE—Building Lots.
double lots for dwellings,
FOR
Sherman

Only.

He Shall Sell These Sills for

FOR

9-1

Flannel

3d. They are made from the
very finest stock and are
guaranteed free from all cotton and shoddy mixtures.
4th.
They are thoroughly
well made and trimmed and
are equal in every respect to
suits that retail for $15 and
$18.

_

R

—

goods

ape

Improvements;
neighborhood;
easy.
Apply to JOHN F. PROCTER, Ceutenulal Block.

OF

not familiar with the various

HE LKT-A

first
To
State St.

MALE—Cottage on Diamond Island sev
rooms, choice location, convenient to
steamer landings, good battling and boating facilities ; price *800; a bargain.
Apply to N. 8.
GARDINER, 40 Exchange street.9-1

pair

dtf

0-2

BABRKLS WANTED-20 cents
will be paid until further notice. GOUDY A
St.19-tt
Pearl
KENT,
K

eu

for all sizes, 5 to 8 1-2 inches. These goods are
worlli 25 cents, and at the price named are the
best value we have ever offered in Children's Hose.

C. XT. A 1,1.AN

or
or

FOR

Heavy

TO-DAY, Friday,

Improvements,

J. F. PROCTOR. Centennial Block.
11-1

apl4d3t

WANTED—To

MALE—Black and white hamburg grapevines; also a grapery. Apply to J. P. BAX9-1
TER.

a

^iiisiii Not nl' 4'iiiit<lr**ii'*

si

to

for malewestern Dart of
steam heat, Ac.

beach wagon. 1
3 open buggies,

top buggies,

A. O. HAII.AY.
marts

FOR

brick

1 2d-h,uirf

new

Anetiooeers and Commission Mtrrhanta

on

MALE—Old fashioned tall clocks, brass
and wood. Tall clocks a specialty. Also set of
patent office reports from 1864 to 1871. Repairing
neatly done. C. K. ALLEN, South Windham, Me.

phaeton.

new. 2

harnesses.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Boots $3. J.W. TURNER, 653Congress, corner
Oak street.9-1

very
opFOR
posite and overlooking Brown’s Garden
the
distance from horse
Bowuoln

St., Just
right
cars; will be sold low if applied for soon. Apply
to N. 8. GARDINER, No, 40 Exchange 8t., or
Ashbel Chapman.11-1

AUCTIONEERS.

Horses,Carriages, Dump
Carts, &c., by Auction.

purchase
Hoots and Shoes to examine our flue stock
and get the lowest prices for good goods In the
city. Ladles’ Hand Hewed Curacoa Kill Button

house lots

desirable

F. 0. BAILEY A CO.

apl4d3t

Intending to

on

MALE—2

RINES BROTHERS.

Eliz-

Cape
FARM
abeth, twenty minutes drive from the city;
house
ell, woodshed,
new,
nearly

LOWER PRICES THAN EVER.
Best $1.00 Rhadames at
Best 1.25 Rhadames at
Best 1.60 Rhadames at
Best 1.87 Rhadames at

grocerv

location the best.

Also at same time about 5000 rolls of
in gilt, white, black, borders, Ac.

ware, Ac.
room paper,

to know that we
of the city free of

place

FO best

a

furniture, carpets, crockery

WANTED—Highest

INOR

SATURDAY.

AND

our

—

R MALE—Farm within one mile of Grand
Trunk Depot, in Falmouth, and four miles
from Portland; very desirable
for one wishing to live lu the country In.summer; fine location
Enquire of H. P. MERRILL, on the place. 12-4
MALE —One of the best general hardware stores in
Northern New England;
country town; dean stock of hardware, stoves,
crockery, tinware, and kitchen furnishing goods;
will sell at Invoice; on easy terms to responsible
parties; stock and tools about *3,600; can be reduced If preferred; extra chance for a live man;
run by present owner over ten years: best of
for
reasons
selling. Address HARDWARE,
Press Office.12-2

&c.,
at
SATURDAY, April l«th, at 10.30 A
ON
rooms. Exchange street,
general lot of
household

cash prices paid (or cast
oil clothing, ladles or gents; or exchange
for Turkish Rugs. Please send letter or postal to
j. LEVY, 97 Middle street.6-2

is OH MALE—*1,600 will
a good and well
J; established business In Portland; a part
advanced, the rest to remain on time. For parti12 1
culars address HLBlNEaS. Press Office,

1710

Room Paper,
by Auction.

11-4

Me.

buy

Golored Silk Rhadames & Faillie

Furniture,

13-1

a

Nice furnished

—

AUCTIONEERS.

•

bouse with

a

FOR lot
(or general housework,
40x88; In good location; house in
&c.;
Santry,
rst-class condition; excellent drainage; gas and
WANTED—Girl
that understands cooking, In
family of
For
W11,1.1AM K. N EA
PINE ST.13-1
terms apply to
3ebago.
89 Exchange
street._

cash._aplldlw

F. 0. BAILEY 4 CO..

8

a

—

$1.25 and $1.50

Positively Cured by
Tin y also relieve Dfe
titan from Dyspepsia,

Dutgrowlng points

roll;

a

call and see them at 8. H. COLESWORTHY,
14-2
JR'S, Book Store, 92 Exchange street.

lots on Cumberland, Mellan, High, Sherman,
Dauforth and St. John streets; also one of the
best modern built houses on the best western part
of Congress 8t. W. 11. WALDRON, 180 Middle
street.
141

SICK HEADACHE!
| these liittlo Pills.

WANTED-Partles

the

Bl'II.DINR
street for sale,

Appetite

“I have taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and am glad
to say it lias cured me of a very severe pain in the
small of my back. I also gave it to my little girl,
She bad very little appetite; But Hood’s Sarsaparilla has increased it wonderfully, ami from oui
experience I highly recommend tilts excellent
medicine.” Mits. A. Bal slieb, 135 Vj Van Horn

to

gentleman
exchanged
hats (by mistake,) at St. Luke’s Cathedral,
NOTICE—II
will call at 400 CONGRESS

C10CK,

Sarsaparilla

know that Mrs. Dr.
Sherman intends to locate in Portland at No.
12 South street, first bouse on right hand side
near Free. Corns, bad nails; outgrowlug joints
treated ill a skillful manner. Corns 36 cents.

Journey

street.

Hood’s

srs.

It throughout, I can now accoininolew more borders, also a lew table boardC. I. KIMBALL.
14-1

a

also

customers

It essential to good health; hut at this season it U
often lost, owing to the poverty or Impurity of the
blood, derangement of the digestive organs, ami
the weakening effect of the changing season
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a wonderful medicine foi
creating an appetite, toning the digestion, ami
giving strength to the whole system. Now is the
time to take it. Be sure to get Hood’s.
“Wo all like Hood’s Sarsaparilla, tt Is sc
strengthening.” Lizzie Balfolii, Auburn, K. I

the

new-

Jate

persons

LOT

residence on High street.
In Scarboro, April 14, Patrick Leonard, aged 7G
years 28 days.
[Funeral Saturday afternoon, at 12.30 o’clock,
at bis late residence.'Scarboro.

A Good

1t1A-

renewed my lease ol
WANTED—Having
.M.c€l,b.bi,m‘“e.'112 •'to® St., and
furnished

man tailor
steady and com-

111

aueruouu ai -.ou o

MITChSKL

cash

none but
need apply. WM. M. LEIGHTON,
Merchant Tailor, 235Vs Middle 8t.. over Merry's
Hat Store.
13-1

NO. 237 MIDDLE STREET.

In this city, April 14, Timothy J. Scannell
aged 67 years 9 months.
[High mass of requiem and funeral at St Doml
nlc’s Church, at 9 A. M. Saturday.
In this city, April 14,iDennis McCarthy, aged 6(
years 3 mouths.
[Boston and St John, NK, pa
pers copy.]
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Gorham, April 14, Mrs. Joanna Harding,
wife of Sam’l Harding, aged 09 years 7 month*.
oaiuiuay

Mt‘

jd

ncil

EOK MALE

DEATHS.

on

Jlnil LUU1UJ
week
or 60

WANTED-An active,

THE HATTER,

In
city, April 13, by Kev. M. Crosley, Thos
B. Waite and Miss Alee Williams, both ol Port
land.
In this city, April 13. by Kev. 8. K. Perkins, al
the residence of the bride’s father, Theodore Har
man, Esq., Edwin F. Hillman of Chicago, 111. and
J. Gertrude Harman of Portland.
In this city, April 13, by Rev. D. W. LeLacheur
Edward O. Holden of Boston and Miss Alice C
Waterhouse of Portland.

uncial

IU

In city with his parents, to learn retail Drug
business; must have good references: high school
boy preferred. Address at once P. O. BOX 1178,
14-1
City._

the best grocen I

at

Jigger lor one

or

this

Lr

III

MALE HELP.

MERRY,

ture.

kept exclusively by
everywhere.

a

nianil

WANTE
and coat maker;

knowledged fully equal if not superior ti
any in this country.
It is guaranteed strictly pure aud only thi
highest grades of sugar used in its manufac
It is

a

1-13 Hoi k John E. Kuiuisn.
Terms

m.

LIPS,Jjorham,

large

petaut

their mills.
Messrs. Solomon Stewart, Capt. J. P. Ten

Junius Loring, a young man in the em
ploy of the Forest Pulp Company, accidentally caught his foot in a pulley yesterda;
morning, breaking both bones of the leg jus
above the ankle joint.
Brs. Burbank an<
Thomas were immediately called, and he i
reported comfortable.

tree ot cliarge.
0-1

WANTED.

Colorado.

WAHTED.

D—Immediately

on

ney and J. L. Elder, Esq., of Beering, wen
in the village yesterday appraising the largi
estate of the late Mrs. Phene Fogg, of whicl
A. F. Moulton, Esq., of Portland, is exec u
tor.
Some of onr town folks have recently been
haunted by the ghost of the late E. J. Bish.
op, who, it is reported, lately visited Win
throp and passed through Portland enrouti
for Boston, where he is engaged in merean
tile business.
Rev. Wm. S. Hubbell of Buffalo N. Y.
will deliver an oration Memorial Bay in thii
village. On the evening of May 31st, he wii
lecture on the battle of Cold Harbor.
Mr
Hubbell is a veteran of the late war and
served as chaplain of a regiment in wliiel
some of the u. A. R. men of this
village weri
mustered.
K.
YARMOUTH.

Ivered anvwhere In the city
MITCHELL’S 6 Cent Store.

WANTED
capital to

in every town to
Scissors Sharpmen; secure territory at once. W. II. POWERS, 218 Oxford street,
11-1
Portland, Me.

Bag of Marbles or a Base Ball
given to the boys with their hats.

day.
The AVestbrook Manufacturing Companj
will pay Us operators every two weeks foi
the present. The other manufacturing com
panles in the village will continue their old
custom.
Mr. Frank Baily has material on tin

20-tf

s

the

to Cape Elizabeth.
SACCABAPPA

M. SWEAT

wanted
Knife and
sell Johnson
W| ANTED—Agents
inducement to live

tut

Knights of I’ythias and
organizations, consisting of
Bayard Lodge, Knights of Pythias, Ancienl
Brothers Lodge of Portland, and Elizabeth
City Lodge ofOdd Fellows of Ferry Village.
Mr. George Webb, who has been keeper of
Bice’s Head Light for 22 years, has removed

on
or

new goods. *26 per
cents
salary,
the dollar commission. No competition. Rare
chance. Address with stamp for terms, K. M.
WEAVER, 199 N. Division street, Buffalo, N. Y,
mar 17d&wlm»

...

lias catuuru

store

WANTKO—Agents

A

The funeral of Captain George D. Lee was
held yesterday afternoon at the Methodist
church. A very large number of people attended. A funeral sermon was preached by
the Kev. T. P. Adams. Captain Lee was a
member of the Odd Fellows Relief Association and the Citizens Mutual Relief Society

one

in every town in Cumberland and York Counties, for Howard’s Life
of Henry Ward Beecher; also agents In every
town in Maine, for “Perley’s Reminiscences” the
new book by Maj. Ben Perley Poore. Address or
call on F. WIGGIN, 413 Congress St., Portland,
Me.14-1

Merry’s Celebrated Stiff Hats $2.00
to $11.50.

CAPE ELIZABETH.

uwuj

LlOUND—Copper-bottomed wash boilers, extra
L
buallty, warranted, lor <1; also an egg
•oacher lor 25 cents, and a very largo stock Of
inware ol all kinds at extremely low prices, de-

2

Mussey’s

$8.00

-

12-1

REST—Offices and chambers suitable
for salesrooms, studios and work shops In
FOR
WANTED—Immediately.
pant makers, 2 vest makers. L.C. YOUNG,
also
Row, Middle
street.12-1

vv

SUBURBAN NEWS.

11

DANFORTHST.

at 387

BENT—On line of horse cars, Peering,
Stevens Plains Ave,;two story bouse, 10
rooms, cistern and lebago water; price 3200 per
year. Enquire on the premises, or of F. M.
HOUGHTON, Peering, Me.
1-tf

Dunlap & Co’s Celebrated Hats.

Co., fish packers, have gone in-

rv:
jLM.no

Enquire

AUKNTM

Business Troubles.
The following business troubles are reported in Portland:
William E. Sheafe, jeweller, has gone Into in-

w*

good

cellar,

neighborhood.

We manufacture our Silk and Stiff
Hats. Onr factory over our store.
All kinds of hats made over to order

tested in the presence of
Vanceboro,
Bridge Builder 1>. A. Barker and Koad Master V. II. Foss. It was very heavily loaded
and sagged but five-eighths of an inch.

TV. —ai_j

Street, contain-

on

ness;
48 Vs

was

-*

this advertisement.

iv

rooms

SHIPPING BV AUCTION.
we

lor

western section of the
8 rooms, the other
rooms;
improvements, nice location;
Enquire of C. P. WALsunny and convenient.
DRON. 40 Exchange street.0-1
Danforth
ToingURT—House
and bath room,open lire places,
eight
cemented
fine location and

AUCTIONEERS.

_j_

can

paying

second hand
W *NTED—Light 883
ED<,Urre

I.ET-Two rents in

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

8ATURDAY, April 16. at 13 m„ at office 18
pair ot spectacles which the owner
ON Exchange
shall sell
street,
FOUND—A
have by calling at 2u6 NEWBURY ST.,
I-TA
Srhoonrr Hellrs.
md

LET-On Custom House Wharf,
superior situation for trade with fishing and
other vessels; also a building suitable for flsh
packing, and lately occupied by Carney & Prince.
Apply to PELEG BABKEH. Office No. 9. 11-2
TO

TO
city—one containing
7
modern

MERRY’S FINE HATS

"'notes.
bridge of the Maine Central

&

FOUND—20

TO

ener:

Insolvency.

Franklin

<

AUCTION NAUM.

sets ot Charles Dickens’Works,
15 volumes. In a good box; published lor
H5.00; nicely bound in English muslin; will sell
or only 15.60; callbind see them ; a big trade, at
I. H. COLEsWoKTIIY’S BOok Store, 03 Ex14 1
hange street.

a

RAILWAY MATTERS.

to

In

LET-A pleasant and convenient house.
Inquire of JABEZ TRUE, 394 Fore street,
at True Bros.__12-1

nextHday \
—ONES

rooms

Wharf._12-2

STORK

*

solvency.
C. 1). Phonies

a

LET-Storage for wet and dry merchandise. Apply to CHASE BROTHERS, head

TO

STYLES

he has observed that when the air is still, on
“peaceful Sabbath morns” the bells of
churches over six miles away can be almost
as distinctly heard as at
Bath, and has heard
it stated that they could be distinguished at
Phipsburg Centre, nearly eight miles down
the river. Not only can the bells be heard,
but by their different tones the different
churches can be distinguished.
Often, at
midnight, when the air is proverbially still,
the rumble of trains at Brunswick depot, 9
miles away, can easily be heard.
While the gentleman is investigating this
matter he might turn his attention to a matter of history, and set at rest the exact place
at which the engagement between the Boxer
and Enterprise occurred; for at present every
place between Cape Elizabeth andPema<|uid claims the honor of having heard the
bring and seen the battle. If he succeeds in
locating the battle he will be taking a long
stride toward unearthing interesting data as
to the distance sound will travel, and establish satisfactorily the veracity of local histo-

iron

summer

LET-Very

be heard at Bath in certain atmospheric conditions. The writer of the communication
is correct.
Seguin whistle can easily be
heard at Bath, in almost any weather or direction of wind, that requires its use.
Your Bath correspondent has also noticed
something concerning the distance at which
church bells can be heard.
While summer-

new

6 p. in., at No. 163 HIGH 8T.

pleasant
TO
Block; suitable for dress makers; key at
63 Brown St. A. B. STEVENS.13-1

marks that a Bath paper stated a few years
ago that the steam fog horn at Seguin could

The

to 12

Office._

To the Editor of the Press:
In the Press today, your correspondent
notices a communication concerning the distance at which sound can be heard. He re-

at

8

house of nine rooms, bath room,
&c.;
pleasant house and location as there is in
the city; rent 340.00 per month. For particulars
address HOUSE, This
13-1

14.

rians.

LET-Inquire from

---j
LET-After May 1st, for the

Boxer?

Bath, April

TO
or 2 to

I.OUT AND POUND.

furnished
TOas

Loud Fog Horns and Bells—
Just Where Did the Enterprise
the

LIT.

TO

a.

Some

Fight

AVDEKTIUKJIEIVTM.

KOO.TIm
m.,

J O U R N E YINC8 OF SOU N DS.

Margaret Mather always draws crowded
audiences In Portland, the young actresi
having proved a great favorite here fron

did not make its connection with the Mon-

Woman

NEW

MARRIACES.
wil

treal express at Island Pond vesterdav. On
board the train were a number of passengers
for the steamer Vancouver, and they came
to this city on a special train, which arrived
here at 4 o’clock yesterday afternoon.

noon

harbor but fortunately without serious loss.
We earnestly trust before results more
disastrous occur the section will be repealed."
The new method requires the steamer's
head to go opposite to the heaving of the
wheel. The petition will be signed by the
leading steamer owners, pilots, and merchants of the city and vicinity, and forwarded to the department. |The pilots say
the old way is good enough for Portland.

TAKEN FROM LIFE.

are

Mrs. Webb afterwards left for Boston for a
short trip, including New York and Philadelphia. Returning, they will go to Halifax
for a residence of three months, Mr. Webb
being engaged during the time on business
matters in that city. Mr. AVebb is the senior partner of the firm of II. F. AVebb &
Co., of this ci.y, and the bride is the sister of
the junior member of the firm.

.T

Entertained

Mass.

Do You Like Base Ball ?

sided at the organ.
A

"

VISITINC ODD FFLLOW8

CASE.

Court To-Day.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
1KW

Hearing

MURPHY

1

aprll

DAY,

344 Ceagres* Street.
Also new stock Girls'Tricycles,

dlw

FI KMT ARRIVAL

Barbadoes Molasses

If you want tbe

SPRINCFIELD ROADSTER.
This Is a new safety Bicycle that combines the
advantages of the Star and all the other safeties,
and has the graceful appearance of an ordlnarv
Bicycle. Price Ml, 4*3.00 U you are going
to buy a wheel of auy kind call at

221 Puncheons, 16 Tierces, 18 Bbls.,
Choice Barbadoes Molasses, just Imported per Sch. “Hound,” and
—

FOR SALR BT

—

GEO.
S HUNT & CO.
apria
dlw

C.H.LAMSON’S, 177 Middles.

THE

febiS

Iw

MAIL.

aplldlmeod

For Sale or To Lei.
DESIRABLE two story frame dweUlng,
house

on

Pine street, near Brackett street,

recently modernized and improved, contains two
parlors, dining room, kitchen, bath room, (with
hot and cold water,) seven chambers, plenty of
closets and front and back stabs, fire places In

back parlor and dining room, new steam heating
apperatus with eight radiators; newly painted
and papered throughout; area of lot 4,000 square
feet. Terms reasonable. Inquire of ROLI.1NS 4(
dec24dtf
ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St.

_

STEPHEN BERRY,

fflock,

nmd

(gaul

87 Plan mim.

vise

priced

\

I

li b-torc purler sale at rein
Mi"
the

wheel.

Gr, jL.,
umrl7

Hellle

Agewt, 403

Tltddls »t.

dU

